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NEWS 

CONCRETE CHANGE HITS HUD 
Lesbians protest government inaction on housing code changes 

by Gareth Fenley 
Atlanta—Your bathroom door is proba- 

bly about the size of the one that recently 
got smashed to pieces outside the Richard 
Russell Federal Building. Thirteen les- 
bians and disabled people took turns blud- 
geoning the door, which they had hauled 
downtown and decorated with a sign: "24- 
inch-wide Doors Keep Us Out." 

Meanwhile, Eleanor Smith and three 
other members of the group waited to be 
arrested for refusing to leave a conference 
room on the sixth floor. Smith had orga- 
nized Concrete Change, a group of dis- 
abled activists in Atlanta and when a cou- 
ple of able-bodied lesbian friends asked 
how they could help, she had another idea. 

"Gays and lesbians put their hearts into 
social change movements to a dispropor- 
tionate extent," Smith explains. "When 
lesbians act in those organizations, we 
become invisible. It masks the fact that 20 
to 30 percent of the people in the battered 
women's and pro-choice and other move- 
ments are lesbians." So rather than blend- 
ing into the existing group, Smith and the 
new volunteers started a branch: Lesbian- 
Feminist Concrete Change. 

Most people take it for granted that they 
can visit friends at home. Disabled people 
can't, because steps and narrow doors bar 
the way. The federal Fair Housing 
Amendment of 1988 addressed this situa- 
tion by mandating that all new apartment 
buildings must be basically wheelchair 
accessible after March 1991. The law 
directs the U.S. Department of Housing 

and Urban Development (HUD) to write 
and enforce construction guidelines. 
Concrete Change was satisfied with what 
HUD wrote, but construction industry 
groups were not. They proposed weaker 
guidelines that would be cheaper to imple- 
ment. 

Then, says Concrete Change, "HUD 
wimped out." The agency published its 
own guidelines as Option One alongside 
industry's Options Two and Three. 

On Tuesday, August 28, Concrete 
Change showed up at HUD's Atlanta 
regional office. The group demanded to 
talk on the phone to HUD Secretary Jack 
Kemp or his second-in-command, Alfred 
Dellibovi. 

HUD public affairs assistant Linda 
Lipthrott tried to be courteous, but she 
quickly got frustrated when the activists 
refused to move out of the elevator lobby 
and later when they interfered with govern- 
ment business by singing "If I Had a 
Hammer." 

Eventually, Concrete Change was seated 
in a conference room with regional admin- 
istrator Ray Harris and 12 other HUD 
staffers. "We are upset that HUD even 
published Options Two and Three," 
Eleanor Smith began. "We had believed 
that the law would end harassment...We are 
here to show that we will not go away. Our 
motivation is very high. We are upset 
enough to commit ourselves to a long, long 
struggle." 

"We are not your adversaries," respond- 
ed Harris. "From the beginning, HUD has 
been on the right side... After this meeting I 
will send a memorandum forward to report 
on your concerns, and I will go on record 

Eleanor Smith confronts HUD administrator Ray Harris. 
CINDY LIVINGSTON 

as supporting Option Cne, which the 
department prefers." 

Harris' staff set up a speaker-phone con- 
nection to his boss, Ed Gardner in 
Washington. "Secretary Kemp is not avail- 
able this afternoon," said Gardner, "but he's 
very concerned about your issues...Mr. 
Dellibovi is also not available. I am one of 
two people who report directly to Secretary 
Kemp. Anything you say will be commu- 
nicated to him." 

"We believe that's true, but we feel it 
will have more impact if we say it our- 
selves," said Smith. She and the others 
demanded to talk to Kemp or Dellibovi. 
They mixed calm, polite statements with 
confrontational outbursts and chanting. 

"We've made a lot of the progress that 
we've made by not being reasonable," 
Smith told Harris. 

At 5:00, HUD told Concrete Change to 
go home. The activists at first refused. 
Then some of them went down to smash 
the door in the plaza. By the time HUD 
called the police, four activists remained in 
the conference room, softly singing "We 
Shall Not Be Moved." At the last 
minute—to avoid the publicity of arrests 
—HUD agreed to have its security forces 
"escort" the activists from the building by 
pushing their wheelchairs out. A photo of 
a cop pushing Smith ran in the Journal- 
Constitution the next day. 

"I think we caused sufficient disruption 
that our message will be carried up to the 
top," says Smith. "And I hope we gave an 
impression of persistence." 

Concrete Change and its lesbian-femi- 
nist branch can be contacted at 1371 
Metropolitan Avenue SE, Atlanta, GA 
30316. 

FIRST RHYTHM FEST 
DRAWS 1100 

Diversity surprises, pleases 
organizers and attendees 

by Gale Reter 
Near Rome, GA—All the happy 

campers have returned home and the land 
is quiet once more. Now only the cicadas 
sing where once the sounds of women's 
music and laughter filled the air; horses 
frolic where a small tent city sat just hours 
ago. The dust settles on letters marking 
workshop sites. The first Rhythm Fest is 
history. 

"Our first Fest was a smashing suc- 
cess. . .a phenomenal job well done," says a 
happy Mandy Carter. Carter—along with 
Barbara Savage, Kathleen Mahoney, Susan 
Fuchs and Michelle Crone—co-produced 
the women's music, comedy and political 
festival held on Labor Day Weekend. 

In retrospect it was an uneventful festi- 
val, lacking the sheer drama of outright 
confrontation that is frequent as such 
events. No one threatened to burn the coor- 
dinators' cabin; no one was thrown off the 
land for fighting, stealing or getting drunk. 
Many agreed it was the most laid-back fes- 
tival they had ever attended. 

"I liked Rhythm Fest because it had a 
political consciousness, but the real reason 
is that it just felt so good," offered well 
known lesbian photographer JEB from 
D.C. 

With 794 paid tickets, the fest broke 
even and may have made a dollar or two 
for its producers who Carter says were 
pleased with the turnout. Fundraising from 
the stages produced about $2300 for the 
upcoming National Lesbian Conference; 

approximately $300 was raised for the anti- 
Helms Senate Vote '90. 

Diversity was the by-word, with propor- 
tionately more women of color in atten- 
dance than anyone could remember having 
seen at similar events. 

"I'm ecstatic about the number of 
women of color who were present," adds 
Carter. The producers had made a point of 
inviting as many women of color as possi- 
ble to perform at the festival; Carter rea- 
sons that promotion of that fact is responsi- 
ble for the good turn out. 

All this is not to say that there was no 
disagreement; its impossible to bring this 
many different women and not have a little 
friction. 

One problem arose when Morgana per- 
formed one of her classic middle-eastern 

The proof is in the performance: Lea 
DeLaria in a dress at Rhythm Fest. 

ritual dances. Although she began the per- 
formance by explaining that it was a tribute 
to the beauty of dance from another culture, 
some women of color expressed the feeling 
that such dances should be performed by 
women of the cultures represented, not a 
white woman whose actions might be seen 
as a cultural rip-off. Imitation isn't always 
the sincerest form of flattery. 

And comic Rene Hicks raised eyebrows 
and drew a few hisses and boo's when she 
began to put down the South; her rift on the 
joys of child abuse drew heavy fire. 

But the biggest grumbling of the week- 
end seemed to be related to food—many 
felt that workers received more substantial 
meals that fest goers. Organizers explained 
that the workers sometimes needed more 
substantial fare than folks on vacation. 
Overall, however, the food was good and 
plentiful with more meat eaters than vege- 
tarians in attendance. 

Will there be another? 
"I'm already looking forward to '91." 

laughs Carter. "We won't know for sure 
until October if we'll be able to get the 
same land again, but we'll definitely do it in 
the Southeast." 

SHANNON 
REINDICTED UNDER 

CORRECT NAME 
Action Brings Another Delay 

in Attack Trial 

Atlanta—At the end of August, the 
man accused of brutally attacking Thomas 
Germain (a pseudonym) was reindicted 
under his real name, Michael Shannon, 

and was charged with aggravated battery 
and armed robbery, in addition to the 
original aggravated assault charge. The 
attacker was indicted earlier this year as 
Richard Shannon, the name of his long- 
deceased brother. 

Germain was attacked in his home last 
fall, after spending the night with 
Shannon. Southern Voice first reported 
the story in January. 

Shannon was arrested and released on 
bail, but failed to appear in court, leaving 
Germain afraid for his life. Though 
Shannon was re-apprehended in January, 
it was March before Germain was 
informed of that fact. 

Through three different prosecutors, a 
second release on bail, a plea bargain 
based on a "homosexual panic" defense, 
and the reindictment—which means start- 
ing at the beginning of the court process 
again—Germain has become increasingly 
frustrated at his treatment by the court 
system, says his lawyer, Judd Herndon of 
the ACLU. 

Germain hired Herndon because he 
felt the District Attorney's office "may not 
be representing his best interests." 

District Attorney Lewis Slaton did not 
return Southern Voice's calls about his 
office's handling of the case. 

Despite the summer heat, reports of 
bias incidents dropped to four during the 
last two week period. All were harass- 
ment. Remember to report all bias related 
incidents to 286-BIAS. And remember 
that the Atlanta police have repeatedly 
warned us that they are actively making 
arrests in the cruising areas of Piedmont 
and Grant Parks. 
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NEWTS 

VOTERS BUST BROWARD 
RIGHTS AMMENDMENT 

"We've lost the battle, but not the war." 
by Beverly Gaucher 

Broward County, FL—An attempt to add 
"sexual orientation" to Broward county's 
proposed Human Rights Ordinance failed 
to pass by a vote of 41% to 59% on 
September 4. 

The only other gay rights measure to 
pass by public initiative (a popular vote 
from the actual community) in the United 
States was in the late 1980's in Boulder, 
Colorado. On the other hand, many other 
communities have passed gay rights protec- 
tions through city councils; Wisconsin and 
Massachusetts have statewide protection. 

We'll try again in a few years, and we'll 
do it," said Brad Buchman of Broward's 
United Citizens for Human Rights. 

"It is very difficult for gays and lesbians 
to gain their rights through a popularity 
contest" says Robert Bray of the National 
Gay and Lesbian Task Force. The situation 
is much the same for women, racial minori- 
ties, and other systematically oppressed 
groups. Lesbians and gays in Broward 
County "have lost the battle, but not the 
war," he added. 

When asked whether or not the propa- 
ganda colored the vote, UCHR's Buchman 
replied "I hope [not], but its really hard to 
tell." The opposition did erect billboards 
and circulate pamphlets demanding that 
people not vote for "gay" rights. According 
to a pole taken before the erection of the 
billboards, support was split 44% to 44%. 
In the actual election, the gay amendment 
received 41% of the vote. 

Bray says the Broward defeat reminded 
him of Martin Luther King, Jr.'s statement 
that we must change "first the laws then; 
the hearts and minds of the people." 

Broward lesbians and gays set a record 
for their county by registering 2000 voters 
in 6 weeks; they also raised more than 
$50,000 to support their cause. 

Beverly Cothern, a supporter of UCHR, 
claims that the opposition—a Christian 
Coalition led by Pat Robertson—"led a 
smear campaign while [lesbians and gays 
were] approaching it from a human rights 
standpoint." 

COURTESY OF THE WEEKLY NEWS 

KOWALSKI COURT 
DATE DELAYED AGAIN 

Presence of media may 
be the cause 

by Beverly Gaucher 
St. Cloud MN—Add yet more delay to 

Karen Thompson's seven-year fight to gain 
custody of her disabled lover Sharon 
Kowalski. On August 30 1990, St. Louis 
County Judge Robert Campbell set October 
10 as the date of a pre-conference hearing 
on deciding guardianship. 

Sharon Kowalski was disabled in a 1983 
auto accident. She and Thompson had been 
live-in lovers for four years before the acci- 
dent left her almost entirely paralyzed. 

On August 2, Judge Campbell post- 
poned the trial proceedings originally 
scheduled for that day when, according to 
Thompson, a substantial number of 
reporters showed up to cover the trial. An 
earlier appellate court's decision had 
allowed press into the trial. The August 
date marked the first time that Kowalski 
had been present at any of the numerous 
previous trial proceedings. 

"It is a setback," said Thompson, "it's 

going to take more time, but the bottom 
line is that I'm going to be appointed 
guardian." 

Thompson says she is "the only one 
who meets the [guardian] statutory require- 
ments...Because the guardian statute says 
the guardian must have communication 
with the ward. The records all show that 
I'm the only one who has good communi- 
cation with Sharon." 

Also at issue is whether Sharon should 
remain in institutional care. Sharon's court 
appointed attorney has stated that "I don't 
believe that Leisure Hills [the nursing 
home where Sharon spent 31/2 years] has 
the medical and rehabilitative facilities that 
are offered in Twin Cities, Duluth, and St. 
Cloud." 

Also according to Thompson, Sharon's 
court appointed attorney submitted an argu- 
ment to Judge Campbell which stated "if 
the ability to turn commitment into hard 
work, loyalty, and energy [exists] nobody 
could meet the tests of the guardianship 
statute better than Karen Thompson. [She] 
meets all the requirements except the 
approval of the Kowalskis. If the court 
finds this essential, then Karen should not 
be appointed guardian; if it's not, then she's 
the best qualified." 

Lavender Law II 

The National Lesbian and Gay Law Association 
Presents the Second National Conference 

on Lesbian and Gay Legal Issues 
• • • 

October 5-8, 1990 
Radisson Hotel Atlanta 

■     ■■:   >::- 

Keynote Address 
Hon. Donna J. Hitchens 
Judge Elect of San Francisco 

Superior Court 

v> i; :'"..V 
Dan Bradley Human Rights 

Award Recipient 
Prof. Nan D. Hunter 

Former Dir. A.C.L.U. National Lesbian 
and Gay Rights Project 

Sodomy Day Opening Remarks 
Jay Kohorn 

National expert on Sodomy Law Reform 

AIDS Day Opening Remarks 

Prof. Harlan Dalton 
Member National AIDS Commission 

Housing 
Radisson Hotel Atlanta 
Reduced rates are available at the 
Radisson, which is the site of the 
1990 NLGLA Lavendar Law II 
Conference. Room rates (per night):. 
Single $70.00; Double S70.OO. 
Alternate Housing is available in 
private homes on a limited first- 
come, first-served basis. People 
requesting alternate housing should 
be prepared to bring sleeping bags 
and be open to sharing rooms. 

AIDS 
Family, Insurance, Criminal Law... 

CIVIL RIGHTS 
Free Speech, Constitutional Theories, 

Immigration... 
LEGAL PRACTICE 

Non-gay work environments, Setting Up, 
Advising clients... 

EMPLOYMENT AND 
DISCRIMINATION 

Security Clearences, Referenda, Union 
and Employer Policies... 

CRIMINAL LAW 
Violence, Sodomy Laws, Defense... 

FAMILY LAW 
Domestic Partnership, Marriage, Children, 

Donor Insemination... 
SPECIAL PROGRAMS 

' esbw. 
Movement... 

_£sbian Roundtable, The Future of th6| 

Transportation 
."♦M 

Midtown Travel consultants is the 
official travel agency for the 
Conference. Contact Jody Taylre or 
Robert White at 1-800-548-8904 until 
7:00 pm (eastern time) during the 
week and Saturdays from 10:00 am';;? 
until 2:00 pm, or you may FAX your 
reaquests 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week to 404-881-6322. 
Use Midtown Travel Consultants to 
get the reduced Delta and Alamo 
rates. *-"c«J 

REGISTRATION FORM 
Return To: 
Lavender Law II 
P.O. BOX 120795 
Nashville, TN 37212-0795 

Abby R. Rubenfeld, Days (615) 269-6778 
Jeff G. Peters, Nights (904) 656-2024 

Name: 

Address: 

City, State, ZIP:. 

Phone:  

I need information on: 

Registration Fees (by income level): 
Student: Preregistration $20.00 (At Door $30.00) 
Under $20,000: Preregistration $30.00 (At Door $40.00) 
$20,000-$40,000: Preregistration $60.00 (At Door $80.00) 
Over $40,000: Preregistration $90.00 (At Door $120.00) 

Separate AIDS Law Day and Sodomy Law Reform Day 
These are two separate intensive on-day training seminars. 
[ ] I plan to attend the AIDS Law Day 
[ ] I plan to attend the Sodomy Law Reform Day 
October 8, 1990       Preregistration: $15 (At the Door: $20) 
(MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO NLGLA LAVENDER LAW II) 
[ ] I authorize the publication of my name in a conference directory 
(Signature Required): 

;Qate::- Signature - 

W: "-:W^m^^Wf^ 
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NEWS 

DEMOS SKIP SODOMY, OK 
MILLER PLATFORM 

Gays provide some relief in 
otherwise lackluster convention 

Atlanta—The Georgia Democratic 
Convention met last weekend at the Georgia 
World Congress Center and rubber stamped 
gubernatorial candidate Zell Miller's plat- 
form. Lesbian and gay delegates provided 
what may have been the most exciting 
aspects of the lackluster convention. 

Prior to the convention, police received a 
tip from an unidentified south Georgia dele- 
gate that LEGAL's representatives planned a 
riot on the floor of the convention. The 
media got wind of the rumor and made ref- 
erence to a "gay demonstration" on numer- 
ous occasions. LEGAL members say they 
repeatedly told both media and security staff 
that they planned no demonstration. 

LEGAL had, previous to the convention, 
given proposed platform planks on sodomy 
reform, hate crimes legislation, AIDS edu- 
cation and funding, and abortion to Platform 
Committee chair Sid Johnson. Portions of 
the latter two made it into the platf- 
orm—including a call for start-up funding 
of a high risk insurance pool and leaving 
Georgia's abortion statute unchanged. 

With one exception, lesbian and gay del- 
egates reported generally friendly interac- 
tions with their fellow delegates. Gays from 
the 36th District objected when State 
Senator David Scott announced that he 
would be the District Caucus Chair—a 
largely symbolic post at the pre-planned 
convention. After heated discussion both 
sides agreed to a vote. Scott and his support- 
ers counted the votes and declared him the 
winner over David Lowe. 

Lowe, who is gay, and his supporters 
appealed the vote to the convention chair, a 
second vote was taken and Lowe was 
declared the winner. 

LEGAL member Rich Jones called les- 

bian and gay participation in the convention 
"a great success" pointing particularly to the 
media's continued focus on sodomy reform 
and to progress made in having gay issues 
heard and understood in the 4th and 5th 
District caucuses. 

NAVY TARGETS LESBIANS 
Washington—"It is an explicit, alarming, 

high-level call for intensified efforts to iden- 
tify lesbians serving in the Navy," says 
Congressman Gerry Studds (D-MA). 

"Rarely is the public privy to such a clear 
example of the military's homophobic, sex- 
ist bigotry," offers NOW's Molly Yard. 
"Clearly, elements in the military still chafe 
at the success of women in their ranks." 

The "it" in question is a 4-page memo on 
"Equal Treatment of Male and Female 
Homosexuals" sent by Vice Admiral Joseph 
Donnell to all commands in the Atlantic 
Naval Surface Fleet. The memo is dated 24 
July and was leaked to Studds' office and 
NOW in late August. 

Under the guise of "equal treatment," the 
memo is clearly an attempt to ferret out and 
discharge lesbians in the Navy, where 
women are twice as likely to be discharged 
for being gay as are men. Service-wide, that 
ratio is three to one. 

The memo states that the typical lesbian 
"in the Navy is more aggressive than her 
male counterpart, intimidating those women 
who might turn her in to the chain of com- 
mand." It goes on to characterize the 
"stereotypical female homosexual" as "hard- 
working, career-oriented,.. .among the com- 
mand's top professionals." 

But most offensive to many women who 
have read the memo is Donnell's conclusion 
that, "We must recognize that women who 
are targets for female homosexuals experi- 
ence a unique form of sexual harassment 
which can be even more devastating and dif- 
ficult to cope with than the more traditional 
harassment from men." 

AID ATLANTA NAMES 
DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR 

SCOTT AUERBACH 

Atlanta—Ray Castleberry is taking over 
as Director of Development for AID 
Atlanta, a position formerly held by the 
agency's present executive director, Sandy 
Thurman. Mr. Castleberry, a graduate of The 
American University in D.C., began his 
executive management career with 
Bloomingdales, and has worked extensively 
in public relations and marketing. He has 
assisted not-for-profit organizations with 
fundraising, grant applications and special 
events, and also serves presently on the 
board of Project Open Hand/Atlanta. 

OPEN HAND HIRES 
INTERIM DIRECTOR 

Atlanta—As of September 1, Dennis 
Wirzman, former owner of The Bar on 
Peachtree and Darlin's restaurant, is acting 

as Interim Director of Project Open Hand, a 
meals-on-wheels program for the HIV-posi- 
tive. Wirzman has an extensive background 
in project management and business devel- 
opment. He hopes "not just to tread water 
here, but to bring a new eye to the organiza- 
tion." 

Open Hand is presently accepting appli- 
cations for the directorship. Wirzman will 
hold the interim position through the end of 
October. 

DHR FUNDS FOR 
AID ATLANTA STILL 

QUESTIONABLE 

Atlanta—The proposed cut from the 
Georgia Department of Human Resources 
(DHR) budget apparently will not affect 
AID Atlanta as previously feared, according 
to information given to the Atlanta 
Journal/Constitution by DHR's director of 
public affairs Joyce Goldberg. 

But several days after that article 
appeared Ms. Goldberg's assistant, Fran 
Buchannan, told Southern Voice that "noth- 
ing was sure" yet in the proposed $29 mil- 
lion cut. At press time Ms. Goldberg was 
not able to confirm or deny the accuracy of 
Goldberg's statement. 

According to AID Atlanta's George 
Sinclair, the money from the state is intend- 
ed to "take over for grants given to the agen- 
cy as seed money," which are set to expire 
September 30. 

Meanwhile, AIDS service advocates 
await Senate approval of federal funds 
tagged for the AIDS CARE Act. The budget 
goes to its first Senate committee on 
September 18, and must go through at least 
one more committee before it goes to the 
entire Senate for consideration. 

Fulton County will be responsible for 
administering the AIDS CARE funds when 
and if they are appropriated by Congress. 

Shafespeare 
& Company 

A NEW (And USED) BOOKSTORE 
122 North Avondale Road 

Downtown Avondale Estates • 296-4088 
(Additional Parking in Back) 

Store Hours: Tues-Sat, 11-7; Sun, 1-7; Closed Monday 

GREAT SELECTION OF BOOKS 
ON MANY TOPICS (BOTH USUAL & UNUSUAL) 

FOR ANY AGE GROUP. (Also Music) 

SALON 
(formerly 

The Cuttery) 

Contemporary 
Corporate Images 
for Men and Women 

5325 Roswell Rd 
256-3200 

Mori-Sat, evening appointments available 

%/S *m> 

Ty-'t'l 

F«.9 !«•••* 

Kffl 

ar« ej 

Claire can get your 
Clothes Clean! 

fold cfoun, dvC&ea, fa* jua£ 

!D&-itr<t&un&el£en& fuzy fati 504^ 

Claires Clean Clothes 
1830 F Piedmont (Faces Rock Springs Road) 875-4108 

open Tuesday-Saturday 8-7 pm, Sunday 8-6 pm, closed Mondays 
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NEWS 

NIAID TROUNCES HYPERTHERMIA 
Logan says move "smacks of Nazism" 

by Paul Evans 
On September 4, the National Institute 

of Allergy and Infectious Diseases 
(NIAID) devastated the hopes of many 
supporters of hyperthermia by denouncing 
the controversial heat-treatment therapy for 
Kaposi's sarcoma. 

NIAID, one of the 12 arms of the 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) in 
Bethesda, Maryland, stated flatly in a 5- 
page "Summary of Findings": "From the 
cases presented [to NIAID], there appears 
to be no clinical, immunologic or virologic 
support for the use of hyperthermia in the 
treatment of HIV disease or Kaposi's sarco- 
ma. Neither does there appear any support 
for further human experimentation in this 
area at this time." 

Visibly furious when reading the NIAID 
report, thoracic surgeon Dr. William 

Logan, one of two physicians who initiated 
hyperthermia for two purportedly KS, HIV 
positive patients at Atlanta Hospital last 
winter and spring, lashed back: "I hesitate 
to say what I really think, but it almost 
smacks of Nazism for them to be saying, 
'You are totally wrong. Nothing you say is 
right. And therefore, it should stop.'" 

Referring to Carl Crawford, the first 
PWA to undergo hyperthermia, the report 
says that "the patient's history of cat 
scratches, his clinical presentation, and his 
unusually rapid response [to treatment] that 
was temporally related to the administra- 
tion of antibiotics" suggest that Crawford 
never suffered from KS, but rather a condi- 
tion termed bacillary epitheloid angiomato- 
sis (BEA)—commonly known as "cat 
scratch fever." 

Dr. Kenneth Alonso, the pathologist 

who administered hyperthermia along with 
Logan, objected scathingly—citing the 
presence of lesions in Crawford's mouth 
and rectal tract before the operation, he 
quipped: "I guess they're saying that Carl 
swallowed a cat." 

For some 20 years an experimental ther- 
apy for various malignancies, hyperthermia 
was given in February to Crawford, an 
HIV+ College Park ex-waiter, whose 
lesions, according to Alonso, were consis- 
tent with KS. A week or so after a two- 
hour operation during which his blood was 
heated to 115 degrees outside his body, 
then reintroduced in order to induce a fever 
state of 108 degrees, Crawford was pro- 
nounced by Alonso to be in "complete 
remission" from KS. 

Response to hyperthermia among the 
ADDS medical community has been mixed 
—Mathilde Krim saying on the "Joan 
Rivers Show" that "hyperthermia is a rea- 
sonable thing to try on people with AIDS;" 
New York virologist Dr. Joseph Sonnabend 
expressing interest at a June 27 National 

Association of People With AIDS forum 
on hyperthermia; and Dr. Joseph Wilber of 
the Georgia DHR stating, "If I were some- 
one with advanced KS, I'd try to become 
one of Dr. Alonso's patients." 

San Francisco's PROJECT INFORM 
has been guarded: on July 7, stating that 
"...the methodology of hyperthermia 
deserves serious discussion," but that until 
"further studies can be conducted, the 
rhetoric should be turned down several 
degrees." 

Dr. Logan, who maintains that he has 
been negotiating with medical schools at 
Mercer University and the University of 
Illinois as well as "institutions on the West 
Coast and in New Orleans" to further study 
hyperthermia, worries that those plans will 
be put on hold. "There's no question that 
they (NIAID) are trying to squelch us," he 
says, adding, "But all along, I've been say- 
ing that the whole thing is that we've got to 
do more work. We've got to be free to find 
the answers." 

\brke 
©owns 

or 
<^/iwie/ed& t&mcwic& cowiovriecz 

tvidri ccaddic dJu/& 

Free Utilities 

4 Sparkling Pools 

Volleyball Court 

New Kitchen Appliances 

Vertical & Mini Blinds 

Private Patios & Balconies 

Furnished Corporate Units 

Small Pets Accepted 

Easy Access to Business & Entertainment 

200 26th Street NE 
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GUEST EDITORIAL 

SEX* SILENCE 
"To defend Mapplethorpe's work, we 

must defend every porn theater and book- 
store in the country." 

—from an editorial in the Boston-based 
gay magazine, The Guide 

I don't believe in censorship, but I do 
believe in personal choices. The editorial 
referred to above tells me that if I give 
myself a right to judge pornography, I give 
Jesse Helms the right to judge art. 

First of all, you don't have to "give" 
Jesse Helms the "right" to do anything, 
because he's already doing it—and he has 
the power to back his actions. I don't 
believe in legislating right and wrong—but 
each of us must make moral distinctions 
for ourselves, or someone else will. 

Now hear this—there is a definite dif- 
ference between taking a stand and censor- 
ing. 

The sexism and homophobia exhibited 
by groups like 2 Live Crew offends me, 
deeply. No one can tell me I don't have the 
right to turn off the radio when 2 Live 

Crew comes on; not to buy their records; to 
"boycott" them if I so desire. 

If boycott is a form of censorship 
because its ultimate goal is to silence 
voices, then is my personal choice not to 
listen to 2 Live Crew censorship? The 
power of boycott lies, first of all, in making 
a decision that leaves us with self-respect. 
It's not about being "politically correct," its 
about our personal standards. 

Take a recent example: in Dallas, a 
coalition of civil rights organizations, 
instead of disrupting an Andrew Dice Clay 
concert, asked the comedian to read a state- 
ment before the performance, condemning 
mental and physical violence against 
women, persons of color, and lesbians and 
gays. They wanted to use the performance 
as an opportunity to educate. But sponsors 
withdrew their support and the concert was 
canceled—because Clay feared arrest 
under Dallas' obscenity laws. Here, every- 
body lost—thanks to censorship a la 
Helms. 

Female rapper MC Lyte says it's not 

even a matter of protest—that if we don't 
like what we hear from some artists, we 
should "just not acknowledge them whatso- 
ever." If fans, in particular, continue to sup- 
port rappers who deliver degrading and 
sexist messages, those rappers will believe 
it's okay to continue the abuse. 

2 Live Crew has the right to play their 
music. Their blatant misogyny and homo- 
phobia, however, open up a discussion 
that's been a long time in coming. Their 
lyrics may encourage violence against all 
women, as well as gay men, and reinforce 
repulsive stereotypes, but they are also a 
reflection of a larger attitude about sexuali- 
ty and violence. Do their words incite vio- 
lence? There's no simple cause and effect 
here—those artists are not operating in a 
social vacuum. 

"Sexism itself, as well as violence 
against women, is a major problem in 
almost all North American pop culture," 
says Dominique DiPrima, a rap show host 
in San Francisco, "[it's] not confined to the 
young black man or the rap world." 

Yes, 2 Live Crew is part of the problem, 
but, more importantly, it is a symptom. 

These rappers are saying the same thing 
as most of pop culture—they're just using 
dirtier words. People aren't up in arms 
about the implicit violence, they're up in 
arms because the group uses "pussy" and 

"fuck" to describe that violence explicitly. 
It makes me sick that mainstream commen- 
tators like George Will pretend to abhor 
this music on my behalf while they similar- 
ly seek to censor the positive portrayal of 
women and their vaginas. 

Make no mistake—misogyny, whether 
slick in the style of Will and his cronies, or 
rough in the style of the rappers, is still 
misogyny. 

The only way to fight these negative 
images is to denounce them and put the 
truth out there for public consumption. 
There must be alternatives to 2 Live Crew, 
Andrew Dice Clay, George Will and abu- 
sive porno flicks—images and words 
which say, vaginas belong to women and 
they are not for busting. 

In fact, these alternatives do exist—but 
guess what? They just aren't popular 
because they don't support the kind of 
abuse that stokes the fires of the patriarchy. 

Suppressing reality is not the answer, 
however. We must continue to repeat our 
message; I saw it spraypainted on a wall 
recently—"If you're dissin' the sisters, you 
ain't fightin' the power." 

There must be a constructive and con- 
tinuous discussion about the real question 2 
Live Crew raises—not "where do we draw 
the line?" but, "how do we teach the truth?" 

-Andrea K. Brown 

FROM THE EDITOR 

WORDS 'R' US 
"Whatever you want to say, there is 

only one word that will express it; one 
verb to make it move; one adjective to 
qualify it. You must seek that word... never 
resort to tricks, even clever ones, or to ver- 
bal pirouettes to escape the difficulty." 

-Gustave Flaubert 

M. Flaubert would have approved of the 
use words like queer, faggot, and dyke. But 
Gustave lived in a simpler time. And, to 
my knowledge, he never wrote for a news- 
paper—certainly not one that served a 
community so broad as the one that most 
lesbian and gay publications seek to serve 
in 1990. 

Language, of course, is one of the easi- 
est ways that one class can exert their 
power over another. Men have done it to 
women, whites to blacks, and straights to 
gays for centuries. They continue: last 
Saturday's Atlanta Journal/Constitution 
contains this quote about language from a 
letter published by the GOPAC and 
inspired by Newt Gingrich's rhetoric: [lan- 
guage is a] "key mechanism of control." 

Ignorance and evil are the two most 
likely explanations for the continued use of 
controlling or abusive language; neither 
makes such use acceptable. 

But what happens when an oppressed 
culture uses language that may be seen as 
abusive to describe itself? Is that an indica- 
tion of self-hatred? Or does such usage 
portray us as powerful people, able to 
reclaim damaging words and turn them 
into loving expressions of our uniqueness? 

Regular readers will no doubt recognize 
that I believe in the latter route. The pages 
of this paper are regularly peppered with 
queer, dyke, fag and the like whenever 
those are the "one word" that best does the 
job of expressing the author's meaning. 

I didn't come to the conclusion that the 
use of such words was a good idea without 
study and consideration; the words and 
beliefs of Harry Hay, Judy Grahn and 
James Broughton are the basis for my posi- 
tion.  . 

Obviously not everyone agrees with my 
line of thinking; the pieces on pages 8 and 
9 are an attempt to explore some of the 
issues in this controversy. Please read 
them. 

Southern Voice is not the only publica- 

tion that has received letters or phone calls 
regarding the use of seemingly pejorative 
words in their pages. Harry Hay—founder 
of the Mattachine Society and one of the 
fathers of the radical faeries and who has 
proudly defined himself as a sissy for 70 
years—recently trashed The Advocate for 
giving a "sissy" award to Jesse Helms, 
adding, "Sissies of the world arise! You've 
nothing to loose but your assimilationist 
heteroimitative frigidities." 

On the other hand San Francisco 
Sentinel reader Ray Caley wrote a open let- 
ter to " Nation" which began "Your 
goals are lofty; your insight tremendous. 
Your motivation is well-founded; your self 
esteem admirable; but the name of your 
new organization is INSULTING." 

Mr. Caley goes on to suggest that Queer 
Nations' chant "We're here, we're queer, 
and we won't disappear" be replaced with 
"We're gay! We're here to stay!" By my 

standards—and Flaubert's—Caley is in la 
la land. No doubt the millions of lesbians 
who feel that "gay" excludes them entirely 
would agree. 

When this discussion came up a few 
issues ago, I said we would only use words 
like queer, fag, dyke and the like when we 
sure that the author's intent was positive. 

Having spent many hours reading and 
discussing the subject, I'd like to modify 
that position. We will not use queer, etc. in 
news stories unless they are part of a quote 
or the name of a group. In features and 
columns we will continue to use them so 
long as they meet our positive intent test. 
And in the later case we'll pay close atten- 
tion to not bombarding readers with these 
words that obviously offend so many. 

I'm especially impressed by the 
research that Vee Burns did for her article 
and somewhat surprised, as was she, that 
so many people of color object so strongly 
to the use of the words in question. Given 
the challenge of providing content that is 
pertinent to the lives of our readers who are 
not white, we need to to pay special atten- 
tion to not alienating them with offensive 
language. 

(Do readers have an opinion on Vee's 
coined word "lesbigay" as a replacement 
for "queer" or "lesbian and gay"?) 

The Fall issue of Outlook contains an 
excellent article which suggests we should 
stop using homophobic as a "catchall word 
for any type of negative attitude or behav- 
ior directed towards gays and lesbians." 

The author, Joseph H. Neisen, goes on 
to suggest that we substitute "heterosex- 
ism" because its use "will tell heterosexuals 
that it is their problem, not ours." Using 
"heterosexism" also puts such behavior, 
properly, in line with its sister, sexism. 

I like Neisen's suggestion so you will 
begin to see "heterosexism" in these pages. 

But only where it is appropriate. Some 
who would oppress us really do fear us. 
Their attacks are based on a feeling of infe- 
riority, not the superiority that is inherent 
in racism and sexism. These folks, and 
their actions will continue to be labeled 
"homophobic" or even "homohating." 

The latter term came from After the 
Ball by Marshall Kirk and Hunter Madsen, 
two men whose attitudes define Mr. Hay's 
"assimilationist heteroimitative frigidities" 
with elan and eclat. 

JJ 

JtttH POPPY COMES MARCHING HOME AGAIN, [ HURtyH! HURRAH/ 
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EDITORIAL 

GAY FIRST? 
We recently received a fundraising let- 

ter from the Human Rights Campaign 
Fund, asking for support in their stepped- 
up campaign to pass the Gay and Lesbian 
Civil Rights Act—which, they and others 
say, is actually within reach. 

Why? Because HRCF "has never been 
stronger," and "Congress has never been 
more receptive to our goals." The key, 
says HRCF, is their lobbying, coalition 
building and grassroots organizing strate- 
gies. And of course, financial support 

The letter also declares that lesbians 
and gay men "remain the last minority 
group in the nation against whom discrim- 
ination is tolerated." This is not quite 

accurate—even if you assume that laws 
against discrimination mean that such 
behavior is not acceptable in our country. 

The Equal Rights Amendment for 
women has been introduced every year 
since 1923, and "isn't going anywhere this 
year," according to National Organization 
of Women VP Patricia Ireland. The Gay 
and Lesbian Civil Rights bill (GLCR) has 
been introduced each of the past 15 years. 

Given the problems with passage of the 
former, how can we expect significant 
movement on the latter? 

HRCF's Gregory King replies that the 
key difference between the ERA and the 
Gay and Lesbian Civil Rights Act is that 

the latter is only a law. It does not require 
state ratification like the ERA, which is an 
amendment to the constitution—so it only 
needs to get through Congress, as the 
ERA did in the 70s. 

"We've all been fighting as hard as we 
can just to stay where we are," comments 
Ireland. "Now we're looking at a real 
renewal of activism around abortion 
rights. We need to understand that this is 
about keeping the government out of 
everyone's bedroom." 

Though she believes that "the votes are 
not there" for either bill to pass Congress, 
"it's important just to raise the issue and 
make people comfortable with it. We have 
to push until [legislators] are not 
afraid...any more." 

Ireland believes the lesbian/gay rights 
and women's rights movements are inex- 
tricably linked. "We may, as any siblings, 
have spats once in a while. But one of us 

can't move forward without the other." 
King asserts that "the inspiration is 

fundamentally the same.... Both [the 
GLCR and the ERA] seek to expand legal 
protections for people who haven't been 
protected in the past." Nevertheless, King 
anticipates passage of the GLCR some- 
time in the '90s, while he sees no move- 
ment on the ERA. Just this year nine more 
members of Congress have agreed to 
sponsor the GLCR, putting that total at 
ninety-one. 

Intellectually we have no argument 
with HRCFs strategy—life would certain- 
ly be easier and better for most of us with 
passage of the GLCR. 

But our hearts are left feeling a little 
hollow at the prospect of passage of a bill 
protecting gay men and lesbians, while 
women remain the last majority not fully 
protected by federal law. 

"WELL BALANCED" 

Editor: 
We have lived in Cobb County for 

several years and have always been 
happy here and live as openly gay. But 
there have never been any organizations 
in Cobb County for gays and lesbians. 

While we have both been active in 
many gay and lesbian groups in Atlanta, 
we have found it difficult to meet and 
form friendships with other gay men and 
lesbians who might live down the street 
and who we just didn't know about. This 
is why we started the Cobb County 
Group. 

While we did not agree with all of 
Debbie Fraker's perspectives, we did 
feel that her article [about gays and les- 
bians in Cobb] was, overall, well bal- 
anced, appeared to have been the result 
of a great deal of research and broke 
down many stereotypes about suburban 
gays and lesbians. 

We feel the article and its companion 
pieces were a service to Cobb gays and 
lesbians who who may now know better 
where to meet each other. 

Thank you very much. 
David Greer 
Jon Greaves 

Smyrna 

GAY, SUBURBAN, 
AND PROUD 

Editor, 
In Debbie Fraker's recent article, 

"Coming Out In Cobb", she says that she 
simply cannot understand why anyone 
would choose to be gay and live in the sub- 
urbs. The only excuse she could think of 
was lower housing costs, and possibly 
lower crime rate. I, and many other people 
I know, can pick a thousand other reasons 
for not living in the inner neighborhoods, 
and are glad that not everyone feels a need 
to be suppressed in an intown area to feel 
comfortable with their sexual orientation. 

Yes, believe it or not, not ALL gay peo- 
ple want to live in Midtown. True, there 
are some wonderful restaurants, hard-to- 
find shops, and beautiful neighborhoods 
there, but that doesn't mean we all want to 
live there! 

I for one, find no appeal in living in an 
area where most of my neighbors call me 
"girlfriend", and the standard dress is limit- 
ed to pink tanktops and spandex. I, and 
many other gay men and women, don't 
believe that our sexual orientation means 
we must live in a certain part of town, shop 
only in gay businesses, or for that matter, 
spend every moment of our free time par- 
tying in a bar that's a stone's throw from 
our house or apartment! 

The fact that Ms. Fraker keeps referring 

BY ANDREA   NATALIE 

to the gay community as "queers" through- 
out the entire article is equally offensive. 
My gay and lesbian friends no more like to 
be called queer as all blacks would enjoy 
being labeled "nigger", or for all people 
with a country background would be 
called "redneck". If Ms. Fraker enjoys 
crewcuts and tattoos, that's fine. Everyone 
has a right to be whoever they want to be, 
no matter how bad of an impression it 
leaves with the rest of society. 

Do NOT however, generalize us into 
one large stereotypical group, and stop 
making those of us who choose the sub- 
urbs as our home sound like a bunch of 
prairie pioneers trying to spread the gay 
word in suburbia; some of us like it just 
fine out here! 

Greg Henry 
Chamblee 

SELF-HELP 
Dear Editor: 

Are we supporting our own? The 
"ME" age of the 80s is over! It's time 
"WE" stepped into the 90s supporting our 
own. 

When was the last time you really read 
the advertisements in our local and nation- 
al publications? Our own people are out 
there-running small businesses, are in 
sales, self-help and more.   They pay for 

those ads and we need to frequent their 
establishments. 

I am in automobile sales. Many of my 
friends are in real estate, the medical field, 
own their own shops, restaurants, etc. Why . 
buy a car, for example, from a homophobe 
who couldn't care less about you, your 
customer service or anything else about 
you except for your hard earned money. 

Another side of this coin is that our 
young men and women are being sent to a 
hostile, foreign land to maintain and 
reestablish peace. From the stats I've read, 
approximately 10% of those folks are gay. 
They're there for our nation; yet, if their 
sexual orientation was known, they would 
be declared "unfit" for further military ser- 
vice. 

Something is dramatically wrong with 
our free, democratic society. As long as 
our gay men and women don't offend any- 
one, we'll let them die for this country. 
Yet, we won't let gays marry or even enjoy 
the basic freedoms for which we will let 
them die to defend for our straight brothers 
and sisters. 

Our weapon against this unjust, 
inequitable society in which we live is the 
polling place. Vote-be heard. Shout from 
the rooftops that we demand our place in 
this kinder and gentler America. We must 
join hands in our fight for the freedoms we 
so patriotically fight for. 

Pete Randell 
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FEATURE 

Sticks & Stones 
Or what we call ourselves and why it's such a big deal 

Southern Voice recently received a letter from reader 
Chuck Ross saying, in part: 

/ am appalled by your usage of the word "queer". For 
years this has been a derogatory word applied to homo- 
sexuals... You may find your usage of this derogatory 
language amusing. It isn't.. 

Mr. Ross is not the only person who has taken us to 
task for using "queer" in a flip, clever or even neutral con- 
text, and SoVo isn't the only community paper to print 
such a letter within the last month. Obviously "queer" is 
a word that still pushes some buttons and carries more 
overtones than we realized. 

Are we oppressing ourselves when we use words that 

others in the community find historically demeaning or 
derogatory? Or are we reclaiming them and denying 
them the opportunity to hurt us? Join us on a Word Safari 
through the (Not so Mutual) Wild Kingdom of 
LesbiGay Words! 

Point: 
Don't Borrow 
Destructive Words 

by Matt Montgomery 

I recently saw the words "Die Faggot 
Scum" boldly etched on a bathroom wall. 
A slight twinge of discomfort surged 
through me for about one millisecond and 
I didn't think of it again until I began to 
write this article. 

There was once a time when that 
twinge would have been a cringe and I 
would have felt fear, pain and maybe a lit- 
tle self-hatred. 

Whether I call myself a "faggot" or not 
is irrelevant to the fact that, to millions of 
people, I represent a reason for hatred, 
contempt, pity or damnation. To this par- 
ticular bathroom author my sexuality was 
motivation enough for a death wish. 

I remember another period (somewhere 
between the pain and slight discomfort) 
when I would have replied with my own 
message, "I'm your neighbor, your brother, 
your friend. I represent so much more than 
my sexuality. How can you wish for my 
death?" 

But now I can only think about his hate 
in a distant world. Unlike the bathroom 
author, I am numb to the words on the 
wall. 

What inspires him to write, but leaves 
me silent? I, like many gay people, have 
desensitized myself to words that hurt. I 
hear them coming from gay friends and 
they sound friendly enough and yet I can- 
not help but think that the bathroom author 
has the advantage, since he understands 
the potential destructiveness of his words 
while we spend our time making friends 
with such words. 

Brian McNaught, in his book On 
Being Gay, reminds us that language was 
one of Hitler's mightiest weapons. "The 
Jews were classified by terms which set 
them off as alien in nature. They were, in 
effect, dropped from human status and 
thereby lost the protection of ethics and 
laws. Their less than human status was 
reflected in dehumanizing language. 

"Fairy, fruit, queer, lezzie, faggot, dyke, 
queen, flit, cocksucker and poof are words 

which, I feel, set me off as alien in nature. 
They suggest less than human status and 
they dehumanize me. I also think they 
dehumanize you regardless of who is using 
them." 

Chuck Ross, an Atlanta writer and art 
director recently wrote to SoVo in protest 
of the use of "queer" in the paper. He says, 
"queer is very destructive.. .and when we 
use it we are allowing others to overpower 
us as a community." He illustrates his 
point by discussing the way African- 
Americans use the word "nigger" among 
themselves. "When Black people use that 
term among themselves they are encourag- 
ing self-hatred." 

When we allow words to imply differ- 
ent values depending upon who uses them, 
we draw a line between ourselves and the 
heterosexual community. That line is 
inconsistent with our claim to parity with 
other minority communities; following its 
logic would make gay /lesbian rights laws 
unacceptable to lawmakers. Isn't it hypo- 
critical to scream for civil rights legislation 
and acceptance and then call yourself and 
your friends words that demean us? 

The homophobes that bash us are not 
our worst enemies. Those who do nothing 

y "v 
Homosexual - A word 

coined in the 19th century 
from the Greek "homo" 

(same), not the Latin "homo" 
(man). Other outdated 

words: Uranians, onanists 
and inverts. "Heterosexual", 
not coined until 1930, is a 
useless word, since we are 

presumed straight until 
proven otherwise. 

while we are being bashed are much 
worse. For some reason they have decided 
that we are not worthy of the same treat- 
ment as themselves. Is that message com- 
ing from us? Are we devaluing ourselves 
by calling ourselves a "Queer Nation?" 

That is not to say that we should aban- 
don what makes us different from the 
straight community. We should cherish 
our gayness without sacrificing our right to 
respect. 

Ross also noted that the progression of 
terms to describe black people has gone 
from "nigger" to "Negro" to "Black" to 
"African-American." He stresses that our 
community lags behind the Black commu- 
nity in achieving civil rights, perhaps 
because we continue to undermine our 
struggle when we use words of the past, 
like "queer." 

But this is a battle we can win. As it 
has been for the physically-challenged and 
for African-Americans and for womyn, 
language must be used for positive label- 
ing. And disempowering words like "crip- 
pled," "disabled," "colored" and "queer" 
must be deemed unacceptable. 

Continued on page 11 

Counterpoint: 
Reclaiming My 
Opressors* Words 

by Al Cotton 

"Sticks and stones may break my 
bones, but names can never hurt me." 
This phrase was important in my child- 
hood—I learned it when I needed to get 
over the pain of name calling. But is it 
true? For instance, the lesbian and gay 
community has proof, in the form of gay 
bashing, that words can hurt. By teaching 
people it is OK to hate those who are dif- 
ferent, the basher gets societal permission 
to bash by yelling "queer" and "faggot" 
and "dyke." If calling "them" names is 
OK, then it naturally follows—beating 
"them" up is OK too, isn't it? r 

That is not reason enough to stop using 
those words. Avoidance is denial, a way 
to run from pain instead of standing and 
facing it. Can we solve the problem mere- 
ly by not using those words and forbidding 
our friends to use them? I don't think so. 

Like almost every gay child, I had 

r Queer - Unless and until 
"gay" becomes sex-neutral, 
"queer" is the only word we 
have that crosses gender 
lines. In current usage as 
"eccentric, odd, peculiar, 
unusual, suspicious, ques- 
tionable, unconventional, 

doubtful, homosexual, gay, 
lesbian," its activist usage 

continues to rise. 

names yelled at me—"queer" and "sissy" 
come most painfully to mind. I tried to 
ignore them; after all, they weren't "sticks 
and stones." I never used those words, 
going so far as to banish "queer" from my 
vocabulary entirely. I just used other 
words that meant the same thing and didn't 
make me uncomfortable. Even the letter 
"Q" somehow managed to resonate with 
"queer" and make me "queasy". 

Nowadays it's different, because I am 
different. I have come to accept "queer" as 
descriptive of me in a non-derogatory way, 
redefining it in my mind. I have addressed 
the alienation that it represented to me and 
the "awful" stuff it stood for to my family. 
I have found a community of people who 
know I am "that way" and like me "that 
way". I've stopped running. 

I also don't have a problem with friends 
using those words, because when a friend 
says "faggot" I know what he means. I 
usually hear it when I've done something 
ferociously stereotypical, like come home 
from the Cove at 8am on a Sunday morn- 
ing, or buy a lavender striped shirt with a 
flamingo instead of an alligator on if. 
When that happens, I smile and acknowl- 

edge the stereotype. I have just heard a 
word that describes feelings that once 
were nameless and unmentionable; now 
they reflect a side of me I am proud of. 

There is lots of work going on in our 
community to aggressively reclaim these 
words. OutWeek, a New York weekly, is 
the most vocal community voice for lin- 
guistic self-assertion—"queer" appeared in 
pictures or headlines 10 times in their last 
4 issues. Not far behind is Boston's Gay 
Community News, which, in its last 18 
issues, prominently featured "queer" 4 
times (and "queen" 3 times, "dyke" 5 
times and "faggot" once). By contrast, 
SoVo's use is more playful and not nearly 
as frequent—only 3 times for "queer" and 
2 times for "dyke" for the year to date. 

There's Queer Nation, a group with 
chapters in seven cities hoping to become 
for gays and lesbians what ACT UP is for 
PWAs—an activist organization that 
demands rather than asks for rights. 
Though it will take "getting used to" (as 
their slogan goes), the idea of forcing 
Peter Jennings or Bobbie Battista to use 
"queer" to describe a zap pleases the 
activist in me. The name "Queer Nation" 
resonates with an implicit agenda in a way 
that "Gay/Lesbian Nation" or 
"Dyke/Faggot Nation" never could. 

There's the example of the organizer of 
Rhythm Fest, a woman who legally 
changed her name to Michelle Crone, 
adopting for herself a word that for cen- 

turies has been used to derogate women. 
Like the men who playfully call each other 
"faggot" or "queen" or the women who 
refer to themselves as "lezzies," Crone 
also seeks to claim and be proud of the 
part of her that society says she should be 
ashamed of. 

Each of these examples highlights an 
effort to change the way a word is used by 
changing the idea it represents. For some, 
reclaiming the oppressor's vocabulary may 
be impossible—just being left alone is 
enough. For others, reclaiming is empow- 
erment—changing oneself as a way to 
change society as a whole. Using those 
words defines our activism through 
strength and example, rather than through 
weakness and conformity. 

Flinching when I hear the word "queer" 
didn't just magically stop, however; I had 

Continued on page 11 
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FEATURE 

In LesbiGacious Color 
A minority report 

by Vee Burns 

What's it to you? Is it really any of 
your business? I'm not weird; I'm not 
funny (I don't tell many jokes). I may be 
a little different, but that's because I 
believe I can accomplish anything. I go 
to work 40 hours a week. I pay my bills. 
I like good food and I visit clubs occa- 
sionally. So, what's it to you if I love 
someone of the same sex? 

By the way, why am I even explain- 
ing this to you? Need you explain why 
you like people of the opposite sex? 
Have I ever walked up to you and 
asked, "Are you a breeder," or "are 
you—well—you know heterosexual?" 
No I haven't!!! 

The lesbigay community can relate to 
this. However, those of us who happen 
to be lesbigay and people of color face a 
double dilemma. We must deal with the 
pressures from the larger society, and 
then deal with the hostility we receive 
from those who are heterosexual within 
our own racial backgrounds.Why do we 
lesbigays add stress to our lives by 
insisting upon labeling each other with 
derogatory names, sending a feeling of 
degradation within our own social cir- 
cle? 

After doing a survey with approxi- 
mately 70 people of color, it became evi- 
dent that there is not a unanimous feel- 
ing on what titles we prefer. However, if 
there must be a word or words of choice, 
for males it would be gay, and for 
females, lesbian. I found out that even 
though 60 percent would not mind being 
called gay or lesbian, they would ulti- 

mately prefer to be called by their name 
for that is truly their identifier. 

How does the addressee feel when 
being addressed by a label referring to 
sexual orientation? I specifically asked if 
they felt a sense of empowerment, pain 
or degradation, and surprisingly, 90 per- 
cent felt a sense of degradation when 
they were addressed by a label they did 
not prefer even with friends or acquain- 
tances. 

I was shocked when I observed that 
whether it be in jest or anger, lesbigay 
people of color did not like to be 
addressed by any type of label for they 
felt that was a personal attack upon their 
inner being. When I read this in the sur- 
veys, I went "WHOA! Wait a minute! 
You mean you don't even want me, your 
friend, your buddy, to call you 'sissy,' 
'fag,' 'dyke,' or 'bulldagger?'" And to my 
amazement, the answer was "yes." I 
know how / cringe whenever any one of 
my friends casually calls me a "dyke;" 
but since I have always heard "he's just a 
faggot," or "look at that sissy strut," I 
had always assumed that it was accept- 
able lingo for the company I was in. But 
to my chagrin, I have been incredibly 
wrong. 

Gay males felt that whenever they 
used these terms or if these terms were 
directed toward them, it was in no man- 
ner a complimentary statement. When 
these words are being used, they inflict 
pain and to some, a feeling of humilia- 
tion. Most of those surveyed felt that 
these terms were not only being used to 

• -v 
Lesbian - the Island of Lesbos 

and its female inhabitants 
are the source for this word, 

used to describe women 
who love women. 

Gay - some sources trace this 
back to the Greek "gai," while 
others first spot its use in the 
medieval French tradition of 

courtly love and troubadours. 
Festive - Are we witnessing 

the birth of a new community 
adjective? "Festive" is begin- 
ning to show up in quite a 
few "festive" places without 

quotation marks. Its connota- 
tion of a party of "special time" 
echoes the meaning of "gay." 

degrade their lifestyle, but also to 
degrade them for being so "naive" as to 
have fallen into the "perverted homosex- 
ual's trap." Most people of color felt that 
when these terms are used they can be 
detrimental to their jobs, relationships 
with heterosexual friends, and especially 
their families who have not yet come to 
accept their lifestyles. 

Now some of you may feel that this is 
something that the "touchy" ones of us 
"just have to get over." But EXCUSE 
ME, until there is a unification of those 
who are flamboyant and those who are 
just coming out of the closet, we will 
never gain any rights or respect from the 
Caucasian lesbigay community or from 
the heterosexual community. 

Furthermore, why do gay males 
address each other as "she" when "she" 
is normally used to identify females? I 
must admit that the first time I hung 
around gay males extensively, I was 
truly confused when I listened to their 
conversations containing a continuous 
use of "she." I remember sitting, listen- 

r Dyke, Bulldyke and 
Bulldagger - The Greek god- 

dess Dike is the source of 
"dyke," which is common 

nowadays only in cm activist 
vocabulary and in The 

Netherlands. "Bulldagger" isnt 
in common usage, but was 

once used to describe a butch 
lesbian and may be a corrup- 

tion of Boadicea, England's 
Warrior Queen. "Bulldyke" 

may be attributed to either. 
Fairy and Faggot - Irish 

folklore is the source of "fairy", 
because in the Middle Ages 

gay people were exiled to the 
forests to escape persecution. 

Commonest community 
usage is in the "Radical Faerie" 
movement. In olden times, a 

"fairy's" punishment was burn- 
ing at the stake, with the fire 
being started with bundles of 

sticks called "faggots." 
Eventually the term came to 
mean what, or rather who, 

was being burned. 

ing and feeling astonished when I real- 
ized that these effeminate males were 
dating women. It took me a loooooong 
time before I realized that they were 
actually talking about other males. 

I found different explanations for the 
use of "she" in the gay male's vocabu- 
lary. One is: "'She' is used because most 
people stereotype gay males as wanting 
to be females. 'She' means penetration, 
since in a heterosexual relationship the 
female is the one being penetrated. 
However, within a homosexual relation- 
ship one male is labeled 'she' because he 
is the one being penetrated." The logic 
that is used to come by this reason is 
sensible and could possibly serve a valid 
point. Then I wondered if a female used 
a dildo, if other females would address 
her as "he." I thought not. 

The second reason struck me as high- 
ly interesting—that gay males are only 
expressing the female part of their per- 
sonality that heterosexual society does 
not allow them to show. I found that this 
reason was also feasible, but I could still 
not put a female in the same type of role. 

The third and final reason was that 
the use of "she" allows gay males to play 
a "game" with the general public. You 
see, being a part of a racial minority, the 
feeling is that there are not enough good 
males to go around for the needy 
females. Because of this it sometimes 
becomes "necessary" to interchange the 
"she" and "he" in conversations so as not 
to place ourselves in any situation that 
could create more tension than our racial 
origin has already attracted. This last 
reason could be interchanged with males 

Continued on page 11 

Two Responses to a "Girlfriend" 
Dear Sam, 

I enjoyed seeing you the other day, but 
there's something that I've been meaning to 
mention. Like many gay men, you go back 
and forth between masculine and feminine 
references when you talk about other gay 
men. You use she, girl, girlfriend, etc.when 
referring to gay men. Why? Lesbians don't 
use masculine references for each other. 

I've been thinking about several possible 
reasons. Many in the straight community 
do it maliciously. In fact, I was a little boy 
the first time I heard someone use a femi- 
nine reference for a gay man, it was 
derogatory. And it was abusive. 

When we do it to ourselves do we mean 
it the same way we learned it? No, we 
don't mean to insult or assault anyone when 

we call them "girlfriend"—at least not con- 
sciously. 

When we use "she" are we merely pro- 
jecting our own self-hatred? Are we send- 
ing the message to each other that our 
childhood enemies sent? One of repulsion? 
Or can we see beyond the lines of mas- 
culinity and femininity into a world where 
gender classification is not necessary? Are 
we sure we are not influenced by misogy- 
ny? 

I don't have the answers to these ques- 
tions but I hope that as we come to realize 
the truths about ourselves that we also 
reflect it in our words. 

Matt 

Dear Sam, 
After our discussion at the party, I 

thought I would clarify what I was trying to 
say. 

I'm not offended when you and your 
friends call each other "she." Ever since I 
began to socialize with other gay folks I've 
encountered this among guys. We lesbians 
have our own ways of talking among our- 
selves, too—although I've never heard a 
lesbian call another dyke "boyfriend." 

I really don't mind your campy lan- 
guage. I just meant to tell you that when 
you carry on like that, I feel excluded and 
don't enjoy being with you.That's why I 
usually leave and go talk with someone 
else. 

The closest parallel among lesbians is 

the use of the word "womyn" on posters 
and invitations. It puts everyone on notice 
that the event is by and for lesbians—and a 
certain subgroup of lesbians, at that. If you 
see the word "womyn" and you don't 
understand why it is written that way, you 
feel uncomfortable and excluded. The peo- 
ple who do come to a "womyn's" event 
tend to be lesbians with certain attitudes in 
common, and, like you and your campy 
buddies, we have a good time together. 

I think that's great. Language is one way 
to mark off little groups of "just us." But 
when we want to communicate with people 
outside those circles it's a good idea to use 
more neutral language. 

Gareth 
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COUNTERCULTURE 

To K-Mart, to K-Mart, to Review a CD 
Treble and Gleena hit it to the ex-Bwadview Plaza and discover a new kind of corral 

by Treble Yell 
The major radio stations have us all 

hanging our heads in prayer every fifteen 
minutes for all the members of the 
Armed Forces tanning in the Middle 
East; this is definitely a good idea since 
Coppertone doesn't make a sunscreen 
with a factor of 100 which is what they 
are gonna need in Saudi Arabia. I think it 
only fair that all the tanning centers 
should volunteer their top ten clients. 
One thing is certain though—America 
should be hanging its head in shame over 
some of these tacky war songs that are 
sprouting over night like mildew. These 
tunes make Ray Stevens' stuff sound like 
Tracy Chapman. How can they give air- 
play to lyrics like "y'all can take yore 
chemical gas and stick it in yore sas- 
safras." I say "you want to make a state- 
ment, walk to work!" 

Despite the fact, last time, that I 
informed y'all I could barely pick a com- 
pact disc out of a lineup danged if they 
did not give me one of the little silver 
suckers to review. 

I decided to take it on because I mis- 
read the label. I thought it was a country 
and western number, but as it turns out, 
the group was the Turtle Creek Chorale 
instead of Turtle Creek Corral. I was dis- 
appointed as I imagined lovely sad bal- 
lads about families who gave their lives 
to sunglass companies for tortoise shell 
frames. 

Anyway, they are a gang of 160 men 
from Dallas, Texas. The recording, 
From the Heart, was done live; so was 
the locale chosen for this sophisticated 

audio unveiling. Yes, the moon was on a 
full rise as, reviewing we did go, my 
able-bodied companion, Gleena 
Wartmuller, and myself parked a white, 
unmarked rental car in the fire lane out- 
side the ex-Broadview Plaza K-mart, the 
only store open after six p.m. Labor Day 
which had a sampling of compact disc 
players for our listening convenience. 

The lady running the appliance 
department was pleasant, undaunted by 
the invasion of two drag princesses. 
After a little technical work, she had 
three players ready for "testing". The 
first model was a boom box with a built- 
in CD, can you live? The disc could 
actually be viewed, too, which I thought 
was not only lovely but was oh so hyp- 
notic. Within seconds, we had the Turtle 
Creek Chorale spreading their serious 
cheer clear past the day-glo bean bag 
chairs. 

A lot of these selections feature that 

dream bell music—you know in movies 
or cartoons when somebody has a bright 
idea or a flashback, and they play that 
dreamy mysterious tingling bell sound. 
Yeah, it's pretty, but it always makes me 
suspicious not unlike the aforementioned 
employee, our lady of perpetual TV's, 
(there were 36 playing, Gleena counted). 
Said saleslady was beginning to wonder 
if we might be a diversion for a holdup 
in the front of the store. 

The number seven cut, Esperanto 
(one who hopes), drew my attention. The 
humming thing the soloist did kept me 
thinking he was going to break into a 
chorus of "The Girl from Ipanema", but 
he never did. Too bad, I really like that 
song. It seemed queer to name a song 
this. For those of you who don't know (I 
didn't) Esperanto is "An artificial inter- 
national language created by the Polish 
occulist, L. L. Zamenhof in 1917." 
Maybe I missed something, but the thing 

seemed to be in English so it beats the 
hell out of me. You know how obtuse 
artists can be. 

Competition with other shoppers 
picked up as someone on my right was 
seeing how V-103 sounded real loud on a 
stereo set, and on my left, over on aisle 3 
somebody was pecking on a Casio. 

Okay, so to sum up this little doozie, 
as Hazel would say, these guys are 
squeaky clean. Their voices are perfectly 
beautiful, and every song sounds perfect- 
ly similar to the next. If I had a friend 
who ran out of lithium while visiting my 
home, I would throw this on, and I am 
sure it would even calm down popcorn. 
Not my kind of thing, but these fellows 
have been together ten years which I cer- 
tainly commend them for. 

"From the Heart" is available on 
tape ($10) or CD ($15) plus $1 for 
postage. Call (214) 526-3214 to order. 

Ellen James Society Fans, you are 
cordially invited to their debut album 
("reluctantly we") release party at the 
Buckhead Roxy Saturday, September 15. 
They will perform about 9:30p.m. 
Special guests include Wendy Bucklew 
and Deacon Lunchbox. I had the plea- 
sure of meeting the band's manager, John 
Brand, the other night, and it seems he 
has done well—the entire band plus him- 
self now make their living solely from 
the revenues produced by the group. 
Thanks again John for the beautiful 
transmission parts and the fun leopard 
upholstered wheelchair ride. 

With E.D.'s Great Selection 
of Dance Music, 12" Singles, 

CD's, CD-5's, Albums, 
Cassettes, Cassingles 

& Imports! 

^•»r«e, 

^e©« 1510-1 j 
Piedmont Ave.! 

876-1557 
ANSITY  SQUARF.  I 

What's old is new again... 

Atlantis Connection 
new age bookstore 

1402 N. Highland in Morningside • 881-6511 

Unitarian Universalist Metro AIDS Ministry 

HEART AND SOUL 
starring 

JOYCE AND JACQUE    ANGELA MOTTER   GYPSY HEART 

Saturday, October 6        8:00 prrll $10.00 donation 

Unitarian Universalist Congregation Auditorium 
1911 Cliff Valley Way NE 

Tickets available at Cham Books & More in Little Five Points 
PROCEEDS GO TO UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST ME PRO AIDS; MINISTRY: 

G^P^|CLA.SSICS 
.. .a complete gift gallery 

featuring 

Gourmet Gift Baskets 
Floral Arrangements 

Collectables 
Artwork 

Cards 

Midtown Promenade 
931 Monroe Drive 
(404) 892-1559 

MasterCard/VISA & AMX 

A  Call For 
Submission 

From 
Art Services 

To 
Photographers 

& Artists 
In The 

Gay & Lesbian 
Community. 

Art Services, the publishers of 
the Lavender Empire Series, seeks 

Photography and Works of Art from 
the Gay & Lesbian Community for 

possible publication. 

Do Not Send Originals, Art 
Services is not responsible for lost 
photos or art work. Please enclose 
a self addressed stamped envelope 

with your submission. 

Art Services 
Submissions Dept. 

Six West, 32nd Street 
Penthouse 

New York, NY   10001 

A Division of The Cooperative 
Home Service Company, Ltd. 
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COUNTERCULTURE 

Art Returns to Piedmont Park 
Atlanta's annual orgy of art, food and fun begins September 15 

It's back! And despite the fact that the 
Arts Festival of Atlanta is well into mid- 
dle age—37 this year—its offerings this 
year are potentially more exciting and 
controversial than they have been in some 
time. 

Our recommendations for this year's 
extravaganza in the park include: 

An Arts Black Out. Between 3:00 and 
3:15 p.m. on opening day, Sat. Sept. 15, 
all the artists present will drape their 
booths and works with black cloths in 
respect the congressional battle over cen- 
sorship and arts funding. Opening 
Saturday afternoon is usually a mob 
scene, so opportunities for education 
should be myriad. Be there and be pre- 
pared to testify. 

"The Tree People." Valerie Maynard's 
and Judith Jackson's sculptural and perfor- 
mance installation will be located on the 
golf tee near the Park Drive entrance. 

Their collaboration was motivated by a 

rubber, the artist and his collaborators 
(local artists) will tease perceptions of 
what is life and what is art by disrupting 
our experience as they wander around the 
park in disguise, and then freeze-frame 
into installation perfect poses. Sounds 
kinda' like a night at the disco to us. 

Olejarz will bring four sculpture suits 
to Atlanta. The performances will take 
place on September 15, 16, 22 and 23 at 
11:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m., 3:30 p.m. to 5:00 
p.m., and 7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. 

Metro/Metro: New Art from Atlanta 
and Los Angeles. This exhibit will high- 
light the work of four innovative artists: 
Pat Courtney and Lisa Tuttle of Atlanta, 
and Kim Abeles and Sheila Klein of Los 
Angeles. 

We're especially taken by Lisa Tuttle's 
"The Kissing Room." It's filled with ele- 
gant furniture and other domestic bric-a- 
brac. But rather than focus on the history 
and esthetics of furniture, Tuttle exposes 

forming arts, and literature as testimony to 
artists' desire to transform and critique the 
times they live in. 

Two video installations are of particu- 
lar interest to SoVo readers: 
Gender Rolls, a reflection on our world as 
it is depicted in commercials by Connie 
Coleman & Alan Powell of Philadelphia, 
PA. And Danny, a poignant and eloquent 
reflection on AIDS that does not hesitate 
to confront the wounds both mortal and 
emotional that it inflicts by Stashu 
Kybartus of Chicago, IL. Both will be be 
presented continuously in the video tent. 

Wall Street DanceWorks is a capti- 
vating company of six women who pre- 
sent cutting-edge dance and dance-theatre 
performance. "Deft, inventive, and 
delightful," says the New York Times of 
this powerful group, bound to please 
audiences unfamiliar with dance and 
delight die-hard dance lovers as well. 
The Festival is their Atlanta premier. Hot! 

premiere an original work on the subject 
of AIDS at their festival performance. 
Don't miss it. 

On the Music Stage, Sat., Sept 22, at 
8:30 p.m. 

"Zeitgeist: Der Geist der Steht 
Verneint" (The Spirit of Our Times: The 
Spirit That Never Denies) is the latest 
work by puppeteer extraordinaire Jon 
Ludwig. Remember his mind boggling 
Cirque Papaphysique? No? Well get thee 
to the park for "Zeitgeist," a performance 
which suggests "the unexamined life is 
not worth living. However, once exam- 
ined, you know you are mad," says 
Ludwig. 

Atlantan Ludwig has a reputation as 
one of the country's most outstanding 
puppeteers. See why on the Theatre Stage, 
Fri., Sept. 21 at 8:00 p.m. 

"Andy Warhol's Celebrities" is not 
at the arts festival, but it is just up the 
street at the The High Museum of Art 

BLAISE TOBIA 

Wall Street DanceWorks features six women in cutting edge performances. 
DAN MAXHEMER 

Harold Olejarz's "Sculpture Suits" is definitely not your usual theater. 

mutual interest in environmental issues 
and specifically their concern about the 
deforestation of the world's trees. 

Ms. Maynard and Ms. Jackson strong- 
ly believe that art and politics are insepa- 
rable and that there is no reason why a 
good time can't be had by all while simul- 
taneously expanding one's socio-ecologi- 
cal and philanthropic horizons. Sounds 
like Emma Goldman would like these 
women! 

"Sculpture Suits." Harold Olejarz's 
"Sculpture Suits"—located near the 
Bathhouse—are part of his on-going inter- 
actions "Life Imitates Art." Using materi- 
als such as steel wool pads and silicone 

its insidious implications. Within "The 
Kissing Room's" formal setting are video 
monitors displaying romantic scenes from 
TV soap operas: the obsessive and inces- 
sant repetition of these images creates a 
sinister vision of sexual power relations. 
Vacillating between a historical museum 
display and the family hearth, Tuttle's 
work raises uneasy questions about home, 
family, and gender. A great place to bring 
your fave male chauvinist for an instant 
education. In the Pavilion 

Video Art. Television has, since the 
early 1960s, been a new image-making 
technology for artists. Powerful works in 
video rank alongside the visual arts, per- 

On the Dance Stage, Sun. Sept. 16 and 
Tues. Sept. 18 at 8:00 p.m. 

Orquesta Lyrica—Atlanta's premiere 
Latin/salsa orchestra with roots from 
Africa, Cuba, Puerto Rico, and Afro- 
American jazz—is the perfect antidote for 
a day of the dulls. 

The 10-piece group performs contem- 
porary salsa, merengues, cumbias, and it 
has a repertory of swinging jazz tunes 
such as Duke Ellington's "Take the A 
Train," Dizzy Gillespie's "Night in 
Tunisia," and Freddie Hubbard's "Little 
Sun Flower." 

And just when you thought you had the 
image down pat add this tidbit: they will 

through January 6,1991. 
The exhibit features 53 works, 

including large, colorful portraits of 
Marilyn Monroe, Elvis Presley, Mick 
Jagger, Michael Jackson, Elizabeth 
Taylor, Jackie Kennedy, Greta Garbo, 
James Dean and Judy Garland. Such 
political figures as Ronald Reagan and 
Jimmy Carter and such historical figures 
as Sigmund Freud, Albert Einstein and 
Geronimo will also be on view. In addi- 
tion Superman, Mickey Mouse and 
Dracula from Warhol's "Myth" portfolio 
will be shown in the exhibition. 

For recorded information on all High 
Museum programs, call 892-HIGH. 

Point 
Cont'd from page 8 

Language is a constantly changing creature. We can 
decide to change it into a positive force for the lesbian and 
gay world by disallowing words that strip us of our self- 
esteem and respect. It's not just a matter of changing our 
vernacular but also changing our minds about ourselves. 

Don't borrow words for a destructive vocabulary, create 
one of growth and pride. Words like "faggot" came from 
hatred and hatred is what that word will continue to sug- 
gest, whoever uses it. 

I know you don't hate your friends when you call them 
these words but you are desensitizing yourself with words 
that will be used to hurt and demean you. So don't do it. 
Get angry when you hear or read these words. Let that 
anger become your inspiration to make these words unac- 
ceptable. Don't adopt them as your own. ■ 

Counterpoint 
Cont'd from page 8 
to work hard to get rid of those feelings. And I am a better 
person for it. But changing was something I had to do to 
end the power those words had over me when they were 
used hatefully. To deny myself the words of my oppressors 
is to admit that these words are weapons and then to disarm 
unilaterally. 

Instead of "sticks and stones," I want to remember 
Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr., who said "A word is not a crys- 
tal, transparent and unchanged; it is the skin of a living 
thought and may vary greatly in color and content accord- 
ing to the circumstances and time in which it is used." And 
Joe Jackson, who sings "Don't call me a faggot/ Not unless 
you are a friend." They both speak to a reality that some 
find uncomfortable, and others exhilarating. The task 
before us is to create a world where both groups can coex- 
ist without contradicting each other. Let's wish ourselves 
good luck and god(dess)speed. ■ 

LesbiGacious 
Cont'd from page 9 
and females because we all find it necessary to preserve 
the small amount of freedom of sexual choice that we 
now possess. 

Lesbigays, let's remember that whatever word or set 
or words you prefer to use in conversation should be the 
word of your personal choice. The important issue is 
that this is what you would like to be called and not the 
person which you are addressing. Before a mouth is 
open to call someone other than their name, stop and 
ask, "what do you wish to be called," or "do you prefer I 
call you...," or "do you mind if..." A few words of 
common courtesy are something we can all use to pre- 
serve a long-lasting friendship within our lesbigay cir- 
cle. 

But as far as the heterosexual community is con- 
cerned— WHAT'S IT TO YOU!!! ■ 
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COUNTERCUL TJURE 

Elizabeth the Queen 
What does an English Queen of the 16th century have 
for an American lesbian feminist of the late 20 th century? 

by Charlene Ball 
What, I ask myself somewhat testily, 

does a feminist of today have to do with 
Queen Elizabeth I of England? It seems a 
fallacious assumption that there have been 
so few interesting women that of course a 
contemporary self-avowed feminist would 
be interested in a Queen. A second 
assumption is that the powerful are more 
interesting than ordinary people. 

Let me write about Elizabeth's kitchen- 
maid, I grumble. Or let some lesbian fem- 
inist playwright give us Sharon 
Rosenkrantz and Holda Guildenstern as 
they huddle in the shadows of the Danish 
court, waiting for the prince to finish up 
his long-winded angst and give the order 
for their deaths. 

But what does a lesbian and a feminist 
of the late twentieth century have to say 
about Elizabeth I? 

Actually I am fascinated. I've been to 
the National Portrait Gallery in London 
about three times now, and each time I've 
made two stops: one before Thomas More 
surrounded by his family and one before 
the portrait, by an unknown artist, of 
Elizabeth. 

That face is one to haunt you. 
Elizabeth's mouth is a stem red line. Her 
eyes are dark, bottomless. Her thin face is 
pale with lead cosmetics; almost skull-like 
with its high forehead and thin penciled 
brows. As elaborate as her clothes are, it 
is her face you notice first—a face that 
saw everything, that believed little or 
nothing, that knew how to fascinate, that 
held bitterness, sadness, disappointment, 
yet bottomless determination and strength. 

She was one of history's most outstand- 

ing products of a dysfunctional family. "I 
had a bad upbringing; I never knew from 
one day to the next who my mother was 
going to be," she quips in Maxwell 
Anderson's play. 

Her own words were often memorable; 
"I have but the body of a weak and feeble 
woman, but I have the heart and stomach 
of a king, and a king of England, too," she 
told her subjects. And "You may have had 
better monarchs, but you have had none 
that loved you better." She was well edu- 
cated, read Greek and Latin, spoke the lat- 
ter as fluently as she did French, Spanish, 
German and English. 

Maxwell Anderson's play Elizabeth 
the Queen (now playing at Theatre in the 
Square in Marietta) takes liberties with 
history and character. But no matter; it is 
a good, attention-getting play with strong 
characters, clearly drawn conflict, and 
wonderful language, and wonderfully 
acted by Jessica Phelps (as Elizabeth) and 
John Ferguson (as Essex). It gives a 
believable portrait of Elizabeth: she is 
shown as wise, manipulative, brilliant, 
shrewd, egotistical, bullying, profoundly 
insecure. 

By all accounts, she was not beautiful. 
But beauty is in the eye of the beholder 
—and the imaginations of both beholder 
and beheld. 

But what does an English Queen of the 
16th century have for an American lesbian 
and feminist of the late twentieth century? 

Maybe a lesson? Maybe a warning. 
Maybe an inspiration. Maybe a sardonic 
wink across the centuries. 

The warning: some women think 
we've got it made now.  But what can be 

won can also be lost. There were women 
artists during Elizabeth's time and earlier, 
in England and in Europe, about whom we 
seldom hear. The best woman poet of 
Elizabeth's time was not royal, but a com- 
moner, a mere musician, who may have 
been involved romantically with none 
other than Shakespeare. But most people 
today have never heard of Emilia Lanier. 

So Elizabeth can remind us to be eter- 
nally watchful, to be constantly, endlessly 
paranoid, always looking over our shoul- 
ders. We may think we have it made 
today, but all the gains we have made may 
in another generation be forgotten. As 

John Ferguson and Jessica Phelps 
star in Maxwell Anderson's Elizabeth 
the Queen. She liked men, but always 
kept them guessing. 

have the women artists of Elizabeth's time. 
Elizabeth can remind us to be watchful 

about our own lives. She certainly had to 
be watchful about hers.   The difference 

between her and us is that when we're 
killed, is isn't for a royal crown; it's more 
likely that some woman-hating idiot has 
had a bad day. 

The sardonic wink? Many people like 
royalty because they imagine that royalty 
revels in pleasures. After all, if one is a 
Queen, one can have whatever—and who- 
ever—one likes. But whatever or whoever 
Elizabeth may have enjoyed sexually—if 
anyone—she kept her own counsel. She 
liked men, yet always kept them guessing. 
Some have suggested she may have been a 
lesbian. I would like to claim her, but it 
seems unlikely. True, she did keep her 
governess Katherine Ashley close to her 
side for all the older woman's life. 

What else, then, can we draw from 
Elizabeth I? What else can that enigmatic 
portrait say to us? Elizabeth shared in the 
excitement of her time. She seems to have 
been a woman who was curious about the 
world, about people, who liked to learn 
and to think. If her life had turned out dif- 
ferently, she may have become a scholar, 
like her sad young relative, Lady Jane 
Grey. She certainly used her mind, and 
kept the minds of those around her nimble. 

So it is not as a Queen that I am fasci- 
nated by Elizabeth. Not even as a brilliant 
exception, a flaming token who blazed out 
to eclipse her duller sisters. But as a 
woman—a woman who learned the tricks 
of survival, and who survived. Who used 
everything at hand—intelligence, educa- 
tion, powers of observation, sexuality—to 
survive and to do more than survive, to 
prosper and even to create something to 
leave behind her to the world. 

She literally had to do it. Other women 
have had other challenges handed to 
them—with the stakes only life, instead of 
life, fame, and the fascination of posterity. 

Elizabeth the Queen continues through 
September 29 at Theatre in the Square . 
Call 422-8369 for information. 
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THE FINEST CHINESE RESTAURANT 

IN THE DOWNTOWN, MIDTOWN AREA! 

Twenty-five Lunch Special Items Priced 
from $3.75 to $6.25 • 7 DAYS A WEEK 

618 Ponce de Leon Ave. • 872-2918 
(Across from the old Sears Building) 

[ HUNAN PALACE COUPON"" 

i 20% OFF ENTIRE CHECK 
DINE IN OR TAKE OUT 

__§?£'I?.?_9/28/90  

Come meet the 
Caffeine Queen at the 
home of the bottomless cup! 

®hc 
iftagic 
Unicorn 

875-4395 1821Piedmont Rd. 
Closed Mon • Tu-Th llam-llpm 

Fri & Sat llam-midnite 
Sunday Nat'l News 
Brunch llam-3pm 

18 meal combos 
under $6.00 

GREAT FOOD 
GREAT MUSIC 

The 
Southernaire 
Restaurant 

410 B CHURCH ST. DECATUR 

Entertainment 6:30-8:30 
Tues/Weds — Special Guests 
Thurs 8c Fri. - Natalie Farr 

Lunch 11:30-2:30M-F -_-.-_„ 
Dinner 5:30-8:30 T-F    373-1070 

• Fresh Produce • Groceries 
• Breads • Pastries 

• Natural Foods • Beer 
• Wine and MORE 

Picnic • Party Supplies 
TRY OUR NEW 

SALAD BAR 
with Homemade Dressings 

such as tofu/herb & vinegrette 
(Take-out Only) 

1248 Virginia Ave. N.E.   Open Daily 10-9 
Off BriarclifTRd. SUNDAYS 10-6 

872-8991       Call Ahead for Faster Service 

ffl 

mamas 
Italian cuisine 

intimate atmosphere, candle lit dining 

Free Delivery in the Grant Park Area 
451 Cherokee Avenue in Grant Park   523-2420 

Hours: Tues-Thurs 5 pm -10 pm, Fri-Sat 5 pm -10:30 pm 
Personal Checks Accepted. Reservations suggested 
No Credit Cards Accepted. for parties of six or more. 

■ i iiiiimiiimiiiiiiii ■■■■■■■■■■■■ ■ ■ ■_■ ■ ! ■ ■ ■ ■ 

we MmMca Caribbean Eatery 
Authentic 
Caribbean Cuisine 

Enjoy Outdoor Dining On Our Deck & Patio 

Gazebo Beer Garden 

Sit Back & Relax to the Pulsating Rhythm Of Our 
Reggae & Calypso Music 

Sunday Caribbean Champagne Brunch 11:30 - 3:30 

1049 Juniper Street   888-0070 
Hours 11:30 am - Midnite Sun, Mon, Wed, Thurs 

11:30 am - 3 am Fri • 2 pm - 2 am Sat * Closed Tues 
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COUNTERCULTURE 
Film Review 

Lemmons and Spies Sink While Witches and Debs Soar 
by Terry Francis 

The Lemmon Sisters * 1/2 A well- 
intentioned bore. Diane Keaton, Carol 
Kane and Kathryn Grody star as an 
Atlantic City singing trio called the 
Lemmon Sisters, who have been best 
friends since childhood under the board- 
walk. The movie is set in the early eight- 
ies, during the period that Atlantic City 
sought to redefine its identity as an East 
Coast mecca for gamblers. The state of 
flux is symbolized in the friendship of 
the three women, who, now approaching 
middle-age and attendant responsibili- 
ties, must determine the paths of their 
own lives. The film is steeped in a windi- 
ly familiar nostalgia for the past, which it 
idealizes beyond the recognizable. More 
than anything, it is an ineloquent plea on 
behalf of the artifacts of kitsch, which lit- 
ter the film prodigiously. On the periph- 
ery of all this is a slew of supporting 
male characters, whose roles are even 
more underwritten that the leads. There 
is nothing in this film to suggest what 
draws these people together on any level. 
Directed by Joyce Chopra (Smooth Talk), 
the film has a cheesy, amateurish look in 
its exteriors, and has been so sloppily 
edited that some of its shots don't match. 

After Dark, My Sweet * 1/2 Jason 
Patric stars as a boxer institutionalized 
after a lethal rampage while in the ring. 
He slips out of the psychiatric hospital 
where he's being cared for, and hooks up 
with Rachel Ward, a hard drinking 
widow who warns Patric against becom- 
ing involved with her. Patric quickly 
finds himself part of a kidnapping plot 
involving Ward and a sleazy, ex-cop 

friend of hers played by Bruce Dern. 
After Dark is meant to be an atmospheric 
tale of shadowy intrigue. No one trusts 
anyone else. But the film gets mired in 
unbelievable plot twists, and the screen- 
play wallows in a lot of phony angst. A 
gaunt looking Rachel Ward shows more 
range than in her other recent perfor- 
mances, and Bruce Dern does is 
repressed psycho bit. But Jason Panic's 
performance is the one to watch. He 
gleams with incompetence. He shifts his 
eyes warily from side to side, and walks 
hunched over like a trained ape that's 
messed in its pants. Overacting on this 
scale affords its own subversive plea- 
sures. Directed by James Foley. 

The Witches ••• 1/2 Anjelica 
Huston is an extravagandy gifted actress. 
In this startling Nicolas Roeg film (his 
finest since Don't Look Now), Huston 
plays the arrogant and dictatorial head of 
a guild of English witches whose goal is 
to turn all the children of England into 
mice. Convening at a benign, English 
seaside resort, they hold private meetings 
behind the locked doors of a large hall 
under the guise of a women's 
organization (there's a sprinkling of male 
transvestites) committed to fighting child 
abuse. To impress the other witches, 
Huston lures a portly young boy into 
attending one of their secret sessions 
with promises of chocolates and cakes, 
and slips him her secret potion that turns 
him into a mouse. Hiding in the hall is 
another, more resourceful boy whose 
grandmother has already trained him in 
spotting witches. The film centers on his 
efforts to defeat Huston and her accom- 

plices. The cast is first-rate. Huston 
moves with the command and swagger 
of Mussolini addressing the masses from 
his balcony, and the vocal range she 
works behind her shocking witch's mask 

■is stunning. Fine, too, is Mai Zetterling 
as the grandmother who recognizes the 
purple glow that emanates from a witch's 
eyes. And young Charles Potter is 
superbly witty as the plump boy who 
sneaks pastries from the hotel dining 
room, and, when caught, berates the 
kitchen staff for their blasphemy in using 
margarine, rather than real butter, when 
preparing baked goods. 

Metropolitan *** 1/2 Lovely. 
The writer-director Whit Stillman 
achieves a rareified atmosphere in his 
first film: the intellectual and social 
interaction among a group of Park 
Avenue socialites during the Christmas 
debutante season. These are the mon- 
eyed, tuxedoed young. They assume 
political and social postures, partly out of 
conviction but mostly out of boredom 
and drink. They are also educated. They 
address Lionel Trilling on Jane Austen's 
Persuasion and Mansfield Park; and they 
talk about the surrealists and important 
works of international cinema. The sen- 
sibility depicted in this film has rarely 
been rendered successfully on screen: 
Rohmer's Claire's Knee and My Night at 
Maud's come to mind; also Penelope 
Gilliatt's script for Sunday Bloody 
Sunday. Stillman pays heed to character. 
He doesn't paint in the broad strokes of 
caricature. His characters have dimen- 
sion. They extend hidden kindnesses 
toward each other, and they're willing to 

Metropolitan's writer-director 
Whit Stillman achieves a rareified 

atmosphere in his first film. 

suffer public humiliation for their con- 
victions. Metropolitan is about the ebb 
and flow of friendship among the col- 
lege-aged, and like Godard's Masculine 
Feminine, it captures a vivid feeling for 
what it's like to try on new ideas among 
friends. The luminous cast includes 
Carolyn Farina as Audrey, who falls hard 
for Edward Clements' Tom, even when 
the prospects for his returning her affec- 
tion appear bleak. And Christopher 
Eigeman is flawless as the pretentious 
and ironically humane Nick, whose ten- 
derness is veiled beneath an assumed 
mood of cynicism. The fluid editing is 
Christopher Tellefsen's; the subtle pho- 
tography is by John Thomas; and the 
evocative score is Mark Suozzo's. 

Cafi 

„,   PROVINCIAL 

L 
Mid town Promenade 

Lower Level 
931 Monroe Dr. 

Closed Tuesdays 

at 8th St. II 

Was your last "do" a fashion don't? 

Panache HAIR DESIGNS 

Offering Haircut & Perm 
for $49. 

Sage Hill » 1799 Briarcliff Road » 873-1849 

Deli-style sandwiches, salad bar, & desserts 
• Free delivery ($7.00 minimum) 
• Business & personal catering available 
• Daily lunch specials 

875-5150 1874 Piedmont Rd 
#250-B 

Near the intersection of Piedmont & Cheshire Br. 
in Phoenix Office Park., next to First Federal. 

Typesetting 

for the rest of us. 

Imagination station Inc. 
WE WILL PRINT ONE SHIRT OR A MILLION ! 

SILKSCREENING 
T SHIRTS • CAPS • JACKETS • APRONS • BANDANAS 

SWEATS • LONG SLEEVE T'S • BUTTONS • BANNERS, ETC 
PRESENT PRINTER LET YOU DOWN?? — WE ARE HERE FOR YOU !!! 

Reunions/Business/Restaurants/Special Events/Personal/Colleges/Hospitals 
VISA / MC / AMERICAN EXPRESS 

Talented. Imaginative Art/Graphics Department...IN-HOUSE Designs / Logos / Production 
We are capable of large volume printing - quick turn-around - WITH QUALITY PRINT. 
Come see our SHOWROOM...it's worth the drive    AVAILABLE 24 HRS BY PHONE    J 

991-3111      FAX 991-0136 
We're always looking for energetic / aggressive salespeople.. .give us a call! 

DRIVEN TO BRING 
You THE NEWS 

AT 

152 LOCATIONS 
IN METRO ATLANTA! 

From Midtown to Buckhead, 
Downtown to L5P, 

Decatur to Grant Park, 
Virginia Highlands to 

Cheshire Bridge 

WE'RE OUT 
WHERE YOU ARE 
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If you're right 
on cue, you get 

the CASH! 

No ENTRY FEE 

Pool Tourney 
Starts September 16 right after 

Sunday Football Madness 

$30.00 1st Place 
Cash Prize 

$ 15.00 2nd Place Bar Tab 
You can win as many 

nights as we play! 

£  "Fish's B-day Celebration 
JJJ^ happens only once 

a year. Join us 
Sept. 15 at 

7:00PM." 

Calendars 
& Datebooks for 
Men &. Women 

Buttons 

Refridgerator 
Magnets 

Wrapping Paper 
for Christmas and 

Birthdays 

Also — Check Out 
Barbie Buttons 

ami 
Try Us Again for the First Time 
735 Ralph McGM Blvd. 688-5463 

Atlanta's Only Gay Variety Store 

Brushstrokes Is located at 780 N. Highland NE. 
#4 In The Alley—Just look for the purple neon 
"Alley" sign. We're the 4th door on the right. 

STORE HOURS: 
Monday - Saturday 11-8 

Sunday 12-6 

n 
Cheshire point 

Follow the Cheshire Bridge Road 

Oh! The ecstasy of a great haircut! 

Cheshire Point Center, 2000 Cheshire Bridge Rd.      OO1 «R77R 
(Next to Back Alley Video) wtl    >///>/ 

BOOTS  ;p$ 
"      The Life and Works of 

SPECIAL VIDEOS FOR 
SPECIAL PEOPLE 

A one-of-a-kind video 
experience 

Over 100 
Original Drawings 

featured in the only authorized 
video collection of the works of 

Tom of Finland 

Mention this ad and get 6 months 
FREE on an annual membership 

321-6767 • 2000 Cheshire 
Bridge Road (next to Hairanoia) 

TASTY TREATS 
FOR PERFECT 

DESSERTS 

Create 
a 

Sensation 
Whipped delights 
for your favorite 

Dessert... 
Oils Lotions & 

Potions, Teasers. 
Adult Cards, Party 
Toys, Restraints & 

Erotic Candles 
Go on, you 

deserve 
it! 

1 Exxxotic Gifts    P7 

3885 Buford hiw^^0^4£^ "" 
Atlanta, GA <%^1&Z7U 

Dear 
Friends, 

Sticks 
and 
stones 
may break 
our 
bones, 
but 
words can 
hurt like 
hell too! 

Whether it's a physical attack against you, 
or words hurled like a stone from a passing 
car, report Hate Crimes by calling 286-BIAS. 
The information you give counts because you 
count. 

Let's make it stick. 

Sincerely, 
SOUTHERN 

ADKJE 
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BARS 

A Guide to Atlanta's Gay and Lesbian Gathering Spots 
Armory 
836 Juniper. 881-9280 

Backstreet 
"The hottest sound & light show in the 
Southeast" 
845 Peachtree St. 873-1986 

Blake's 
"The fun is back-in the heart of 
Midtown" 
227 10th St. 892-7535 

Buddies 
"Atlanta's best conversation 
and cruise bar" 
Cheshire Square. 634-5895 

Bulldog & Co. 
"Hotlanta's #1 cruise bar" 
893 Peachtree. 872-3025 

Burkhart's 
"The home of Southern hospitality" 
Ansley Square. 872-4403 

Conference Room 
"When you care enough to get the 
very best" 
1086 Alco St. 634-6478 

The Cove 
"Atlanta's friendliest cruise bar" 
586 Worchester. 875-2477 

Crazy Ray'z 
"Where the mix is perfect" 
1492 Piedmont. 873-4655 

Deana's One Mo' Time 
"A bar with a sense of community" 
1890 Cheshire Bridge Rd. 874-0980 

A Night On the Town. If you don't believe in bar unity, this picture should 
dispell any doubts. Bev, The Otherside; Bev, Backstreet; Dot, Toolulah's; 

and Jill, The Tower celebrate. 

Eagle 
"Atlanta's Levi and Leather Bar" 
308 Ponce De Leon. 87EAGLE 

551 Downstairs 
551 Ponce De Leon. 873-4052 

Frank's Place 
"Atlanta's Premier Piano Bar" 
778 N. Highland. 881-0259 

Gallus Restaurant 
"Fine dining since 1 974" 
Piano Bar & Grill at Gallus 
"Entertainment and casual dining" 

Basement Bar at Gallus 
"Everything except ordinary" 
All located at 49 6th St. 892-8983 

Lipstix 
"Where some of Atlanta's most beauti- 
ful women are men" 
Cheshire Square. 633-0452 

Loretta's 
708 Spring St. 874-8125 

New Order 
"A casual, relaxed neighborhood bar" 
1544 Piedmont. 874-8247 

Options 
"A sizzling dance bar" 
2329 Cheshire Br. Rd. 634-4584 

The Otherside 
Atlanta • Ft. Lauderdale 
We're the alternative! Offering diversi- 
fied entertainment and activities. 
Opens at 5 PM daily. 
1924 Piedmont Road. 875-5238 

The Pear Garden 
"A Downtown neighborhood bar" 
111 Luckie St. 659-4055 

Petrus 
"Atlanta's Hottest Sunday T-Dance" 
1150 Peachtree St. 873-6700 

Phoenix 
"Country & Western Bar" 
567 Ponce De Leon. 892-7871 

Roughnecks 
"Levi/leather bar" 
1080 Peachtree St. 872-1218 

Tin Lizzie 
"A fun & friendly neighborhood bar" 
Ford Factory Square. 874-3961 

Tower 
"Try us again for the first time" 
Recipient of the 1990 Bar Awards, 
"Female Lounge of the Year" 
735 Ralph McCill. 688-5463 

Traxx 
306 Luckie St. 681-5033 

Weekends 
688 Spring St. 875-5835 

♦ THURSDAY, SEPT. 13TH - AMATEUR STRIP-OFF 

Sign-up at 9:30 and Show at 10 PM 
$50 Cash Prize - also - Wet Brief Contest 

$50 Cash Prize MC Brandy Dover 
♦ FRIDAY, SEPT. 14TH -TGIF 

Hot hors d'oeuvres 6-8 PM 
Cameo Appearance 2 AM by some 

of Atlanta's finest entertainers. 
♦ SATURDAY, SEPT. 15TH - OPEN 

AT 2 PM Come cruise with us 
1 AM Charlie Brown in concert 
♦ SUNDAY SEPT. 16TH - 

OPEN AT 2 PM Buffet at 
4 PM Shows 10 PM and 

12 Midnight 

♦ MONDAY, 

SEPT. 17TH- 

Showsat 10 PM 
and 12 AM with 
Lauren Michaels, 
Sable Chanel & guests. 
♦ TUESDAY, SEPT. 18TH 

You asked for it Atlanta. 
You've got it. 
Burkhart's Grand Reopening. 
Food-Entertainment-Door Prizes 
♦ WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 19TH - 
MIDDLE OF THE WEEK BLUES 

Shows at 10 PM& 12 AM 
Brandy Dover & the Men of Burkhart's 
♦ THURSDAY, SEPT. 20TH - Amateur 
Strip-Off, Sign-up 9:30 PM, Show at 10 PM 
♦ FRIDAY, SEPT. 21ST - GRAND OPENING 

WEEKEND Shows-Food-Hot Cruising 

Hostess Brandy Dover 
with the Men of 

Burkhart's 

•SI 

% 
% 

FOR     MEN     AND     WOMEN n^^^^^+^ 
ATLANTA    •    FT.    LAUDERDALE pfeSBniS 

COMEDIENNE, MONICA GRANT 

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 9 pm (2 shows) 

JyivcrBend 
country, ballads, and blues 

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 30 

STAR SEARCH FINALS 
$1,000 cash prize 

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 14 
1924 PIEDMONT ROAD • (404) 875-5238 
For your protection—I.D. always requested 
MEMBER B.O.A.  ym 
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CALENDAR 

Oxford Books 
invites you to meet 

Mark Childress 
signing his new novel 

Tender 
(Harmony Books -$19.95 Hardcover) 

Friday, September 21 
7:00 - 8:30 pm 

Mark Childress was born in Monroeville, Ala- 
bama, grew up in the Midwest and the South, 
and now lives in San Francisco. He has been a 
reporter for the Birmingham News and an editor 
of Southern Living magazine and the Atlanta Jour- 
nal-Constitution. He is the author of two previous 
novels, A World Made of Fire and Vfor Victor. 

"Tender is more than just a fine novel; it is a big, 
ail-American, Technicolor dreamboat of a book, 
as vital and intense as anything I've read in the 
last ten years..." 

Stephen King 

(©xforo Umiks 
360 Pharr Road, N.E. • Atlanta, GA 30305 

If you are unable to attend the autographing, you can reserve signed copies of this book by calling 
(404) 262-3333. Outside metro Atlanta, call 1-800-476-3311. 

fy 
b-nn n-i 

Congregation Bet Haverim 
A Reconstruaionist Synagogue Serving the Lesbian and Gay Community 

$ 

to'ian n\i 

For further information 
call 642-3467 

Suggested donation 
$36.00 for each holiday 

P.O Box 54947 • Atlanta, Georgia 303080947 • (404) 642-3467 

"Ponce De Leon: The Play." Take George 
Mitchell's powerful and evocative book about 
Atlanta'smosteclectic street. LetCaryBynum 
adapt it for the stage. Add Chris Coleman's 
direction, music by Joyce Brookshire and six 
very talented performers and you've got a 
winner. At Actors Express. 

Art 
PAINTING BY WILLIAM THIELEN. Thru 
Sept. 27. Abstract works explore the relation- 
ship between developing inner truth and cosmic 
consciousness. Thielen's "The Mother and 
Father Piece" was selected for a "Big Art" Arts 
Festival of Atlanta billboard. Mon. thru Fri., 10- 
5, at Axis Twenty, 22-b E. Andrews Dr. 261- 
4022. 
JUANA HARPER: PRINTS AND PAINT- 
INGS. Thru Oct. 7. A unique look at an African- 
American Vision through the artist's eye. First 
Existentialist Congregation, 470 Candler Park 
Dr. 378- 5570. 
ANDY WARHOL'S CELEBRITIES. Thru 
Jan. 6,1991.45 lithograph portraits of everyone 
from James Dean to Einstein. An exclusive 
show to be seen in Atlanta. Where else would 
you find Mickey Mouse, Mick Jagger and Santa 
Claus on the same bill? At the High Museum; 
892-3600 for information. 
JAMESGROFFEXHIBITION.Aug.31-Sep. 
30. Established abstract painter and printmaker 
brings his dynamic color fields to the gallery in 
a large way. Trinity Gallery, Downstairs Gal- 
lery; 249 Trinity Ave. Call 525-7546. 

Dance ■ ■■■■■■■mi ■  
SWAN LAKE. Fri., Sept. 14-15. Ballet Rotaru, 
Atlanta' s newest ballet company, presents Peter' s 
classic. The tickets are only $5. Run don't walk 
to support this stellar effort to make the arts ac- 
cessible to all. At the Fox Theater. 249-6400 for 
reservations. 

Events HUH  
OUTING: THE ETHICS OF SAYING IT IN 
PRINT. Weds., Sep. 12. 7:30-10pm. A work- 
shop sponsored by Southern Voice. Free and 
open to all, but of particular interest to those in 
the media. At the Ponce de Leon Library, 980 
Ponce de Leon. Call 876-0789 for more info." 
THOUGHTS FROMS NICARAGUA. Sept. 
13, 7:30 p.m. Cindy Lutenbacher, local teacher 
and performer, will show slides and tell stories 
from her recent participation in a political and 
cultural delegation to this courageous country. 
Charis Books, 419 Moreland, 524-0304. 
FEMINIST ASTROLOGICAL SYMBOLS 
IN YOUR CHART WORKSHOP. Sat., Sep. 
15 from 9am-12pm. Mary Bailey-Rule provides 
the keys for women who are interested in un- 
locking the matriarchial mysteries of their star 
charts. With Partners in Health; call 881-6300. 
HEMLOCK SOCIETY OPEN MEETING. 
Sat., Sept. 15,2 p.m. The rights of the terminally 
ill to drink from the cup of death will be dis- 
cussed. This society, founded in 1980, has over 
31,000 members who support the option of ac- 
tive voluntary euthanasia as a last request. Uni- 
tarian-Universalist Congregation, 1911 Cliff 
Valley Way, 373-7351. 
SERVICE OF HOPE FOR THE HEALING 
OF AIDS. Sun. Sep 16,4pm. A healing service 
open to all at the Shrine of the Immaculate 
Conception, 48 M.L.K. Dr. A pot luck follows 
the service. Open to all; sponsored by the Shrine 
and the Gay Catholics of Atlanta. Call 521-1866 
for info 
POLITICAL SKILLS WORKSHOP. Mon. 
Sep. 17, 7pm. Learn more about how you can 
have an impact on this fall's elections'. Spon- 

sored by the Human Rights Campaign Fund. At 
the Decatur Holiday Inn. Call 373-6330 to vol- 
unteer or for info. 
SHERRI SUTTON SPEAKS AT LEGAL 
MEETING. Monday, Sept 17, 7:00pm. Com- 
missioner Sutton speaks to issues facing the 
Dekalb County Commission in 1991 which affect 
the lesbian and gay community. Questions and 
issues will be welcomed from the audience. 
LEGAL stands for Legislate Equality for Les- 
bian and Gay Georgians. Peachtree Branch 
Library, corner of 16th & Peachtree St. 286- 
7476. 
ART FOR PUBLIC SPACES. Mon. Sept. 17, 
12:00 noon. This series of lunchtime lectures 
will explore areas of art, censorship and public 
funding. Bring your lunch and listen to critics, 
curators, arts professionals, and innovative art- 
ists discuss, define, dissect and debate the art 
world's hottest issue. Public commentary wel- 
come. Transcrips to be published in Art Papers. 
Woodruff Circle Room in the Memorial Arts 
Building, 898-1157. 
CONNECTIONS BETWEEN CHILDHOOD 
ABUSE, ADDICTION, & AIDS. Fri., Sep 21, 
9am-4pm. This workshop is designed for mental 
health care providers and offers continuing 
education credits as well as information on how 
to better serve clients in these three areas of 
special needs. At Sheraton Century Center; call 
Jim Sacco, 727-2929 for more info. 
GEORGIA MUSIC HALL OF FAME 
AWARDS BANQUET AND CONCERT. Sat., 
Sept. 22. Performances by Ronnie Milsap, Jerry 
Reed, Indigo Girls, Bill Anderson and others. At 
the Georgia World Congress Center. Call 873- 
4300 for ticket information. 
AFRICANMONKEYHABITATOPENING. 
Sat., Sept. 22. Be the first on your block to see 
mandrills, macaques and mona monkeys run- 
ning free (well almost) in Grant Park. Zoo At- 
lanta. 624-5678. 
FALL EQUINOX CELEBRATION FOR 
WOMEN. Sat., Sep. 22 at 7:30 pm. A discus- 
sionof the astrological andmetaphysical signifi- 
cance of this day which holds a special place in 
many ancient cultures. Followed by a guided 
meditation and social hour. Reservations appre- 
ciated. At Chrysalis Women's Center; call 881- 
6300. 
DEBATE: PENN PAYNE & MIKE EGAN. 
Sun. Sep. 23, 9:30 pm on Prime Cable Channel 
12. You'll be able to call in and ask questions of 
these two candidates for the 40th Senate District. 
Be sure to ask Mr. Eagan his position of sodomy 
reform, hate crimes and a woman's right to 
choose. 
FALL MEDITATION CLASSES. Starting 
Mon., Sep. 24 (pm) or Sat., Sep. 29 (am). Mary 
Bailey-Rule brings her 20 years of teaching 
experience to classes which include basic re- 
laxation techniques, focusing and concentration 
exercises, and creative visualization. Learn 
balance in a world where being self-centered is 
a good beginning. With Partners in Health; call 
881-6300, ext. 62. 

FilmA^ideo ■■ ■■ ■■■■■ in 
WATUNNA & BEFORE WE KNEW NOTH- 
ING. Fri., Sep. 14 at 8pm. S3/S2.50/S2. Watunna, 
abeautiful and hypnotic animated film by writer/ 
director Stacey Steers based on creation tales of 
the Yekuana Indians of the Venezuelan rain 
forest explores the genesis of evil, night, sexual- 
ity, fire and food. Mythology at its breathtaking 
best. Shown in tandum with a documentary on 
the Ashaninka Indians. High Museum of Art, 
Hill Aud. Call Claire Reynolds at 352-4225. 

Fundraisers «■«■■■ 
NAMES PROJECT BENEFIT WEEKEND. 
Fri., Sept. 14-16. Many local clubs and restau- 
rants (See ad in this issue for complete list.) will 
be participating to help raise money to support 
local AIDS organizations. The Names Project 
Quilt has become a nationwide symbol to honor 
the dead and support the living . Call 442-3961 
to volunteer time or for information. 
JERRY HERMANN PERFORMS FOR 
PROJECT OPEN HAND & AID ATLANTA. 
Sat., Sep. 15, 7:30 & 10:30pm. Hermann will 
play the piano at two special performances of his 
cabaret show "Tune the Grand Up." A rare 
opportunity to hear the man who wrote "I Am 
What I Am" perform. Tickets are $25. At Bran- 
dywine Down Cabaret; call 525-4620 or 872- 
0600 for reservations. 

Music 
GYPSY HEART. Sept. 21, 10pm. Bluegrass 
music that will make you want to move your 
feet Court Bar & Grill, 114 E Trinity, Decatur. 
373-4573. 
JODY GRIND. Sat, Sept. 22., at 7:30 pm. 
Mixes old and new music with odd facial theat- 
rics. The hippest hets in town. Old Decatur 
Courthouse Square. 371-8386. 
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DEDE VOGT AND WENDY BUCKLEW. 
Sept 25, 9:30pm. With these ladies on stage, it 
can only be good. Court Bar & Grill, 114 E. 
Trinity, Decatur. 373^573. 

Sports 
SOUTHEAST WOMEN'S RUGBY. Practice 
every Weds, at 6:30pm in Piedmont Park across 
from Grady Stadium. No experience is neces- 
sary, butspirit is. CallBethat761-8939formore 
info. Come scrum with us. 
ATLANTA TEAM TENNIS ASSOCIA- 
TION. Sat., Sep. 15 & 22, 1pm. Come play or 
watch a g ame in which the word love has a major 
role. Glenlake PkTennis Center. Call 892-8335. 

Television 
POINT OF VIEW:  PEOPLE POWER. 11 
p.m., Sun., Sept. 16. Ban Ziv, who witnessed, 
firsthand, the horrors of guerilla wars, travels to 
Chile, the Philippines and the West Bank to 
explore the development of non-violent tactics 
to throw off repressive regimes. On GPTV. 
SEXUAL ENCOUNTERS OF A FLORAL 
KIND. 8 p.m. on Tues., Sept. 18. Explores the 
reproductive activities of leafy life. The best 
from National Geographic Specials on flower 
fornication. Many graphic close-ups give new 
meaning to the old term "the birds and the bees." 
On Channel 8. 
ADLAI STEVENSON: THE MAN FROM 
LIBERTYVILLE. 8 p.m. on Wed., Sept. 19. A 
look at the man who was perhaps the last decent 
politician to run for president in this country. 
His sexual leanings may have been questional, 
but his honesty never was. On GPTV. 
FRONTLINE: A DECADE OF DESTRUC- 
TION. At 10 p.m., Tues., Sept. 19- 21. This 
four-part special report examines the last 10 
years of massive development and its' effect on 
the people and land of Amazonia. A close look 
at the ongoing dangers of tropical deforestation. 
On GPTV, Channel 8. 
HEALTH MATTERS: THE WEEKEND 
ATHLETE. At7:30p.m.,Fri.,Sept.21.Howto 
avoid injury if you're an occasional athlete. 
Also, new treatment techniques from profes- 
sional sports that are now available to the inter- 
mitantly active couch potato. On GPTV. 

Theatre nimnim ■ ■  
ELIZABETH THE QUEEN. Aug. 29-Sep. 29. 
This Maxwell Anderson play is not about cross- 
dressing, but about the December/May romance 
of one of the most powerful women in history. 
Jessica Phelps reprises her award-winning role 
as the balding but beautiful monarch who ruled 
England for 45 years. Theatre in the Square, 11 
Whitlock Ave in Marietta. For reservations, call 
422-8369. 
NOT ABOUT HEROES. Sep. 5-23, Thurs- 
Sun. An anti-war war play explores the friend- 
ship between Siegfried Sasson and Wilfred 
Owens that led them out of the trenches and into 
the poetry hall of fame. A gripping exploration 
of the human capacity for rising above the winds 
of war. 14th St. Playhouse, 14th & Juniper in 
Midtown. Call Theatre Gael at 876-1138. 
PONCE DE LEON: THE PLAY. Sept. 13 
thru Oct. 21. From R. Cary Bynum, the author of 
"Cabbagetown: Three Women," comes a pot- 
pouri of portraits exploring Atlanta's most 
famous and culturally diverse strip. Adapted 
from the book, Ponce de Leon by George Mitch- 
ell with music by Joyce Brookshire. At Actor's 
Express. Call 221-0831 fortunes and reserva- 
tions. 
BROADWAY BOUND. Sep. 14-Oct. 13. The 
third play by Neil Simon in his acclaimed auto- 
biographical trilogy which includes Brighton 
Beach Memoirs and Biloxi Blues. In Simon's 
view, this is his best play and the one he would 
most like to be remembered for. At Neighbor- 
hood Playhouse, 430 W. Trinity PL, Decatur. 
Call 373-5311. 
MISS EVERS' BOYS. Tues., Sept. 18-27. 
David Feldshuh's drama is based on the little 
known medical scandal at Tuskegee Institute in 
which the untreated effects of syphilis in poor 
blacks was studied in a40-year experiment. The 
Hitleresque complicity of those who withheld 
treatment should not be forgotton. At the Alli- 
ance Theater. Call 892-2414 for information. 
FUNNY THAT WAY. Sept. 19, 9:30pm. The 
only gay men and lesbian improv-comedy troupe 
in the country takes the challenge to produce 
comedy on the spot. Definitely a laughing 
matter. Free. Court Bar & Grill, 114 E. Trinity, 
Decatur. 373-4573. 
THE ORANGE EARTH. Sept. 20 thru Oct. 
14. This play by South African Adam Small 
explores the question: What price apartheid? 
Seven Stages moves to international importance 
with the U.S. premiere of this important and 
compelling work. Seven Stages, 1105 Euclid 
Ave. Call 523-7647 for information. 

Upcoming 
ATLANTA GREEK FESTIVAL. Thurs., 
Sept. 27-30. Everything from baklava to 
Bouzouki music is featured in this 16th annual 
festival. Zorba would feel right at home. This 
year a Greek general store stocked with authen- 
tic clothing, handicrafts and jewelry will allow 
you to satisfy your bizarre cravings. At the 
Greek Orthodox Cathedral 2500 Clairmont Rd. 
633-6988. 1 
MUSIC VIDEO REGIOflAL RETROSPEC- 
TIVE. Fri., Sep. 28 at 8pfi and 10pm. S4/S6 
(members & students/non-members). A look at 
some of the people, places and themes that have 
figured prominently inregionalmusicandmusic 
videos over the past decade. Includes many 
familiar faces to the Atlanta music scene. IM- 
AGE Film and Video Center, 75 Bennett NW, 
Suite M-l. Call 352-4225. 
ADVANCE TO WHOLENESS IN CHRIST. 
Fri., Sept. 28-30. Faith Temple conducts a three- 
day event which is a celebration of wholeness in 
spirit, sexuality, and identity for the gay and 
lesbian community. Gay or straight, we all rate 
with Jesus. At the National 4-H Club in Chevy 
Chase Maryland. For information call Faith 
Temple at (202) 544-2766. 
SPALDING GRAY: MONSTER IN A BOX. 
Sunday, Sept. 30, 8pm. Writer, actor and per- 
former, Spalding Gray returns for a second year 
performing a monologue about the dizziness 
that comes from too much possibility and Gray's 
struggles to maintain a balance of horizontal 
fame in the eyes of a world that thinks mainly in 
the vertical. Hyatt Regency Ravinia; 394-3447 
for reservations. 
SUZANNE VEGA. Tues., Oct.. 2, at 8 p.m. 
Songs that tell a story and touch the heart from 
a favorite folk-rocker. In Symphony Hall at the 
Woodrufff Arts Center. Tickets at 249-6400. 
WILDMAN GATHERING. October 5-7. A 
gathering of new-age men to explore a deep 
masculinity that does not oppress women, chil- 
dren or other men. Stories, poetry, drums and 
otherrituals are used to get in touch with adeeply 
buried sense of power and energy. Camp Blue 
Ridge, Call the Atlanta Men's Center, 496- 
1183. 
SECOND NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 
LESBIAN AND GAY LEGAL ISSUES. Oct. 
5-8. Lesbian and gay rights in the legal arena are 
the subject of this conference that covers every- 
thing from public accommodations to health 
care to sodomy legislation. Lavender Law af- 
fects us all. At Radisson Hotel Atlanta; call 
Abby Rubenfeld at (615) 269-6778 or Jeff Pe- 
ters at (904) 656-2024 for registration info. 
THE NAMES PROJECT QUILT DISPLAY. 
Sat., Oct. 6-8. These fabric memorials to those 
who have died with AIDS are a poignant re- 
minder of the effects of AIDS on our society. It 
is a beautiful and moving outpouring of grief by 
the living for the 83,000 people who are more 
than statistics in this modem plague. In the 
Woodruff Memorial Physical Education Center 
at Emory University. Call 442-3961 for infor- 
mation. 
CELEBRATING GAY SPIRIT VISIONS. 
Fri., Nov. 2-4. A convocation of gay men to 
explore and create their spiritual destiny on an 
awakening planet. For brochure, write to Con- 
ference, 16 Stuyvesant Rd., Biltmore Forest, NC 
28803, or call (704) 274-5671. 

Funny That Way. Atlanta's new lesbian and 
gay comedy/improv troupe is drawing raves 
and packing 'em in on Wednesdays at the 
Court Bar and Grill in Decatur. 

The flavors of 
Eastern Europe for 

mere rubles.♦. 
"Old World"  Peasant Cooking 

from $6.50 to $9.95 
Cappucino & Espresso, too! 

PEASANT 
COOKING 

Hours: Wednesday - Saturday 6:00-10:00 
Saturday and Sunday Breakfast 8:30-12:00 

Sunday Dinner 6:00-9:30 
Closed Monday and Tuesday 

469 N. Highland (So. of Ponce) 688-0836 

COURT 
Bar & Grill 

114 E. Trinity Place, Decatur 373-4573 
In Familiar Surroundings (formerly Mac's) 

Basic American Favorites 
Done Exceptionally Well. 

BEST DESSERTS IN TOWN 

Open 11:30 am for Lunch 
5:00 pm-10:00 pm for Dinner 

Fri. and Sat.: 5:00 pm-12:00 am 

Acoustic Revival! 
Open Mike Thursday 8:30 

Hosted by John Kunz 
9/14 Joyce & Jacque at 10:00pm 

9/21 Gypsy Heart at 10:00pm 
9/25 Wendy Bucklew and 

Dede Vogt at 9:30pm 
Ken Berman's 1 man show 

Acrylics on canvas 8/13-10/1 

Piedmont & 10th 
where you'll find 

THE ART 
OF 

GOOD FOOD 
Quesadillas 

Black Bean Burrito 

Cold Beer & Wine 

Soft Tacos 

Fajitas 
-  •  - 

Guacamole 

Salsa & Chips 

Chili con Queso 

Vegetarian Selection 
No MSG, Lard or 

Preservatives 

Service • 
tdoor Seating 

Piedrf>ojTt& 10th 

872-40S4_ 

1\)# «*y 

fee*< 
<*s »c° ess! 

W£^ 

THE 

Sfil 
PROJEC 

Common Threads: 
Keeping The Love Alive! 

THE NAMES PROJECT QUILT 
Benefit Weekend 

September 14 -16, 1990 (Friday - Sunday) the following clubs and 
restaurants are participating in the 2nd NAMES Project/Atlanta 
fundraising weekend by adding an additional $1 cover to their door 
or by taking up donations. 

The NAMES Project Quilt will be in Atlanta October 6 - 8, 1990. We 
at the NAMES Project/Atlanta hope to raise over $100,000 to go to 
local AIDS organizations. 

Please give us and these establishments your support! 
• Armory • Backstreet • Blake's • Buddies • Bulldog • 

• Burkhart's • Crazy Ray'z • Cove • Deana's One Mo Time • Eagle • 
• Gallus • Lipstix • New Order • Options • Petais • Phoenix • 

• Roughnecks • Scandals • Tin Lizzie • The Tower • 
• Traxx • The Otherside • 

The NAMES Project / Atlanta 
To volunteer your time or for donations call: 404 442-3961. 

■   " .. 



PROF ESSIONAL    DIRECTORY 

DEBORAH SHIMBERG, M.A. 
Counseling that speck lizes in issues of: 
Relationships 
Careers 

Communication 
Loss 

The Physically-Challenged 

Assertiveness 
Anxiety 

Metamorphosis 
Reasonable Fees • Weekend Hours • 294-4822 

Counseling Services of Atlanta • Please Leave Message 

ROBERT H. CITRONBERG 
ATTORNEY AT I^AW 

Convenient to MARTA 
No Fee for Initial Consultation 

DUI 
Personal Injury 

Criminal Defense 
Drug Cases 

(O) 522-7450    (H) 977-2085 
First American Bank Tower, 34 Pcachtree Street, Suite 2200, Atlanta, Georgia 

HEALTH 
IS... 

... the natural result of the 

H uninterrupted flow of life. 
mm 

Dr. Stephanie Blackton, D.C. 
Sage Hill Shopping Ctr.'Briarcliff at Clifton 

Call 872-1094 Today 

AUBIGk   r^^3—^ 
SYLVIA THORNE, PH.D. 

GINNY DEAL, M.S.W. 

PSYCHOTHERAPY AND COUNSELING ASSOCIATES, INC. 

1 Complete line of Lazaris audio/visual materials and tickets for Atlanta events 

Lazaris Videotape Showings 
For more information on Lazaris material and showings call 256-4889. 

70 WEST WIEUCA ROAD / ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30342 ■ 
JESSE R. PEEL, M.D. 

GENERAL PSYCHIATRY • PSYCHOTHERAPY 

1938 Peachtree Road, N.W. • Suite 612 • Atlanta, GA 30309 • (404) 352-4522 

*s&<zr>-     Donor insemination     ^N§£*v 

'12&&'. at the ~^^3>: 
rZZz  Feminist Women's Health Center 

We want you (and your partner) to know 
the facts - and the joy - of your own conception. 

ATLANTA (404)874-7551 
m 
■4m «| 

Mary Bailey-Rule 
Astrologer 

• Birth Chart Analysis • 
• Relationship Charts • 
• Career Counseling • 

404/881-6300 
2045 Manchester St., Atlanta 

Book RSVP & Olivia 
Cruises Through Us 

EXeUJSI VELY CRUISES 

Groups & Individual 
Vacations at Sea 

1409 n. Highland Suite M 
Call 892-8872 

ADJUST TO DOWNTOWN with 

CULBERSON CHIROPRACTIC 
(new office conveniently located on MARTA line, downtown) 

Dr. F. Scott Culberson, D.C. 
Sensitive to the needs of the gay and lesbian community 

57 Forsyth St., Galleria Level, Healey Bldg., 522-2225 

Ceremonies for Members 
of Our Community. 

Weddings/Holy Unions, House; 
Blessings, Premarital Counselling, etc. 

tailored to your needs by liberal 
minister. 

Joe Chancey, M.Div. 688-6163. 

Psychotherapy 

Individual      Couple 

Rev. R. Lanier Clance 
427 Moreland in L5P 373-3679 

Peatsa Wallace 
David Weir 

WALLACE & WEIR 
Attorneys at Law 

Legal options and guidance given in an open 
environment by professionals who care. 

• We offer after hour consultations • 377-3513 

BARBARA L. BURNS, M. Ed. 

Individual and Relationship Counseling 

Over 15 years of experience counseling Lesbians and Gay men. 

ll-B Lenox Pointe, N.E. Atlanta, GA 30324 404/261-5761 

CONSIDER THE CHOICES 
You can either ignore the pain, mask it with drugs or get 

safe, professional, effective relief with chiropractic. 

DR. MARK S. BROE, D.C. 
857 Collier Rd. « Just off Howell Mill at 1-75 ; 355-6018 

SAMUEL H. COPPOCK 

ft 

Income Taxes 
< Small Business Accounting 
• Computer Consulting 

1801 Piedmont Ave. NE 
Suite 205 

873-2445 

Margaret Dellinger, CHT, CMT 
Create new options and behavior patterns by 

re-programming your inner computer 
• Hypnotherapy • Neuro Linguistic Programming • Theraputic Touch 

• Massage • 3 in 1/One Brain • Inner Child Therapy 
• Past Life Regressions • Co-dependancy/ACOA and Sexual Abuse Issues 

Located in Chamblce       For Appointment Call (404) 458-6912 

Community Psychiatric 
8? Addiction Services 

Crisis Is Only One Reason We're Mere 

PAUL M. KIMMM , M.D. Phone: 
DAVID J. MACDONALD, M.S.W., CA.C.     633-5935 

•Insurance 
•Financial Planning 
•Estate Planning 

•Investments 
•IRA's 

DAN R. EASTON 
Financial Service Specialist 

2920 Brandywine Rd., Suite 250 
Atlanta, Georgia 30341 

Phone: (404) 457-0087 

MIA MUNDALE, M.A.,D.C. 
CHIROPRACTOR 

APPLIED KINESIOLOCIST 

2531 Briarcliff Road, N.E. • Suite 120 
Atlanta, Georgia 30329 

(404)248-1180 

STELLA ELLER, MEd, MA 

• Recovery Issues • 
Insurance • Abuse Survivors • Sliding Scale 

1261 LaVista Rd. NE • Atlanta 30324 • 634-5065   Leave Message 

TIMOTHY W. FOWLER, C.P.A. 

Small Business Consulting 

3400 Peachtree Road, Suite 719 • Across From Lenox • 404 261-9309 
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FEATURE 

SODOMY STARTS TO HEAT UP AGAIN 
The Georgia Privacy Coalition wants the "S" word off Georgia law books 

by Andrea K. Brown 
Remember sodomy? It was the hot issue 

in SoVo's pages earlier this year, largely as a 
result of a controversial sodomy law repeal 
demonstration and lobbying campaign on 
the first day of the legislative session. ACT 
UP staged the demonstration—complete 
with inflatable, anatomically complete dolls 
arranged in different "sodomitic" positions 
—outside the Georgia Statehouse. 

No doubt you also remember that the 
repeal effort fizzled when legislation that 
would have amended the sodomy law to 
legalize private consensual sexual acts 
between adults regardless of sexual orien- 
tation was defeated 6444. An amended ver- 
sion that excluded gays and lesbians from 
protection was trounced 87-22 as supporters 
of the gay inclusive version withdrew their 
votes. 

Some blame ACT UP's high-visibility 
techniques for losing the reform bill's more 
conservative supporters. But others feel that 
disapproval of graphic demonstrations is just 
a rationalization for homophobia, and that 
the law had no chance of passage this year, 
regardless of what anyone did or did not do. 

For most, the issue has cooled. But in the 
minds and hearts—and other parts—of 
activists, it still sizzles. "Sodomy" as a crim- 
inal term is used to intimidate and harass 
gays and lesbians, and as a weapon that may 
be wielded in divorce and custody cases, in 
criminal trials, and in military and other 
forms of discrimination. 

In Georgia, sodomy laws prohibit anal 
and oral sex regardless of partner 
gender—but private consensual sodomy is 
not commonly prosecuted 

Nevertheless, Georgia has one of the 
harshest laws in the country: first-time 
"offenders," committing consensual sodomy, 

and 

may be imprisoned for up to 20 years. 
Forcible sodomy is punishable with lifetime 
imprisonment. 

The good news is that there are places in 
this country that have made significant 
progress on legalizing the way we make 
love. 

This summer, in both Michigan and 
Kentucky, Circuit Court judges struck down 
sodomy laws, using state constitutional pri- 
vacy protections as grounds for their rulings. 
These are the first decisions applying to 
homosexual sodomy since the U.S. Supreme 
Court's infamous 1986 
Bowers vHardw'ick 
case. 

In Fayette 
County, 
Kentucky, 
the state 
law— 
which 
criminal- 
izes same- 
sex sodomy 
only—was declared 
unconstitutional. The 
decision presently applies to the 
Lexington area only, but, since the state 
Attorney General is appealing, it could soon 
apply to the whole state. 

A Wayne County, Michigan judge ruled 
that state laws against sodomy (defined in 
Michigan as anal sex between partners of 
any gender) and gross indecency (oral sex 
and mutual masturbation, also without 
regard to sexual orientation) violate privacy 
rights, in the case of non-public consensual 
sex between adults. The case may or may 
not be appealed. 

In Hardwick, the Supreme Court's major- 
ity proclaimed that "homosexuals do not 

anal of <** <s 

have a fundamental right to engage in acts of 
consensual sodomy" under the due process 
clause of the 14th amendment, on which 
activists had challenged the punitive Georgia 
law. The high court cited "millennia of 
moral teaching" as grounds for its decision. 

The existence of sodomy laws in 26 
states (and D.C.) makes clear the govern- 
ment position that engaging in sodomy is a 
heinous and abominable "crime against 
nature." In some states, the statute is actually 
titled with those words, or with a variety of 
equally offensive terms. Generally speaking, 

there are laws on the books 
which prohibit anal and 

rivfi£\T7iEr~~n->     ora'sex—anc^ 
often, mutual 

masturbation 
___   —whether 

they all fall 
under each 
state's defi- 

nition of 
sodomy or 

not. Seven states 
prohibit only same- 

sex sodomy. 
All around the country, advo- 

cates of sodomy repeal and/or reform are 
organizing to make changes at the state 
level. There is some visible movement in 
Oklahoma, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, 
Maryland and Minnesota. Attempts at repeal 
have been and/or are being made in 
Mssouri, Texas, Tennessee and the District 
of Columbia. In Tennessee, the law has been 
reformed—reducing sodomy from a felony 
with a possible 15 years in the clink to a 
misdemeanor with a $25 fine. 

Some consider reform of this sort a victory 
—a step in the right direction. But others 
feel that reform will only make repeal more 

od-om'^ 

difficult. 
Members of the Georgia Privacy 

Coalition (GPC) are among those for whom 
the issue of sodomy remains hot. The GPC 
was formed in April of this year to lobby for 
and create awareness about the upcoming 
repeal effort. 

The strategy in '91 is, first and foremi 
to get the word "sodomy" off Georgia's law 
books. 

Aggravated sodomy and solicitation of 
sodomy are to be covered elsewhere: the 
first, under a new "aggravated sexual bat- 
tery" statute being introduced alongside the 
repeal bill—Georgia's rape law does not 
presently cover forcible sodomy; the latter 
by the amending the solicitation for prostitu- 
tion statute to include a description of the 
deed(s). 

In an effort to activate interest in repeal 
of Georgia's sodomy statute the National 
Lesbian & Gay Law Association and the 
Lesbian/Gay Rights chapter of ACLU 
Georgia will sponsor a Sodomy Track Day, 
October 8, as part of the Lavender Law 
Conference, to be held in Atlanta. 
Workshops, organized by Sue Hyde, 
Director of the Privacy Project of the 
National Gay and Lesbian Task Force, will 
include information on post-Hardwick state 
court challenges and legal strategies, penal 
code revision and recodification, and legisla- 
tive repeal/reform. Registration info for the 
Conference is contained in an ad on page 3 
of this issue. 

The Georgia Privacy Coalition meets the 
fourth Wednesday of every month. 
Networking is essential to eventual 
sodomy repeal; contacts outside of Atlanta 
are particularly needed. Call the GPC at 
286-2358. 

Please Support Atlanta's 
NATIONAL COMING OUT DAY AD 

What is National Coming Out Day? 
National Coming Out Day (NCOD) is a call to action! Commemorating 
the 1987 March on Washington for Lesbian and Gay Rights; it is a day to 
be truthful, powerful, and liberated. It is a day for each of us, and each of 
our organizations, to take our next step in the process of coming out. 

The goal of NCOD is to increase the visibility of the more than 20 million 
gay people in the United States. If all lesbians and gay men would come 
out to their families and friends, it is probable that we would reach well 
over 70% of the population. It is clear that we need those who love us to 
stand up with us and support us. 

This is your invitation to TAKE THE NEXT STEP and support Atlanta's 
National Coming Out Day ad. There should be no lesbian or gay person 
in this land who does not know about National Coming Out Day. Your 
contributions can make a difference. 

(PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE) 
YES, I SUPPORT NATIONAL COMING OUT DAY! 

Name  

Address- 

City  ■State- ZIP. 

PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE YOUR NAME OR PHRASE IN THE 
SPACE BELOW, 30 LETTERS AND SPACES MAXIMUM 

ONLY FOR THOSE PEOPLE DESIRING THEIR NAME 
TO BE PRINTED, read and sign below... 

I am aware that my name will be used in an advertisement by 
NATIONAL COMING OUT DAY - ATLANTA on October 11, 1990 in the 
Atlanta Journal/Constitution to celebrate NATIONAL COMING OUT DAY. 
I am familiar with NCOD, approve the use of my name in their ad attesting 
to my support of NCOD and it's ideologies and attest the name to be printed 
is my own as evidenced by my signature below: 

Signed. Date. 

(NCOD reserves the right to edit or refuse copy.) 

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: NCOD - Atlanta 
□ 20.00 Individual       Q 50.00 Non-profit Organization 
□ 100.00 Business       □ 250.00 Sponsor 
□ Donation Only 
PAYMENT DUE BY SEPTEMBER 30,1990 

RETURN CHECK AND FORM TO 
NCOD-A 

1579 F Monroe Drive, Box 215 
Atlanta, GA 30324 
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(not so) 

FUN FACTS 
ON 

FOSSIL FUEL 
GASOLINE 

Most cars are designed for octane 
rating of 87 or less. 

Buying 87 octane gas cuts your 
contribution to emission caused by 

cancer by 9% 

OIL 
40% of the polution in this 

nation's waterways comes from 
used car oil. 

1,000,000 gallons of oil are 
poured in the earth every day by 
people changing their oil. That 

equals eight Exxon Valdez' a year. 

TRANSPORTATION 
3,000,000 acres per year of 

| valuable wetlands and farmlands are 
destroyed for highways. 

A full van removes 13 cars from 
traffic; a bus lightens traffic by 40 
automobiles, a rail car by 75 to 125 

autos. 

For information on how to 
tread softly on the earth... 

Georgia 
Environmental 

Project 

429 Moreland, L5P 
521-3731 

OpenTues-Satll-7 

Options Ybu Can Live With 
There is no cure for HIV. But there are treatment 
options. The AIDS/HIV Treatment Directory, 
published by the American Foundation for AIDS 
Research (AmFAR), is a guide to the full range of 
approved and experimental treatments. A one-year 
subscription to the Directory (4 issues) is only 
$30.00. To subscribe, or to make a contribution, 
send your check to AmFAR. Your options may be 
greater than you think. 

American Foundation for AIDS Research 
1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036 

People with HIV disease who cannot afford a paid subscription may 
obtain a complimentary copy by calling the National AIDS 
Information Clearinghouse at l'800'458-523l. 

M 

"I saw your ad in 
Southern Voice" 

Thank you for mentioning us 
BSmH3M 

WUCE 
Where Advertising Means Business 

DON'T READ THIS! 
i3 Unless you want 

GREAT SAVINGS from Sparks 

j Cooling System Service       $34 
■   Includes: *. ISIVVVKM..        ^0       w ■ Includes: 
' • Flush Radiator, refill with up to 2 gals, of 
S      antifreeze 
| -Pressure test cooling system 

I 
L. 

Most Cars. 

Reg 
$39.90 

Present coupon at time ot service. Offer expires 9/2^90 

rOriginal Tune-Up 
I Includes 

Plugs, points*, condenser* 
Replace if defective: 3 wires, rotor, 
PVC valve & filter* 
Adjustments • Emissions and engine analysis 
12 month/12,000 mi. warranty 

Present coupon at time of service. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
L_ 
["Fuel Injection Tune-Up 
| Includes: 

•Plugs, Clean injectors, check fuel pressure 
• Replace if defective: 3 wires, rotor, PCV valve, 
PCV filter • Adjust: idle speed*, fuel-air mixture*. 

•Plus: emissions analysis, engine analysis 
•12 month/12,000 mile warranty 

Present coupon at time of service. 

•39*?] 
$44.90   I 

Most 4 cyl.cars; 

Off or expires 9/25/90 

Offer expires 9/25/90 

I 
I 

OTHER SERVICES INCLUDE: 
Carburetor Adjustment & Repair • Belts & Hoses Replaced 

Air Conditioning Service • Vatve Adjustments 
Batteries, Starters & Alternators Serviced 

On Board Computer Analysts & Repair 
Diagnostic Service • Fuel Injection Service "%„   • 

Sensors Analysis & Replacement 
Domestic ft Import Cars, Vans ft Light Trucks 

Atlanta N.E. 633-8393   #==«* r=^=^#= 
4285 Buford Hwy, N.E. 

(3 Miles Inside Perimeter) I 
Hours: M-F 8-6 • SAT 8-4. 
Appointments Available 

Computerized Car Care, 
&l?3 ISss™™1     I^PSFI 

BUSINESS CLIPS 
The Tower is Here for You 

The photo says it all: Jill Darmer 
and friends. Caring faces and expres- 
sions—this is what The Tower is all 
about. 

It's not a flashy bar, but it's one 
where the atmosphere of conversation 
and openness is real...it's a place 
where people go just to be and to be as 
they are. 

Lesbians, gay men and straight 
people all meet in a space where 
they're welcomed with honest appreci- 
ation and caring. Jill and her staff 
offer not only good drinks at great 
prices but an attitude that says "we're 
here for you," and, "it's great you've 
stopped in to be with us." You never 
have to feel deceived by the sincerity 
—it's real; it's nurturing; it makes The 
Tower one place where you'll feel 
comfortable the moment you step 
through the doors. 

If you get tired of the meat mar- 
kets, the silent scrutiny and drink 
prices that break the bank, join Jill and 
her friends at the friendliest bar in 
town. 

735 

EVETT BENNETT 

Jill and two friends at 
The Tower 

Ralph McGill Blvd., 688-5463 

Aquathin Leads The Way 
Obsession takes many forms. 

Those of us concerned with health and 
environmental issues search for solu- 
tions that will enhance our lives and 
improve the circumstances in which 
we live. 

Just ask Barb Nolan, an experi- 
enced clinical chemist, who for years 
has been searching for a cost-effective 
water purification system that could 
fulfill, sometimes, outrageous claims. 
And, guess what—she finally found 
one! 

Aquathin, Inc. is a ten-year-old 
company that produces water purifica- 
tion systems which range from units 
capable of fulfilling pure water needs 
of large medical laboratory facilities to 
small in-home units that keep your 
drinking and household water 99% 
cleansed of harmful bacteria, viruses 
and radon. 

Barb is convinced that Aquathin's 
reverse osmosis, deionization process 
coupled with charcoal filtering is the 
best in the business. You can be con- 
vinced, too, by just calling her at 448- 
7353, Ext. 22 to set up an appointment 
to be introduced to these units in the 
comfort of your home.   . 

EVETT BENNETT 

Aquathin produces the only units 
capable of removing radioactive 

particles—units which our govern- 
ment states could have been sent to 

Russia to help purify water after 
the Chernobyl disaster. 

ATTENTION SALESPEOPLE 
Tired of selling in the straight world? 

Want to work for a growing business that appreciates youl 

is looking for advertising salespersons to be trained in time for 
the busy holiday season. Generous commissions and bonuses. 
We hove accounts ready to turn over to you, now! 

Send resume" to: C. Cash, PO.Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316 or call 876-1831 
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Hometown: 
Miami Florida 

LIN 

Occupation: 
Human Resources 
Manager for Bell South 

Favorite Sport: 
Swimming 

Favorite Politician: 
Claude Pepper 

Favorite Film: 
"The Color Purple" 

Favorite Thing 
About Atlanta: 
Networking of friends, 
slower pace of life 

EVETT BENNETT 

JOHN RUZISKEY: 
Healing in Gwinnett 

John Ruziskey is an unlikely soldier in 
the Army against AIDS. His dark hair, 
open, friendly face and sculptured beard 
that hints of mischievousness, belay the 
seriousness of his his work in Gwinnett 
County as coordinator of the newly 
formed AID Gwinnett. 

Over lunch near his place of work— 
Bell South, where he is a Human Resource 
Manager—John explained with enthusi- 
asm his reasons for developing AID 
Gwinnett. 

"We have a tendency to think of 
Gwinnett in terms of malls, suburbia and 
traffic, but there are people who are HIV 
positive there and who need the support." 

John and his lover James Wilson actu- 
ally live in Dunwoody, which is in DeKalb 
County. When he was first diagnosed as 
HIV positive two years ago, John used to 
make the trek into town to attend AID 
Atlanta support group meetings. "But I felt 
I wasn't getting out of it what I needed, 
and it was a long way to travel after work 
or made my day too long. I heard about a 
fledgling group at Gwinnett Medical 
Center, which is much closer to me than 
downtown and I decided to investigate it." 

What he found was a small, struggling 
group begun by a concerned nurse at the 
Gwinnett Medical Center. 

"My doctor's wife, Beth Raizes, offered 
to step in as Group facilitator. She has had 
some training in group dynamics, interper- 
sonal relations and therapy and she has 
been with us ever since. I don't have an 
exact title, but I think of myself as the 
coordinator, or perhaps organizer. I'm not 
interested in titles anyway." 

"The purpose of the Group," he contin- 
ued, "is to make support available to peo- 
ple northeast of the Perimeter—I mean, 
think of those people in Hall County 
which is much closer to Gwinnett Medical 
Center where the meetings are held, than 
Midtown where AID Atlanta is. They are 
going to be more likely to come to 
Gwinnett and if we can reach them, that's 
terrific!" 

John's own positive diagnosis and the 
death of his first lover were some of the 
elements that began to change his life a lit- 
tle over two years ago. 

"I hadn't really been involved in the 
community, in an activist sense, and after 
my lover died I decided to do a panel for 
the quilt—a panel which is in fact going to 
be in this October's exhibition. Then I met 
my new companion, through our mutual 
dissatisfaction with the meetings of AID 
Atlanta." 

John found he had a lot in common 
with his new lover, who is also HIV posi- 
tive. "He had also suffered a loss at 
approximately the same time and been 
diagnosed positive. Let me tell you," he 
said, chuckling, "it gets a lot of garbage 
out of the way quickly." 

John and James frequent the AID 
Gwinnett meetings—which are attended 
by up to fourteen people—together. 
"When I'm at a meeting I'm a participant 
only. People come with health issues, 
share how they feel, or are seeking infor- 
mation. We try to have as many guest 
speakers and data available as possible. 
People are open and honest with each 
other. Sometimes, it can be very emotion- 
al, but we are always there for each other." 

John moved here in the winter of 1985 
from Miami. He prefers, "the slower pace 
of life here," claiming, "Miami was like 
New York." He is an active participant in 
MCC, where he and James had a "holy 
union." John enjoys Atlanta's many restau- 
rants, pointing to his stomach with a twin- 
kle in his eyes, "you can see I like to eat." 

James sings with the Gay Men's 
Chorus, "so we are on the road with them, 
or traveling to Alabama, where James has 
family obligations. It's a busy lifestyle. But 
I have a network of friends here, like I've 
never had anywhere else." 

John is out "in a quiet way" at Bell 
South. He applauds their "sensitive and 
supportive AIDS policy," which has made 
it easier for him to cope with his doctor's 
recent decision to put him on AZT. 
Though he feels and looks fine and has 
had no opportunistic infections, he com- 
ments that going onto AZT has "ripped me 
out of my complacency. It suddenly has 
made it very real to me—something I need 
the group for." 

John feels his work with AID Gwinnett 
has been his way of giving something back 
to the community, especially after his pre- 
vious lover's death. Though his family is 
aware and supportive, he credits his group- 
involvement with, "splintering my half- 
open closet door." He perceives a new- 
found pride with his involvement and say, 
"it grows with each person we are able to 
help through the group." 

—Ian Ginsburg 

AID Gwinnett meets every other 
Wednesday from 7:00 to 9:00 PM at the 
Gwinnett Medical Center Educational 
Dept., 701 West Pike St., Lawrenceville 
(just off #316). For more information: 
995-3311 or 497-1540. 

NATURE'S 

in Virginia Highlands 

• Minerals 
• Fossils 
• Crystals 
• Jewelry 

and more 
Beautiful New 

MALACHITE/AZURITE 
and SUGILITE 

1025 Virginia Avenue       892-4664 

NIKKI A. MARMO 
LICENSED REAL ESTATE AGENT 

SINCE 1982 

Nikki offers a wide range of experience 
as an agent, specializing in, but not 

limited to, Intown Atlanta properties. 

RE/MAX of Buckhead 
233-4633 Office 

872-3811 Residence 

'Eyeivear to fit 

your CifestyCe. 

C}0ptical 
otores 

^TamiCy otuned dr operated 

2441 Cheshire <Br. %d.   636-9727 

Time for a New Do? 
Call the hair stylists 
in Southern Voice, 

'*X'i<Z2*j-:, 

Nexxus 
Tri 

Indra 

More Than A Salon 

874-6913 
1177 Virginia Ave. 
next to Southern Voice 

Lesbian/Gay and Christian? Yes! 
Find Positive Support 

at 

fAllSoints 
MetropoCitan Community Church 

Sunday: 7:00 PM Worship 
Wednesday: 6:45 PM Prayer/Praise 

575 Boulevard, S.E. 
The Rev. Stephen Fund, Pastor, Tel. (404) 622-1154 
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We're fighting 
the battle against AIDS 
with mashef potatoes. 

And Chicken Salad. And Fresh Fruit. Right now we need 
We're Project Open Hand Atlanta-a dedicated      workers to help 
group of volunteers who prepare and deliver        deliver it, and office 
two freshly cooked meals daily toThose people    ' as y°ur financial sup 
with AIDS or HIV related illnesses and If you're ready to 
disabilities who need them. 

Some are alone and forgotten. Often,        A 
our drivers can be their only contact  -    i ^ 
with the outside world. 

Project Open Hand/Atlanta 

Right now we need your help. We need kitcher 
workers to help 

iur financial support. 
you're ready to do something about AIDS, 
■  but don't know how you can make a 

difference, here's your chance. 
Call Project Open Hand at 525-4620. 

Here's what people are saying 
about their Experience. 

"The Experience helped me build 
a new framework for making 

choices and creating relationships 
in my life." —L. S. 

"It allowed me to begin 
experiencing life as a joyful 

celebration—the way 
it was meant to be." —K.K. 

"The Experience enabled 
me to let go of the drama I was 

creating in my life so that 
I could just fly!" -D.H. Atlanta 

"The Experience was an 
opportunity for me to realize the 

vision of unity and love for 
all people." —K.L.M. 

"It gave me the courage 
to clear up 32 years 

of missed communication 
with my parents." —C.N. 

"The Experience expanded my 
awareness for more meaningful 

relationships, both personal 
and business." —A. D. G. 

"For the first time in 40 years it 
was o. k. to be me!" —H. S. 

"The best investment I ever made 
-inme!"-D.R. 

"It helped me clear away some 
childhood blocks that prevented 
me from loving myself." —J.H. 

The Experience is a two and a half day workshop 
that even words can't fully describe. The next Experience is 

November 9,10 and 11. For more information, or 
to attend a guest event, or to register, call 873-9616 today. 

Joseph A. Hartley, III 
The ashes of Joseph Hartley were 

spread August 30 under his favorite 
tree in Piedmont Park. His friends and 
family spoke of his activism, art, love, 
anger and courage in the face of AIDS. 
He succumbed to AIDS related illness- 
es on the evening of Monday, August 
27. He was 32 years old. 

Joey was an active, "core", member 
of ACT UP/Atlanta. Friend and co- 
activist Chip Rowan describes Joey as 
the soul of ACT UP Atlanta; his 

anger and humor were inspirational'to 
new members and activists from 
across the country. 

Joey was an artist with AIDS 

arrested in Columbia, S.C.; he was a 
teacher arrested in Washington D.C.; a 
traveler arrested in Chicago; a waiter 
arrested in Atlanta; a beloved friend 
arrested by AIDS in the prime of his 
life. 

Joey was raised in Florida by par- 
ents with strong religious convictions. 
He rejected religion and accepted his 
own gayness. And it was with that 
courage that Joey armed himself in his 
war against AIDS oppression and dis- 
crimination. 

His presence will be sorely missed. 
His memory everlasting. Fly Joey. 

Michael A. Wolffs 
Michael A. Wolffs, 46, died on 

August 16, of complications related to 
AIDS. Michael was born in Israel in 
1944 and came to the United States in 
1952. He grew up in Milwaukee, 
served in the Army during the Vietnam 
War, and later moved to Georgia, living 
first in Columbus and later in Atlanta. 
Most recently, Michael owned and 
operated the Gyro Wrap restaurants in 
Toco Hills and on Jimmy Carter 
Boulevard. 

Michael  was  a member of 
Congregations Bet Haverim and B'nai 
Torah. His funeral and burial were at 
Arlington Memorial Park in Sandy 
Springs on August 19. He is survived 
by his parents, Benno and Irma Wolffs, 
who request that donations in Michael's 
memory be made to AID Atlanta. 

gyTERrqJWWEQ 

Free Weights \/    Life Cycles 
Circuit Training    Stair Masters 

Sauna and Steam Room 
Personalized Instruction 

GET A BETTER BODY! 
The Ultimate Fitness Experience 

M-Th 8am-11pm, Fri 8am-9pm, 
Satl0am-7pm,Sun 12pm-5pm 

931 Monroe, Midtown Promenade 
881-6875 

Professional 
Burnout 

' i 

Male 
Sexuality 

Women's 
Issues 

Abuse 
Survivors 

NAMl 
Associates: 

A Psychotherapy and 
Consulting Firm 

CHRISTOPHER T. ALLERS 
M.S., Ed.S 

KAREN J. BENJACK 
M.Div., M.S.W.      - 

Free Initial Consultation 

Sliding Fee 
Scale Available 

Candlcr Park 
377-6501 
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HEALTH 

WOMAN TO WOMAN: IGNORANCE IS UNSAFE 
by Cynthia Moore 

For some time now, lesbians have been 
told we are the group at lowest risk for con- 
tracting STD—sexually transmitted disease 
—including HIV. We can only be grateful if 
this arbitrary blessing has been magically 
bestowed upon us. Grateful, because the 
almost absolute lack of research into les- 
bian transmission of STD's creates serious 
obstacles to being acknowledged, studied, 
and informed as a sexual group. 

Certainly, it is comforting for lesbians 
to buy into the idea that we aren't taken 
seriously as a group at high risk because we 
are truly at low risk. Probably we are. 
Especially those who abstain from sex. 
And there is that clever clique which has 
only been involved in mutually faithful 
relationships with people who have abso- 
lutely and exclusively had sex with posi- 
tively uninfected partners. Well, isn't that 
easy? 

But what about those women who iden- 
tify as lesbian and engage in occasional sex 
with men? What if those men are at risk? 
What about lesbians who inject drugs? Just 
how risky is lesbian sex itself? And whose 
job is it to describe what women do togeth- 
er in bed anyway? 

It is appealing for lesbians to think we 
can breeze about as if we are the chosen 
faction in this fluid-swapping world. 
Awkwardness and confusion become obvi- 
ous, however, when conversation turns to 
our passing disease from one to another. 
We lack the buzz words of the well- 
informed. We have few facts onto which 
we can latch. We are left to conclude that, 
by pervasive omission of the L word in its 
ratings of groups at risk, the research com- 
munity considers us "other." Lesbians are 
faced, in fact, with dismissal. 

HIV is infecting women at an increas- 
ing rate: one third of the world-wide popu- 
lation of HIV-infected people are women; 
three-fourths of the women with AIDS in 
the U. S. are black or latina; and women 
with AIDS die faster than their male coun- 
terparts. We welcome the theme of women 
and AIDS for World AIDS Day on 
December 1,1990. And it is encouraging to 
learn of progressive local AIDS projects 
such as SisterLove which comprehensively 
counsels and educates women at risk for 
HJV. 

Also, the evidence of recent research on 
women and AIDS is clearly a positive sign. 
The hitch becomes obvious, however, upon 
delving deep into the Dewey decimal 
domain to uncover the stray obligatory 
mention of woman-to-woman transmission 
of HIV—or of any other STD for that mat- 
ter. 

Obviously, most lesbians are operating 
on ignorance. And it's no wonder. One doc- 
tor in the STD division of the CDC (Center 

Why are lesbians playing dodge 
for Disease Control) says he knows of no 
statistics on us because "it's hard enough to 
know how many lesbians there are any- 
way." 

Case forms for AIDS patients have no 
answer blank for a woman to identify her- 
self as a lesbian. Lesbians fall into the 
NIR, or "no identifiable risk," category. 
Maybe we can accept that, at this time, 
because we rank low on the risk totem pole, 
but let's not get caught with our dental 
dams down. Dialogue between potential 
sexual partners about our sexual and drug 
histories is still the exception for women. 
Now is the time to become educated. By 
accessing information sources and by open- 
ing dialogue with our health professionals 
and with our partners, we will be able to 
make wise choices about our own safer sex. 

"All women, including lesbians, 
should be aware of the HIV status of their 
partners. A lot of lesbians will have sex 
with men," says Susan Chu, Ph.D., an epi- 
demiologist in the HIV-AIDS division of 

■the-disease without a rule book? 
"Really the problem in the lesbian com- 

munity isn't female-to-female sex but IV 
drug use, if you're talking about AIDS," 
continues Susan Chu. Her soon-to-be-pub- 
lished article on lesbians and AIDS warns: 
"Prevention of HIV infection in the lesbian 
community will require efforts to prevent 
and reduce IV drug use, the major and most 
direct means of transmission in this popula- 
tion." 

Chu's report goes on to say, "Although 
female-to-female transmission of HIV 
appears to be an extremely rare event, the 
occurrence of AIDS among lesbians and 
bisexual women indicates that women who 
engage in sex with other women can be 
exposed to HIV. Case reports of female-to- 
female transmission of HIV and the well- 
documented risk of female-to-male HIV 
transmission indicate that vaginal secre- 
tions and menstrual blood are potentially 
infectious and that mucous membrane 
exposure to these secretions can potentially 
lead to transmission." 

5o WHAT IF I SLE£P 
WITH A M^N MOW 
AKJDTHtM?   1 STILL 
ID£NITIF/ nysEis AS 

A LtSBlAN' 

I Dot^'T CARE IF you IKNITIF/ 
you£S8.F AS AN ANTI-NUCLEAR 
/v\ACROBIOTIC   R>OT- FETISHIST/ 
\T> WHO you HAVE. .Sfcx 

W/TH TWAT COUNTS/ 

the CDC. "Whether or not to use preven- 
tive measures depends on the individual. If 
you've been with a monogamous partner 
for a long time, and her risk is very low, 
and it probably will be in most lesbians, it 
doesn't really make sense." 

While we may elect not to use prophy- 
lactics, that decision should not be based on 
unfamiliarity or embarrassment. While con- 
doms have become cocktail chat, the men- 
tion of dental dams causes even the boldest 
to blush. How many of us have even seen 
one of those elusive little latex labia 
masks? In a country where a conservative- 
ly estimated one million people are infected 
with HIV and, until 1990, the government 
did not distribute a brochure specifically 
about condoms, we would be foolish to 
hold our breath waiting for education about 
safer lesbian sex to fall into our laps. 

Alison Bechdcl, Courtesy Firebrand Books 

Chu reiterates that woman-to-woman 
transmission is not the main problem when 
dealing with the lesbian community and 
AIDS. 

So, what about those actual, reported 
cases of lesbian transmission of HIV? One 
in 1986 increased to three in 1987. Sounds 
hauntingly familiar, but who wants to 
preach unnecessary doom and gloom? Is it 
too few to become concerned about yet? 
Or maybe the women lied about their sexu- 
al or injected drug histories. Maybe not. 
The researchers did, in fact, conclude that 
woman-to-woman transmission had 
occurred. 

Chu questions the thoroughness of the 
reports. "Case reports are interesting," she 
says, "but even if one were true, that's one 
in how many instances of HIV? Maybe, 
possibly, it occurred, but that's an extreme- 

ly, extremely rare occurrence." 
In the darkness of this vacuum of 

clear answers, we can only conclude that 
we must actively expose ourselves to as 
much accurate information as possible. 

Rheta Barnes, community relations 
coordinator for the Feminist Women's 
Health Center, stresses the need for women 
to accept responsibility for their own 
health. She proffers the idea of conscious- 
ness-raising groups which would empha- 
size health and provide an arena for women 
to be educated about self-examinations and 
to learn to evaluate their individual needs 
for safer sex. 

According to its STD hotline, the CDC's 
official position on HIV is to encourage 
lesbians to use preventive measures. Of 
course, they remind us that abstinence is 
the safest measure. Next comes the ever-so- 
simple jargon about that ultimately safe 
mutually faithful uninfected partner. And, 
alas, they do suggest every lesbian's 
favorite joy toy, that six-inch square of lov- 
able latex, the dental dam—as of yet 
unavailable at your corner superstore. 

You can reach the STD Hotline at 1- 
800-227-8922. For specific answers 
about HIV-AIDS, call the AIDS Hotline at 
1-800-342-AIDS or 2437. The CDC offers 
a selection of other AIDS hotlines includ- 
ing those in Spanish, for the hearing 
impaired, and for teenagers. 

CDC Says 
The CDC's STD Hotline, offers no 

statistics but generous answers regarding 
woman-to-woman transmission of disease. 
The "information specialist" says that 
means of transmission of different STDs 
vary slightly but that some infecting organ- 
isms, including HIV, are body-fluid borne. 
They live in blood (including menstrual 
blood), semen, and vaginal/cervical secre- 
tions. These can pass directly through 
mucous membrane, be it oral, genital, or 
anal. 

She emphasizes that HIV transmission 
between women is believed to be more dif- 
ficult than between members of other 
groups; however, many other diseases, such 
as gonorrhea, which is curable, are orally 
transmissible. Not as effectively orally 
transmissible, and also curable, is chlamy- 
dia, which, she says, "can be particularly 
cruel to women". In its early stages, 
chlamydia is symptomless, but might lead 
to a serious group of symptoms called PID, 
or pelvic inflammatory disease. The 
Hotline counselor warned that "the pres- 
ence of sores provides a welcome mat for 
disease." Apparently, even auto-inoculation 
from one part of the body to another is pos- 
sible when it comes to herpes. 

It Isn't Easy Being Green 

But knowing who to talk to makes a big difference. 

We understand your concerns. You don't need to have a problem 
to come in for information, a check-up, or expert advice about 
staying healthy. 

Our job is to keep you in bloom. And we know how. Call us. Soon 

1 375 Peachtree Street, 
Suite 187, Atlanta 
872-5260 

Stosh Ostrow, M.D. 
General Practice 

$*■ 

'Eye-zvear to fit your Cifestytc. 

COpticol 
otores 

2441 Cheshire <Br. %d. 

family oztmed & operated 

636-9727 or 636-9811 
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Dykes to Watch Out For 

Bit ter&u>ee t 
THE.R.E r 

I'VE.   MADSL    7VE.    PERFECT 
MUD    PIE. f 

WAT'S    AJOT/-I/N& T 
I'VE.    MADE,   A 

nuo    QUICHE. r 

S^K^ 

/    CJCLL, IF   ^OU  THINK   \ 
1      THATS     SOMETH/AJS,       / 
/         t'VE. P1A&E   A                          \ 

(/\MU£> ^OUFPUEl   T    VO/EA X A 

Li us'i1^- 
^ralii 
.^x^i IJi^iSSsl 

^ &6<vile4, ^?Wr 

If you've been grounded by alcohol or other 
drugs, Pride Institute can help you ... 

Transportation arranged, airfare may be provided 

Treatment services covered by most insurance companies 

Confidential insurance verification available 

Information, assessment, & admission 24 hours a day 

Confidentiality assured 

Pride Institute is the only inpatient chemical dependency treatment 
center exclusively for lesbians, gay men and bisexuals. 
Accredited by JCAHO. 

Designated one of the 100 best treatment centers in the United States. 
(100 Best Treatment Centers, Avon Books, 1988.) 

V PRIDE 
INSTITUTE 
1-800-547-7433 

TADA! 
Announcing affordable dental 
care offered through 

HLM SERVICES, INC. 

FOR AS LITTLE AS 

$8.00/month 

NO CHARGE SERVICES INCLUDE: 
• All X-rays 
• Cleanings (semi-annual) 
• Local anesthesia 
• Topical fluoride 
• Oral exams 

Plus savings of25%-50% on all other procedures! 

SPECIAL FEATURES: 

NO claim forms NO excluded conditions 
NO deductibles NO waiting periods 
NO enrollment exams NO maximum total benefit 
NO age limits for subscribers 

(Group insurance plans also available for groups of 3 or more) 

CALL LYNN MANNING AT 
659-0315 

HLM SERVICES will donate $5.00 to a gay and lesbian concern for every 
Southern Voice reader who becomes part of our plan. 
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DISH 
there's a fine line between telling the truth and talking trash 

Studds Says 
Too late for inclusion in the last issue comes word form 
Congressman Gerry Studds of Massachusetts that he has 
asked the General Accounting Office—that's the non-par- 
tisan investigative arm of Congress—to conduct an in- 
depth investigation of the Military's ban on lesbians and 
gay men. The GAO study should be complete by year's 
end thus paving the way to Congressional hearings in '91. 
Most interesting fact in Studds' letter: women are three 
times more likely to be discharged from the military for 
homosexuality than are men. G.I. Joan says its time for 
the Pentagon to wake up and smell the coffee. (See news 
on page 4 for the latest in military madness.) 

Festi Dish 
Dish had a blast at Lesbian La-La Land, aka Rhythm Fest. 
Yes, Virginia, anarchy can work. From Security Without 
An Attitude to the No Stress Day Stage Crew, a good 
time seemed to be had by all. Even potential disasters 
like the water & electricity shortage were taken in stride. 
But Dish's favorite moment came in the office listening to 
Melissa Etheridge answer phones before the Fest started. 
Said Mssy: "Hello, Rhythm Fest. (pause) Yes, that 
rumor is true. Melissa will be playing Saturday night" If 
only those callers knew... 

Dixie Dish 
Dish had a ball at The Dixie Awards' first foray into 
Atlanta held at The Otherside. Almost 2000 ballots were 
cast for a variety of superlatives from "Best Buns" to 
"Humanitarian of the Year." Charlie Brown (pictured here 

COURTESY MIDTOWN TIMES 

along with Mrs. Beasley, Patti Kakes, Dana Manchester and 
Beverly McMahon) won the latter along with "Best 
Performer". Almost $1000 was raised for AID Atlanta. You 
didn't attend? Get out your check book right now and send 
some bucks to AID Atlanta, 1132 W. Peachtree, Atlanta, 
GA 30309. Plans are already underway for next year's 
awards. 

Quote of the Week 
"I endorse the right of all artists to as much money as they 
can grab no strings attached. By all means let the institu- 
tional avant-garde join the Metropolitan Museum and the 
Metropolitan Opera to rejoice in the National Endowment 
for the Arts' $171 million a year. Better yet why not give 
the institutional avant-garde its own savings and loan? If 
James Fail could acquire the Bluebonnet Savings Bank 
along with $1.85 billion in federal subsidies after putting 
up just $1000 of his own money, then surely we can do as 
much for Karen Finley and her friends." Film Critic Stuart 
Klawans in the Sept. 17 issue of The Nation. 

Belated Congratulations 
The Atlanta Aces (sponsored by Options) snapped up a 
second place in the Women's Division of the Gay World 
Series in Pittsburgh in late August. On their way to a defeat 
by the Chicago Cynergy, the Atlanta women topped teams 
from Dallas, Chicago, Boston, Seattle, and Kansas City. 

...As A Three Dollar Bill? 
Dish has always been fascinated by "queer money" cam- 
paigns. Usually that requires marking currency in some 
way, an action which makes some folks nervous. The 
NAACP is presently embarked on a campaign to ask black 
consumers to pay for their purchases with Susan B. 
Anthony dollar coins and two dollar bills—Thomas 
Jefferson is shown thereon. Sounds good to Dish, but we 
suspect that cashiers will be reticent to accept the three dol- 
lar bills that lesbians and gay men would use if we were to 
launch a similar campaign. 

September 13 - September 26 RULING PLANETS 
ILLUSTRATIONS BY LIZA GOLLOBITH 

by Mary Bailey-Rule 

Fall officially arrives on Sunday, September 23, at 2:56 am. Saturn and Neptune move into apparent direct motion on the 23rd and Mercury goes direct on September 17 at 8:06 am. 

ARIES-With Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune 
all moving direct in your 10th house, 

career plans have the green 
light, but be patient with any 
delays or changes. Good idea 
to plan for the unexpected 
and stay within the budget. 

TAURUS-With Mercury joining Venus in 
Virgo and 3 planets going direct in 

Capricorn, you have a pow- 
erful grand trine with your 
1st house. Move ahead with 
personal projects and put 
your creativity to good use. 

GEMINI-Mars is in your 1st house, so 
enjoy the extra energy by exercising more 

and spending more time out- 
doors. Walking is perfect for 
calming the mind. Also a 
good time for a physical 
check-up if you have been 
putting it off. 

CANCER-The big three, Saturn, Uranus, 
and Neptune go direct in your 7th house of 

close personal relationships 
and partnerships, so expect 
more activity and some new, 
positive developments with 
friends or business partners. 

LEO-You could be asked to assume more 
responsibility at work, but be sure you're 

not heading for burn-out due 
to poor planning by others. If 
you are unhappy with your 
work situation, look for more 
personal autonomy. 

VIRGO-The New Moon on September 
18th is in your 1st house, giving the go- 

ahead on personal plans and 
creative endeavors. A good 
time to begin new projects, 
take care of health matters, 
or sign-up for an art class, 
just for fun. 

LIBRA-Happy Birthday! A big month for 
you with 3 planets direct in your 4th house 

of home/family and Venus 
joining Mercury in your 12th 
house of dreams and visions. 
Celebrate with friends, fami- 
ly and trust your intuition. 

SCORPIO-With Mars in your 8th house 
of self-mastery and personal transforma- 

tion, you may feel life gen- 
tly, or not so gently, pushing 
you to face difficult situa- 
tions. You have the ability to 
handle whatever is up. 

SAGITTARIUS-With Jupiter, your ruling 
planet, in you 9th house of travel, higher 

education, and personal ide- 
als, you may need a new 
experience or perspective. 
Do something adventurous 
or daring, something differ- 
ent, for a change. 

CAPRICORN-By September 24th, 
Saturn, Uranus and Neptune will be mov- 

ing forward in your 1st 
house. You should experi- 
ence some relief from worry 
due to delays and unexpect- 
ed obstacles. Plan for fall. 

AQUARIUS-With Mars in your 5th house 
of creativity and passion, you may need a 

new artistic/creative activity 
to express this extra energy. 
You may also discover a 
new and exciting love in 
your life. Relax. Play a little. 

PISCES-If you were born in the years 
1946-1950, you may be facing some illu- 

sions about relationships, or 
feeling a strong urge to know 
yourself spiritually. Be easy 
with yourself while experi- 
encing this temporary 
Neptune square. 

Mary Bailey-Rule is a professional astrologer who specializes in birth chart analysis, relationship charts, and astrological career counseling. 
 Her office is at Partners in Health. For information or an appointment, call 881-6300  

FRABJOUS 
(Frab'jus) 

FRAMES 
Custom Framing 

Prints 
Cards 

Balloons 
Hand Crafted Gifts 

377-7278 
, 1654 McLendon Ave. at Clifton | 

Closed Mondays 

I* 
5SS ,CHARIS 

V^6   books & more 

Featured Selection 

Fire in the Rain... 
Singer in the Storm 

Holly Near 
an autobiography 

Signed Copies 

Euclid & Moreland in L5P call 524-0304 

gul)SCripfjon order Form 
erniiTTrafgi 

DKE 1 1 $40 per year o $28 per year 
lo 9 days for delivery) 

(2 to 4 days for delivery) 

PWA-Free 

Name 

| Address, 

! City  State ZIP 

Amount Enclosed $ 

Please make checks payable to Southern Voice.] 
Send to: P.O. Box 18215 Atlanta, GA 30316: 
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976-4MEN 
976-4MEN 

Atlanta's Exclusive Gay 
24-Hr. Introduction Service. 

Messages Change Often. 

$3.00 PER CALL 
Plus tolls, if any, to appear on phone bill. 

Leave your own message for FREE by 
calling 365-8158 

Must be 18 years or older 
OFFERED BY INTRODUCTIONS 

P.O. BOX 52883, ATLANTA, «A 30355 

365-8127 

Buddies 'n' Pals 
'n' Partners 

The #1 Gay Dating Service for the 90's 

Now covering all 
major cities in U.S, 

and Canada 

Our goal is to help you meet some- 
one compatable, both socially and 
sexually, as a friend or a lover. 

CALL FOR FREE 
APPLICATION 

1-800-344-PALS 

1-900-LOVE-MEN 
SSl819Pn   RFAI    PFDPI F    I Tfl    .   QRrf   PFP,   MIN    .  <C9 flfl  THF   1ST   MINI    .  VOII   MIIQT   RF   1»   OR   HI nFI §|§1990 REAL PEOPLE, LTD. • 95c PER MIN. • $2.00 THE 1ST MIN. • YOU MUST BE 18 OR OLDER 

1 

l/£ Ml 
YOUJMUSTIBEI18IOR[OLDERO$1!50IPERIMINICHATOEDlTO]iyoOR|VlSAfOR MASTERCARD 
"^OPUjUTrtTMBJBE^^ TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

Make the right selection — Gay Selections — and meet the men you want to meet from the 
Atlanta area. Simply listen to "voice personal" messages from others who share your in- 

terests, and respond with a message of your own. The easy way to meet the right one. 

GAY 
SELECTIONS 

Only $2.00 first minute, 
$1.00 each additional. 
Must be 18 years or older. © Jartel, Inc., 1990 1-900-860-4747 

TRY OUR DEMO #:   404-521-2111 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
* AIDS SERVICES I      * AIDS SERVICES        ANNOUNCEMENTS 

& EDUCATION I & EDUCATION  ' 
PROJECT OPEN HAND which 
provides meals to PWA's NEEDS vol- 
unteers to do cooking, driving, office 
work and fund raising. It's a true ser- 
vice to the community and an opportu- 
nity to work with and for wonderful 
and caring people. Call Mon-Sat 8-2, 
525-4620. (V3#16) 

AID - GWTNNETT 
A support group for PWA's or HIV + 
men and women has been formed for 
those who could be more conveniently 
served Northeast of the Perimeter. • 
Dedicated to your personal needs of 
support with people who understand, 
can relate and who share similar trials • 
Address concerns, medical & social 
information as well as assistance pro- 
grams, education & exchange of info. • 
Periodic guest speakers, dinners, 
socials and outings - Meeting every 
other Wed. (next is Aug. 29) from 7:00 
to 9:00 PM at the Gwinnett Medical 
Center Educational DepL, 701 West 
Pike St, Lawrenceville (just off #316) 
For more info: 995-3311 or 497-1540. 
(V3#16) 

AID ATLANTA SUPPORT 
GROUP MEETINGS 
Groups and Meeting Times: PWAs I 
Wed. 7-9pm 
PWAsn Sat4-5:30pm 
Lymphdenopathy/ARC Mon. 7-9pm 
Hispanics with HIV Wed. 7-8:30pm 
Worried Well Tues. 6-7:30pm 
Bereavement Mon. 7-9pm 
Family, Friends & Partners I 
Mon. 7-9pm 
Family, Friends & Partners II 
Wed.7-9pm 
PWA in the Family Wed. 7-9pm 
AIDS Information Line: In Atlanta 
876-9944, Toll-free: 1-800-551-2728 
(V3#16) 

Support Group forming for Male 
Survivors of Sexual Abuse Living 
With AIDS. Contact Social Services, 
AID Atlanta at 874-6517 for more 
info. (V3#16) 

GSU TO OFFER GROUP THERA- 
PY FOR HIV+ AND HIV- MEN 
sponsored by GSU's Dept. of 
Psychology. $30 for all ten sessions 
(Wednesdays). No one turned away for 
lack of funds. An effort to better 
respond to the concerns and problems 
of HIV+ ard HIV- men. Open format 
discussion, six to eight participants & 
two therapists per group. Contact Jim 
Burke at 404/584-8306 (V3#16) 

The Healing Circle is a supportive 
space for people on the path towards 
self-healing. The weekly meetings pro- 
vide safety and a loving atmosphere for 
the free exchange of ideas and emo- 
tional support. We do not offer specific 
therapeutic advice or promote a specif- 
ic philosophy. Meetings every Monday 
evening at 7:30pm. For information 
call 922-3486. (V3#16) 

New PWA/HIV Support Group begins 
at Holy Innocents' Episcopal Church 
in Sandy Springs - A support group 
for persons with symptomatic HIV 
infections meets each second and 
fourth Sunday 5-6:30pm. Karen 
Benjack-Burke, M.Div., M.S.W. acts 
as facilitator. There is no charge and 
transportation can be provided. For 
more info, call the church at 2554023. 
(V3#16) 

The First Metropolitan Community 
Church of Atlanta now has an AIDS 
support group, not limited to just 
PWA's. Anyone who has tested posi- 
tive to the HIV test, has been diag- 
nosed as having AIDS or ARC, their 
families, friends and anyone else con- 
cerned about the disease is invited to 
attend. Meetings held at the Church, 
800 N. Highland Ave. Every Thursday 
at 7:00pm in the Church office. This 
group is open to anyone who wishes to 
attend. For more information, call the 
Church office at 872-2246. (V3#16) 

THE ATLANTA CHAPTER OF THE 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF 
PEOPLE WITH AIDS is devoted to 
educating, advocating and initiating 
change around HIV disease/ AIDS 
related issues. Providing information, 
referrals, public forums and newslet- 
ters to all involved about treatments, 
health care, political issues. "Positively 
Living" group for people with HIV 
infection meets Mondays 7:30-9:30 
pm, "Energy thru Yoga" meets 
Thursdays 6-7:30 pm. Further infor- 
mation regarding volunteering or 
accessing services: 874-7926, 
noon-5pm. (V3#18) 

AIDS Information Line - 9AM-9PM 
weekdays, 9AM-5PM, weekends for 
confidential, factual answers on risk, 
transmission, testing, medical and 
other referrals in Ga. and elsewhere. 
Atlantans call 876-9944, other 
Georgians dial toll-free 1-800-551- 
2728. Hearing-impaired callers access 
via TTY 876-9950. Spanish-speaking 
operators available. A service of AID 
Atlanta and the Ga. DepL of Human 
Resources. (V3#16) 

ATLANTA GAY CENTER Clinic - 
M,T,W, 5:30-9:30 pm. Anonymous 
HIV antibody screening and treatment, 
$15.00. Free STD screening. Arrive 
by 9:00 pm, please. Call 876-5372 for 
more information.(V3#16) 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Fund For Animals Tailgate Sale 
Saturday, Oct. 6, 10:00 am - 6:00 pm. 
Coldwell Banker, 1370 N. Highland 
(intersection of N. Highland/Lanier). 
Reserve Early! $20 per space. 
Call Elaine 584-9749. (V3,#16) 

The Atlanta Business and Professional 
Guild has a new networking group for 
the gay and lesbian community: 
Success Oriented Networking Group 
(SONG). Meets every other Wed. at 
12:00 noon to provide a structured net- 
working opportunity to its members. 
Each business type is limited to one 
member per category to eliminate com- 
petition from within the group. For 
more info about SONG contact the 
Guild office at 662-4202. (V3#16) 

WARNING; Phillip Morris Inc. sup- 
ports Jessi Helms, buying Marlboro 
cigarettes promotes ignorance about 
AIDS and censorship of the arts. To 
stop Jessi Helms call ACT-UPs 24 hr. 
voice newsletter and mailbox. 286- 
6247. (V3#17) 

Zami; provides social and political out- 
let for lesbians of color. Meeting 2nd 
Friday of each month, Charis Books, 
419 Moreland Ave. Write for more 
info: P.O. Box 9247 Atlanta, Ga. 
30312. Phone 659-1203 (V3#17) 

AUDITIONS 
Atlanta Gay Men's Chorus Seeking 
Singers for 1990-91 Season Seeking 
qualified singers in all male voice parts 
for its 1990-91 season. Tenors in par- 
ticular are needed. AGMC is a volun- 
teer, semi-professional male chorus 
committed to musical excellence and 
community service. Auditionees 
should bring a prepared work and be 
ready to sight read unfamiliar works. 
Auditions are with the Musical 
Director, accompanist can be provided. 
Rehearsals are Thursday nights, 7:30 - 
10:00. For more info or to schedule an 
audition, contact the AGMC Musical 
Director at 297-9779. (V3,#15) 

AUTOMOTIVE 
CHEAP! FBI/US. SEIZED 
84 VW $50 
87 Mercedes $200 
85 Mercedes $100 
65 Mustang $50 
Choose from thousands starting $25. 
FREE 24 Hour Recording Reveals 
Details 801-379-2929 Ext. GJ182C. 
U.S. HOTLINE copyright (V3, #18) 

BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 

Are You Ready to Learn how to start 
and operate a successful small business 
of your own? Do you have 10-12 
hours/week? Are you outgoing? I have 
achieved financial independence in 18 
months and will help you do the same. 
Call 368-2858 anytime. (V3,#15) 

SE PUBLICATION FOR SALE 
10-year-old lesbian/gay newspaper, excellent 
reputation, established market, secure cus- 
tomer base, potential for growth. Serious 
offer only. 3421 M Street, NW, Suite 1023, 
Washington, DC. 20007. (V3,#15) 

EMPLOYMENT 

The Otherside of Atlanta is looking 
for qualified bartenders, cocktail wait- 
resses, door people, DTs and entertain- 
ers. Must have experience in high vol- 
ume establishments. Stop by 1924 
Piedmont Road from 4PM-6PM or 
call Stefanie at 875-5238. (V3,#17) 

$40,000/yr! READ BOOKS and TV 
Scripts. Fill out simple "like/don't like" 
form. EASY! Fun, relaxing at home, 
beach, vacations. Guaranteed pay- 
check. FREE 24 Hour Recording. 801- 
379-2955 Ext. GE182B. (V3,#18) 

Full/Part time, immediate placement 
for night time security for Midtown's 
Hottest Bars. No experience nee., but 
earn more if you have security experi- 
ence. Call Collins Protective Svs. 320- 
3163M-F, ll-2pm.(V3,#16) 

THE COMMUNITY AIDS NET- 
WORK of Atlanta is accepting appli- 
cations for a project administrator to 
coordinate networking activities. 20 
hrs/wk. $12,000. C.A.N., 100 
Edgewood Ave., Suite 1002, Atlanta, 
GA 30303. (V3,#16) 

DIRECTOR-Executive Director for 
Shelter for battered women. 
Experience req. in management grant 
writing, program development, and 
financial mgmt., feminist philosophy. 
Reply to Women's Resource Center, 
DeKalb Co., c/o Dotti Fryer, 1712 St. 
Lawrence Cove, Tucker, GA 30084. 
(V3,#15) 

Actors/Models - 5'0" up. If selected 
receive a free photo session and roll of 
film toward your portfolio. Beginners 
considered. 594-0062. Credits: Island 
Wear - Chevy - Alpha Sportswear - 
Cairo Sun Products - Carribean 
Sportswear - Beach Buns 
(V3 - ongoing) 

"Rhett Butler" lookalike need by spe- 
cial event production company to 
serve as host & pose for photos with 
guests at upcoming events. Costume, 
hair & makeup services provided. 
Good pay! 373-7040. (V3,#l 5) 

Help Wanted. Full and P/T positions 
available at Back Alley Video. Stop by 
and fill out your application today. 
2000 Cheshire Bridge Road. No phone 
calls please. (V3,#16) 

We pay top dollar for your cleaning 
expertise. Ann Duckworth Cleaning 
Service is looking for qualified indi- 
viduals to fill full and P/T positions. 
Call Nora at 872-1754. (V3,#16) 

Looking for someone to help me dis- 
tribute Shaklee Products, a company 
dedicated to health and a pollution free 
world. Great opportunity for indepen- 
dence. Solid training. Can start P/T. 
Call T. Willie. Shacklee Buckhead 
Center 261-0909. (V3,#16) 

EMPLOYMENT 

NAPWA is taking applications for 
part-time peer counselor coordinator. 
Mast be HlV-t-, self-motivated, knowl- 
edgeable about AID and HIV infec- 
tion. Stipend. Contact Kathleen 
Brocket, Executive Director, 874-7926. 
(V3,#15) 

Health conscious, caring and ambi- 
tious? We are looking for 5 people 
interested in contributing to the well 
being of others while earning an excel- 
lent income. Full or part time. Call 
Debra Golden after 10am weekdays at 
953-2649. (V3,#16) 

Receptionist position for smart dresser 
open for bisexual or gay female. 
Starting P/T to grow full-time. Flexible 
daytime hours. Call Rick at 315-7536 
for an appointment (V3,#16) 

P/T telemarketing position. 5:30 PM to 
9:30 PM. Fun job with guaranteed 
income of $100-$120/week plus 
bonus. Briarcliff and Clairmont Area. 
248-9115. (V3,#16) 

Executive Director - New Yorks Gay 
and Lesbian Alliance Against 
Defamation (GLAAD-NY) seeks ED. 
for $450,000 non-profit organization. 
Extensive budgeting, fund raising, pub- 
lic speaking and human resources man- 
agement experience essential. Women, 
people of color urged to apply. 
Resume, salary, requirements to Search 
Committee GLAAD-NY, 80 Varick 
St., #3 E NY, NY 10013. No calls, 
deadline September 30. E.O.E. 
(V3,#16) 

The Tower - We need a conscientious 
person to cover security on Friday, 
Saturday and Sunday nights. Call after 
3:30 pm Mon-Fri 688-5463. Leave 
your name and phone number. 
(V3,#15) 

Carpenters - Experienced only. Own 
tools and transportation. Emmelt con- 
strucuoa 377-8686 (V3,#15) 

FOR RENT 

throughout $600/month + util. Dogs 
doubtful. 875-5139 shown by appt 
only.(V3,#15) 

FOR RENT 
GRANT     PARK     HOUSE     - 
3BR/1BA, 3 fireplaces, hardwood 
floors, deck/porch, fenced-in backyard. 
Well-mannered pets accepted. 
Available 10/01/90. $650.00 per month 
plus utilities. Call Cathy 624-3901. 
(V3,#16) 

For Rent: Charming one BR cot- 
tage-style apL in pleasant, older com- 
munity. Easy walk to Lindbergh 
MARTA rail & ample shopping. 
Clean, quiet Small pets OK. $320- 
375. 237-7262 (V3,#16) 

FOR SALE 

Q's R Us Don't miss the Winter edi- 
tion of Q, the free catalog that fea- 
tures gifts made by and for Lesbians 
and Gay Men. Write to "Q", 3624 NE 
Ainsworth Street, Portland, OR 
97211 (V3,#16) 

L'AROME: Expensive perfume and 
cologne at a bargain. Endorsed in the 
USA by PETA (People for the Ethical 
Treatment of Animals). No animal 
ingredients. Ozone friendly. 14 Day 
Money Back Guarantee. Send $5.00 
for fragrances package to: HJ. Carr, 
M.L.K. Jr. Drive, D-30, Atlanta, GA. 
30331. (V3,#17) 

SHARP        CARROUSEL        II 
MICROWAVE-$100.00 
6FT. CONTEMPORARY SOFA - 
$75.00 
MARBLEIZED    WOOD    END 
TABLE-$50.00 
STOREHOUSE ENTERTAINMENT 
CENTER W/ ROLLOUT SHELVES , 
$50.00 
FRAMED MARILYN MONROE 
POSTERS,   EUREKA UPRIGHT 
VAC. - $50.00. ODDS & ENDS. 
GARY 633-7301 (V3#l 5) 

HEALTH 

"Caring for your home 
medical equipment needs" 
•Rental 

• Sales 
• Delivery 

Hayden's Home Health Care 
849 P'tree St., Ste. 104 

Atlanta, Ga. 30308 

(404)875-1471 

Excellent 1 BR apartment available in 
midtown duplex at 930 Charles Allen. 
Very quiet and private with amenities 
that include garage space, CA, carpet- 
ing, tiled BA & kit, monitored securi- 
ty, all window treatments, glass block, 
fully appointed kit, W/D, steamroom 
in bath, ceiling fans, etc. Unique design 

David C. Cook M.D. 
Morningside P.C. 

General ^charry 
Certified 

Acldidionologjst 
Indrvidual/Group Therapy 

Weekend Marathon 
Intensives 

Call 621-0256 

Next Deadline: Sept. 18. 1990 
Classifieds 

Minimum charge 10.00 for 35 words 
Over 35 wds. at 25* wd  
Style Choices 
JBold (1,00 per issue) 
□ CAPS (1.00 per issue) 
□ Italics (1.00 per issue) 
□ Frame (1.00 per issue) 
□ Forwarding Box (1.00 per issue) 
Style charge  
Subtotal  
x issues (Multiply subtotal by # 
of issues.) 
Total amount enclosed  

Free Classifieds 

Check Box 

J AIDS Education & Services 
J Employment 
□ Volunteers 

MAIL TO: 
Southern Voice 

Attn: Classifieds 
P.O. Box 18215 

Atlanta, Ga. 30316 
For more information call 

(404-876-1831) 

Name:. 

Phone #: 

CLASSIFIED DIRECTIONS 
1. Print your classified or personal on a separate piece of paper 
and enclose order form. We must have your phone number to 
verify the ad. 
2. Style Information-Southern Voice will make the first five 
words bold, italicized, ALL CAPS, or frame your ad for $1.00 
per style, per issue. Or ALL FOUR FOR $4.00 per issue. 
3. Personal Ads Can Be Confidential - Boxes are available 
for replies to your personal. Southern Voice will forward all 
replies to you if you check the forwarding box on the order 
form and enclose $1.00 for each issue in which your personal 
ad is to appear. 
4. To Respond to a Southern Voice Box Number Is 
EASY - Put your reply in a stamped sealed envelope 
and write the box number on the lower left corner. 
Mail your reply envelope in a separate envelope to 
Southern Voice, PO Box 18215, Atlanta, Ga., 30316. 
We will forward your reply to the appropriate party. 
5. Free Classified Space is limited to 35 words. Free ads will 
run for two consecutive issues. Check appropriate box for 
category on order form. 
Southern Voice reserves the right to refuse or edit all classi- 
fieds. Sexually explicit ads will not be accepted. 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
HEALTH 

COUNSELING - The greatest art is 
the art of living. Expand your aware- 
ness, complete unfinished business, 
and realize more of your potential with 
Gestalt therapy. Free initial consulta- 
tion. Call Ken Mabry at 239-1646. 
(V3#16) 

LEGAL 

RUSSELL G. 
BURNETT 

ATTORNEY 

General Practice 
Emphasis on: 
Employment 

Discrimination 
Hate crimes 

Wills & Probate 

872-4252 

ATTORNEY - No fee for initial con- 
sultation - criminal defense, drug 
cases, DUI, personal injury. 1st 
American Bank Tower, 34 Peachtree 
St., Suite 2200. Convenient to 
MARTA. (0) 522-7450, (H) 977- 
2085. BOB CITRONBERG. (V3,#15) 

ATTORNEY - General Practice 
including Auto Accidents, Personal 
Injury, Real Estate, Wills, DUI/Traffic 
Offenses, Divorce, Child Custody, 
Bankruptcy. 577-7167. Convenient 
downtown location on MARTA. 
PATRICIA J. GARLAND. 

Attorney - Free Consultation - most 
legal services, DUI, bankruptcy, injury, 
criminal, divorce, real estate, wills, etc. 
J.E. Cline, 2964 Peachtree Rd., 237- 
9598 Anytime. 

LOOKING FOR.. 
Needed - Retired woman needs heavy 
duty yard work and tree removal. Can 
pay small fee. Call before 9:00am. 
Mrs. Moody 377-4874 (V3,#l 5) 

ORGANIZATIONS 
Lambda Group of NA meets Mondays 
& Fridays at 8:00 pm at Grace UMC, 
845 Ponce de Leon Ave., in the base- 
ment of the educational building. Open 
discussion. All are wekome.(V3#15) 

P-FLAG (Parents and Friends of 
Lesbians And Gays) meet every 3rd 
Sunday, 5-7 PM. Unitarian 
Universalist Church.(V3#15) 

From Lawyers to 
Lawn Care.... 

Find The Service 
i You're Looking 

For 
in the 

Southern Voice 
Classifieds! 

PERSONALS 
GWM - blind - age 46 desires friend - 
maybe more. HIV neg. Please call 
anytime. Lonely. Bill (404) 365-0000. 
(V3,#16) 

Earn $1,000 - Help find T. J. 26 yr. 
old, 5'10", 220 lbs. Blond crew cut, 
blue eyes. Wears Western belt with 
buffalo nickels. Carries truckers wal- 
let In Atlanta since Aug. 1st. I love 
him. I need him. $1,000 cash paid if I 
can just talk to him. Call Jim (404) 
287-0845. (V3,#15) 

GWM, 44, Tall, Attractive, Medium 
Build, Articulate, Educated, Stable, 
Secure, Affectionate, Romantic, 
Humorous, Sensitive, Adventuresome, 
Out-going, Wishes to establish a rela- 
tionship with a like-minded GBM. 
I^etier, phone #, photo (if available) 
appreciated. SV Box 2304. (V3,#15) 

37 year cross dresser straight not into 
men. Seeks straight or bi-female for 
relationship. Should be the strong part- 
ner in love making. Relationship 
should be discreet since I am raising 
my 10 year old son. Also should wish 
to completely train in full to satisfy all 

services 
COMMERCIAL CLEANING 

• 7 YEARS EXPERIENCE • 

Apartments • Homes • Offices 
INSURED     n       1 •BONDED 

ANN DUCKWORTH 
• cleaning services • 

4 years 
of service 

• residential 
• commercial 

• estate sales 
• empty homes 

references 
on request 

881-6383 

PERSONALS 
your needs no pain or bondage, no 
hookers or users apply. If this is you 
send letter and phone to SV Box # 
2321.(V3,#16) 

PERSONAL GROWTH 
Personal Growth for Men & Women 
In this group we will place a strong 
emphasis on experimental work that 
allows each person to participate at his 
or her own level of involvement. We 
will utilize Gestalt Theory and 
Methodology to enhance and foster 
growth in self awareness and contact 
w/others. The Gestalt Institute of 
Atlanta 850-0203. Tues & Thurs 7:30 
to 9:00 pm. Also Individual Therapy. 
(V3,#15) 

SCOTTISH TERRIERS - AKC, 
championed-sired, (803) 468-4132. 
(V3,#15) 

PHOTOGRAPHY 

RECOVERY 

Headshots, composites, promo 
packages,     portfolio     work. 
Professional results at reasonable 
rates. B/W or Color; studio or remote. 
Everyone has a camera, what you 
need is a photographer. 
Call 237-8416. (V3,#16) 

Creative Photography - superb can- 
dids for partnership celebrations, spe- 
cial events, portraiture, holiday parties 
with your choice of color and/or black 
and white - reasonable rates - 491- 
0803. (V3,#16) 

Private Lake - For Sale by owner, 27 
acres on private lake. 1986 28x52 Palm 
Harbor w/3BR/2BA, all major appli- 
ances including microwave, Ig. capaci- 
ty W/D, 14x52 deck, dock. 237 ft. lake 
front. Heavily wooded. $97,500 firm. 
By appt only, no agents. Call Amie 
Denson 832-2692. In West GA near 
Whitesburg.(V3,#15) 

Tell Them 
You Saw It 

In The 
Southern 

Voice 
Classifieds! 

Women's Early Recovery Therapy 
Group. Starling Monday, Sept 24, 
5:30-7pm. Will meet for 12 weeks. 
Low Cost Partners in Health. Marsha 
Davenport, M.S. Call for an interview 
-881-6300. (V3,#16) 

ROOMMATES 
Decatur - 285 Glenwood Rd. GBM 
seeks roommates for 3BR 
Townhouse/condo. Quiet complex. 
$250/mo. plus utilities plus deposit. 
286-2307. (V3,#15) 

Btiford/Clairmont - GWF seeks WF to 
share 2BR/2BA apt. Pool, W/D. $325 
includes utilities. Convenient location. 
325-5629. (V3,#15) 

SERVICES 

OUCH!!! OUCH!!!! OUCH!!! 
Bank's charging you $18/per bounced 
check...or overdraft protection inter- 
est? Keep your money out of the 
Bank's clutches with THE BALANC- 
ING ACT: Bank reconciliations, per- 
sonal/business bookkeeping. 
References. Call Marie Murray 
521-0630. (V3,#18) 

Having Lunch Alone? Too much 
TV? Want to meet new friends and 
have community? Enjoy new activi- 
ties? Join the day program at Common 
Ground for people living with 
HIV/AIDS. The program operates 
Monday-Friday, 10:30-3:30. Call 
874-8686 for information. 
Atlanta Interfaith AIDS Network. 

1510-1 Piedmont Ave. 

876-1557 
ANSLEY  SQUARE 

*VoO* 
*u 

Don't forget your 
META-physiccd 

needs. 
From Astrology 

to Zen. 

In Ansley Square 
(404) 875-2665 

the krackerjack kids 
House Cleaning • Yard Work • Painting 

Commercial & Residential 
BOFiDED &? INSURED 

321-4569 

Roof Repair • Painting • Decks 
Fences • Drywall 

Residential Home Repairs 
Improvements 

CHARLIE MALDONADO (404) 361-4523 Office 
Call Anytime 

SPORTS 
SOUTHliAST WOMHN'S RUGBY - 
practice 6:30 Wednesdays in Piedmont 
Park across from Grady. No experi- 
ence necessary - call Beth at 761-8939 
for details or more info. (V3#16) 

TRAVEL 
Come to Scagrove Beach Florida. 
Cozy collage for rent: furnished 
w/anliques, wicker and art. Sleeps 8, 2 
min. walk lo sugar-sand, quiet beach; 
great in the fall; dog pen, modest rates. 
(205) 263-5970 (V3,#l 8) 

GAY COUNTRY INN. With 19 
charming guest rooms, 100 scenic 
mountain acres, heated pool, hot tub, 
trails for walking hand-in-hand, 
yummy breakfasts, peace + privacy, 
we're your perfect vacation choice! All 
summer sports and spectacular fall col- 
ors too! HIGHLANDS INN, Box 
118SV, Bethlehem, NH 03574, 
(603) 869-3978. Grace & Judi, 
Innkeepers. (V3,#19) 

Fort Lauderdale - Exciting New 
Gay Resort, Club Caribbean Resort - 
4 bars, Ireetop disco, Cafe Martinique 
Restaurant, swimming pool. 48 Rooms 
include A/C, Cable TV, Private Bath, 
and a refrigerator, for reservations 
1-800-366-7299; 2851 N. Federal 
Hwy, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33306 

VOLUNTEERS 
DESPERATELY SEEKING 
HOUSING! 
Volunteers are needed lo house people 
attending the Lavender Law II 
Conference. Lavender Law II is the 
bi-annual meeting of the National 
Lesbian and Gay Law Association 
(NLGLA). This conference is being 
held at the Downtown Radisson Inn 
during the weekend of October 5-8. 
All efforts will be utilized to match 
compatible guests and hosts. To volun- 
teer and find out more about the con- 
ference, please call David Van Der 
Griff at 377-8312 or Jeff Corrigan at 
239-9339. (V3,#16) 

Southern Voice newspapers don't dis- 
tribute themselves. We need your 
help to reach our readers. Call Jana 
Tyson, Circulation Mgr. 876-1831. 

Want to help the environment? 
Volunteer for the Georgia 
Environmental Project Put your ideas 
to work - anything from office work to 
research. Call 521-3731. 

THE STUD RANCH 
LIVE, GAY PHONE SEX!!! 

HOT 1-ON-l J/O'S 
OR 

KINKY 3-SOMES! 
NOTHING TOO BIZARRE!!! 

CALL NOW 
(407) 777-8909 
CREDIT CARDS OR 

PREPAYMENT 
YOU MUST BE 18 

OR OLDER TO CALL 

VOLUNTEERS 
Does Dick Williams piss you off? 
ACT UP/Atlanta is organizing an 
action lo ZAP Dick and slop his homo- 
phobic ranting. If you would like lo 
help us in this effort, call 286-6247. 

Atlanta Gay Center is looking for 
people to help with an HIV/AIDS 
Library due to our successful SID 
clinic. Call Joe at the Atlanta Gay 
Center. 876-5372 or Ron at 371-0819. 

Needed: Jerusalem House, a residence 
for people who have AIDS, is develop- 
ing a team of volunteers to provide per- 
sonal care on a weekly and on-call 
basis. If interested, please call Dennis 
Davis at 527-7627 between 9am and 
5pm. 

SOUTHERN VOICE CIRCULA- 
TION. Join us distributing Southern 
Voice as a volunteer. We have single 
copy box and route dislribulion where 
your involvement can help us reach the 
Atlanta lesbian and gay community. 
It's fun; it's fulfilling, and you get to 
read the paper first! For info call Jana 
Tyson at 876-1831. 

AN ATTITUDE NEEDS 
THE RIGHT 

STYLING PRODUCTS. 

• Nexus* 
• Paul Mitchell* 

• Matrix* 
•Sebastian* 

• Frames! Color 

shampoos 
conditioners 

fixitives 
enhancers 

HAIRANOIA 
321-5775 

Cheshire Point Ctr. 
2000 Cheshire Br. Rd. 

I tried to persuade 
myself that I was 
three quarters 

normal and that 
only a quarter of 
me was queer- 

whereas really it 
was the other way 

around. 

W.Somersettlaugham 

Massage Plus 
533-4069 
Relax your 

mind & body 

BOYCE'S PLANTS 

Installation and Maintenance of 

• Garden Ponds 
• Landscaping 
• Interior Plant Scapes 

373-0827 
New Kitchen Look! Under $150 

HERE IS WHAT WE DO: 
• Remove Old Hardware 
• Touch Up Nicks & Scratches 
• Replace Bumper Pad on Doors 
• Adjust and Lubricate 
Hinges & Drawer Slides 

• Apply Special Cleaner and Oil 
• Wipe & Buff Fronts of Cabinets 
• Clean and Buff Counter Tops 

The Wood Care Specialists 

Ask about our 
commercial services 

for offices, 
restaurants & retail 

Kitchen 
Tune-Up 

934-6135 
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CLASSIFIEDS 

10%+0 Points 
Prime Rate Mortgage 

1st or 2nd Mortgage or 
Cash from Equity 

Vince Quelle 
Office 266-8434 Digital 837-9298 

Home 876-4601 

Buckhead Mortgage 
Company 

Tired of the Same 
Old Lines? 

We specialize in 
fitting Bifocals 
without lines 

at 

Optical Stores 
2441 Cheshire Bridge Rd. 

636-9811 

A COMPLETE 
PLUMBING 

SERVICE 

371-0000 

LET US BE YOUR 
PLUMBER 

Now you know 
where to find 

them. 

Find car dealers 
who'll treat you 

right in the 
Southern Voice 

Classifieds. 

^jK^^&^^^SjN HOT 
M$M&*3&P^*3m&£' TALKING 

PERSONALS! 

Warn      '*'  ^MffiH          '•" 

Gay "Talking Personals" 
recorded by Sexy People 
looking for Dates & Friends. 
It's fun - easy and includes 
Voicemail for extra privacy. 
Gay owned & operated. 

CALL NOW! 

1-900-646-4646 

Op*     ; 
1 /f 

f&^TM^M 
^■H   HfifeHnaw^*      af^^^^mm                   1 '   ^i^m 

HE^    'JE -JLi^.-/' 1.45/min. More info: (306) 58E-445S, Ext 4689 

THIS SPACE AVAILABLE 
Contact Southern Voice Classifieds 

for information on advertising rates. 

876-1831 

FOR SALE BY OWNER 

$48,000 
Under $500 monthly payment 
Approximately $2,000 down. 

3BR / 1 bath cozy home in Forest Park. 
Wood-burning stove; central H/A; hardwood floors; 
storm windows; extra insulation. Large back yard. 

10 Minutes to Downtown 
2 Minutes to 1-75 

Call Chris at 876-1831 or 
378-0173 after 6. (V3#14) 

D ATE»BY»PHON 
Nation's Largest & Newest Dating Service 

24 Hour Service 
E 

<£> 1-900-226-2003 
GST 1-900-988-3135 
GST 1-900-988-3139 
<&> 1-900-226-2007 
GET 1-900-988-3136 
9 1-900-226-2004 
Sp 1-900-226-2006 
GET 1-900-988-3137 
<&> 1-900-226-2005 
G2T1-900-988-3138 

FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE! 
Leave Your Name & Message Call 1-800-388-8274 
 $5 per mill. (3 min. minimum)  

\5W MoSrwUNFabuLOuS SodaLL'.Fe 3 ETHfVM GREEN... 

*1(\^S KEUV. I'M UK/Mfc' 
'WtToUKeYo^CALL, 

ftvcr D°'^ SoMeTHlMfe FAbu|»i»$. 
i ucKiWi HOWEVER, HtouMt 
OEACHEP MY ^ToMATED 
^LEprtoKe ATTE^U^rr. - 

SA,* 

==&s^ CTD 

XpVooRtaLLiM&fTKoMA 
>Toucr\Tbr«e PHoNe', 

?Lf>&E PRE&b 0 
FbRTHuR&DAY MfertT pLAN$*5 

' IF YOURE CALL1K6 ft* 
FRIDAY Ki6HTpLw&, PLEA^E I 

'PRESS 1- . ' 
FOR WEEKEND 1M pToWN HMS] 

iPLEA&EfRE§&2.... 

JJU^THREE IF Yoo'ee 
► lM^I+iHerAttoAHeLqaNrr 
>T>r*eR?NtfV.. pREfc&3# 
•XFlhEREWiLLHEA/AUABlt 

PRE&S f iF YOU'RE 

HWi'K&AHAiRCRiSlSf 
PRESS. 5 FbR A FALiW . 

D«SGL°ri*£steF*lV 

liuBJ 

■rVeSS7FoR§u*)av( 

gRuncrlpLans... 
■pJjeSSfcl&FiViAour 
' jflKcM OF YOUR RfienAS, i§ 
^LeepiMe Wi-m WHi'cH OF ' 
f^RoTHtRFRierU&.. 

PReSS*? FOR A List , 
' OF MY FAVoRrre CL^.; 

pRESS 10 teDi6cuS& 
' Itte PATHETic $Kfe 
.OF ETUAH GREEM'5 

e)EX L\FE... 

, PRESS JlFbr? 

©  OrVrvJ^n     1T10. 
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REAL    ESTATE 
ROOM to rollerskate or 
exercise or paint or build 
furniture. Giant addition 
plus LR with fplc, 300' 
deep lot, 2BR, family 

room. Decatur. 

COOK UP YOUR 
SPECIALTY 

Best intown neighborhood+ 
kitchen you'll want to show 
off.C/A, 2BA, 2 car garage. 

UNDER 50 THOUSAND 
Cute as a button. Close in 
cottage features built ins, 
hdwd floors, fenced back 

yard. 

CHRIS CARROLL 
off. 321-3123 £■% 
dig. 225-8311 %?%» 

Million Dollar Producer 
RE/MAX Metro Atlanta 

FOR RENT 
$850 / MO. 

MIDTOWN'S VERSION 
OFNEWYORK!!3BR. 
CONDO W/ SUNROOM. 

IT'S SO UNIQUE!! 

$475 / MO. 
VICTORIAN TRIPLEX, 
1 BR. HDWD. FLOORS, 

HIGH CEILINGS, 
VERY SPACIOUS. 

$525 / MO. 

ESTABLISHED AREA 
IN DECATUR OFF 

COLUMBIA. BRICK 2 
BR. WITH DEN. 

WONDERFUL YARD. 

Mike £5* 
Glass & 
HOME 873-25081^^ 
OFFICE 321-3123 ^*e* 
RE/MAX METRO ATLANTA 

HOW MUCH DO YOU 
PAY TO STAY COOL? 
Energy bills under $66 / 
month guaranteed in this 

charming new home. Lots 
of room, master suite, quiet 
intown location. No gim- 

micks-call to find out about 
the home buy that will save 

you money. 

BUYING YOUR 
FIRST HOME? 

You need an agent who 
tells you all the options, 

and helps you choose whats 
best for your lifestyle and 

budget. 

CHRIS CARROLL 
off. 321-3123 M£lh 
dig. 225-8311 Wk, 

Million Dollar Producer 
RE/MAX Metro Atlanta 

Open, Bright and Updated 
Townhouse with vaulted great 
room. Wooded view from private 
patio. Moments to Downtown and 
Buckhead. 2BR, 2 1/2 BA. 1202 
Cedar Chase Dr. $93,900. 
Arje McCarty. 264-9957. 
(V3,#15) 

Tell Them You 
Saw It In 

The Southern 
Voice 

Classifieds! 

IT'S A BUYERS 
MARKET!!! 

Let mp find 
that pertect 
house at a 

perfect price 
for you! 

Call me today 
for a free, 

no pressure 
consultation. 

nikki 
marmo   ^t%& 
872-00 1 I RES. BUCKHEAD 

Y& 

East Lake Style house, 3,700sf, in 
Grant Pk. Needs imaginative new 
owner for total restoration to former 
glory. $100s. Mia Pond 688-61M 
Grant Park. Nice redone Victorian 
2BR/1BA, room for expansion. 
$88,500. Gordon E. Wells 624-3174. 
Grant Park Victorians!!! 2 
Stories, on the park, hdwd firs, 
stained glass, renov, and needing 
TLC. You name it, I've got it! 
Debbie Jones-Kelly 5864886. 
Cute Doll House! Like new! 
3BR/1BA, greatroom, fplc, huge lot. 
$73,500. Ormewood Pk. Patrice 
Newman 622-3079. 
Grant Pk City Home- 2BR/1 BA, 
on side street w/view of pk. Lg eat- 
in kit, sun rm. pine firs. 3 fplcs, 
compact low-main lot $88,000. Bill 
Adams 688-0508. 
Non-urban Loft Space! 2 story loft 
in Grant Pk w/2BR apt on lg lot in 
great area. $159,900. Bill Adams 

adams 
W.T. Adams & Company, 
REALTORS 
458 Cherokee Avenue, SE 
Atlanta, Georgia 30312 
Off. (404)688-1222  

David Peek • Neva Calugar 
607-8212 

Priced from $129,500 to $136,000 
Model Open Daily 4-8 PM, 

Saturday 10AM-6PM, Sunday Noon-6PM 

COLDUIGLL 
BANKGRU 

The Home Sellers.* 

EMORY 

6Sr 
Certified by Atlanta Gas 

Light Company 

Midtown Square is a unique 
new community of 20 fee- 
simple townhomes for pro- 
fessionals desiring excellent 
quality and design features in 
a maintenance free environ- 
ment. We offer four different 
homestyles, all with 2 master 
suites, 2 1/2 baths and a 2- 
car garage. Each home over- 
looks a lavishly landscaped 
secured courtyard. Located 
on Piedmont between 4th 
and 5th Streets. 

Private Lake - For Sale by 
owner, 2.7 acres on private lake. 
1986 28x52 Palm Harbor 
w/3BR/2BA, all major appliances 
including microwave, lg. capacity 
W/D, 14x52 deck, dock. 237 ft. 
lake front. Heavily wooded. 
$97,500 firm. By appt. only, no 
agents. Call Arnie Denson 
832-2692. In West GA near 
Whitesburg.(V3,#15) 

Great buy on this 4 bedroom, 2 
bath home. Sitting room off mas- 
ter, roof 2 yrs. remodeled country 
kitchen, new furnace, 10' ceilings, 
hardwood floors. Ashton Dr. East 
Lake. Reduced to $69,500. 
Agent, Fran 469-4863 - 469 0000 
(V3#15) 

Lee Smith 
Presents... 

LIVE IN STYLE FOR 

PENNIES 
Perfect location near all 
intown living. Bright, 
exciting, open condo 

environment. 
Great floorplan for 
roommates, guest. 
Low maintenance 

fees.Impcccable condition. 
2BR, 2 BA. only $65,900. 

NEW ON MARKET 
$125,000. 

Va. Hi starter on highly 
desirable, quiet street. 
Freshly painted, buffed 

hdwds, and new roof leaves 
you with only decorating to 

do. Will go quickly; 
so should you! 

BAN*ORQ 

874-2262 (O) 

876-1459 (H) 

Three minutes to the Mall and 1-285 in quiet neighborhood. 
This brick ranch is nestled in the trees with a backyard fence. 
Perfect condition - does not need repair. 
Has three bedrooms with ceiling fans. 
Kitchen has been up-dated with new dishwasher, counters, 

sink, stove, vinyl floor. 
Living/dining room has carpel over hardwood floors. 
Circular, very private patio. 
New roof. 
All this priced at only $87,900. 
New loan program for only 10% down and easy documentation. 

Call owner/agent     June Kinion     623-1119 
Re/Max of Atlanta     938-1400 

L.OlQWCll D cUlKer SearsjfeiraJSletw>rk W 

Welcomes Back 
Lee Smith m COLDWeU. 

BANKGRG 

The Home Sellers.' 

v^ 
K. Lee Smith 

Associate Broker, GRI 

)ect 
the"best". 

(404) 874-2262 Bus 
(404)280-1459 24 Hr. 
(404) 876-1459 Res. 
Coldwell Banker 
Residential Real Estate 
1370 N. Highland Ave 
Atlanta, GA 30306 4 

Expect 
thebest: 
Knowledgeable, Professional Service 
For All Your Real Estate Needs  

Amemberofthe      [71 
Sears Financial Network dU 

BANKeRQ 

The Home Sellers.1 

MIKE YOUNG 
874-2262 

OFFICE 

Paying Attention to 
ALL the Details !!! o<y> lye-* 

HOME " 

Total Renovation 
$109,900 

Glass block windows, pickled 
floors, new systems, V.;> 

new kitchen & baths. as 
Owner - Agent V   * 

Call for appointment ..aaja             fltti 

fwm Shea Ernbry: ii ■ An agent with your best 
interest in mind ■k \% 

W) 321-3123             H) 371-8859          1 lemax 1 Metro 

The perfect home must meet your budget, space needs, 
personal taste, and lifestyle. To find it, you need an agent 

who listens and informs you of all your options. 
Call me and find out why I'm having my 

best year in a slow market. 

Remax/Metro 
Atlanta 

Chris Carroll 
321-3123       225-8311 

office dig.beeper 
il 

Five Years Experience. Million Dollar Club Member 
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CLASSIFIEDS 

Rick Stuckey is a relocation professional specializing in the 
unique homes located in Atlanta's gracious intown 
neighborhoods. Choose a lifestyle 
offering: 
• a young professional community 
• serene security 
• a cosmopolitan atmosphere 
• easy accessibility to first class 
restaurants, museums, theatres, sporting 
and recreational events, shopping 
• top notch schools 
Serving: 
• Ansley Park • Druid Hills 
• Emory/CDC • Buckhcad Rick Stuckey 
• Decatur • Morningside/Va. Highland 

COLDWeiX 
HANWPP n (404) 321-4461 

COLDUieU. 
BANKGRG 

MORNINGSIDE CHARMER 
This home has been nicely 

renovated and is a 
surprisingly low price. 

Excellent location. 
HEART OF DECATUR 

Luxurious, elegant 
townhome in Decatur. 

Enjoy a 2yr. old home with 
a wonderful back deck, 
w/french doors leading 
from the living room. 

IDEAL LOCATION 
Townhome located less 
than 1 mile from 1-85 
off Clairmont. Over 

1,800 sq. ft., beautifully 
maintained, swim & 

tennis included. 

RICK STUCKEY 
(O) 321-4461, 

(H) 876-4474, (P) 225-0066 

ATTENTION SALESPEOPLE 
Tired of selling in the straight world? 

Want to work for a growing business that appreciates you! 

SOUTHKKN 

\DJDE 
is looking for advertising salespersons to be trained in time for 
the busy holiday season. Generous commissions and bonuses. 
We have accounts ready to turn over to you, now! 

Send resume" to: C. Cash, PO Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316 or call 876-1831 

Because there 
has been a 
tremendous 

increase in soci- 
etal acceptance 
of gay people, 

those without his- 
torical perspec- 
tive imagine this 
acceptance to be 
permanent and 

likely to increase 
with time. 

Unfortunately, 
cultural tolerance 
is like an ocean 

tide. It can reach 
a high watermark 
and then recede 

out of sight. 
Writer 

Donald Vining 

Is service 
important 

to you? 
Leiphart is 
ranked in the 
top 3% for 
customer 
satisfaction 
nationwide 

When 

riBtA 
AVvrtMG&r ROLLS 

buying or       -tf&^f 
leasing a   <?<G»«vJ 
vehicle call Randy Stephenson 

eiphail 
res. 243 W. Ponce de Leon bus. 
458-5661       DECATUR       377-9161 

"I saw your ad in Southern Voice" 
Thank you for mentioning us when you shop with our advertisers, 

they make Southern Voice possible. 

VOICE Where Advertising Means Business 

Looking for a New 
or Used Car or Truck? 

Call a Dealer that wants to 
work with you! 

Ranked #1 in the 
Stovall Volvo Southeast by 

Volvo for Call 
"Atlanta's 

Volvo 
Alternative" 

Customer Pete Randell 
Satisfaction Southlake Mall 

(404)968-3610 

Two women in the throes of Fahrvergnugen with the 
Volkwagen 1990 Cabriolet Convertible. 

The 1990 Volkswagen Passat GL applies the science of 
ergonomics to the Art of Driving. 

31 Years of selling cars and we finally figured out Fahrvergnugen 
Volkswagen makes driving 

a Cabriolet a great deal of fun 
with power-assisted rack and 
pinion steering, a sport-tuned 
suspension and power 
assisted front disc brakes as 
standard equipment. Test 
drive a Cabriolet to see what 
we mean by Fahrvergnugen, 
and why it's time to think 
about Volkswagen again. 

CRAJM- 
OALY 

Richard Winston, Sales Manager      261-7500 2980 Piedmont 

Today Volkswagen is the 
world's fourth largest car 
maker and the only car maker 
that combines European design 
at an affordable price. The 
Passat GL is designed to live 
up to the Volkswagen tradition, 
and to provide an exceptionally 
gratifying driving and 
ownership experience. 
Test drive one today. 
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ACTIVISM 

Queer Nation: Questions and Answers 
The newest activist group now sports seven chapters around the country 

by Rich Flowers 

With members of Queer Nation 
Chapters in seven cities on the streets 
chanting, "We're Queer, We're Here, Get 
Used To It!", a lot of straights—and quite a 
few mainstream lesbians and gays—are 
doing double takes. 

If the group's choice of the word "queer" 
in their name isn't provocative enough, con- 
sider their tactics: "Nights Out" involve 
about 60 members wandering into a straight 
bar, holding hands and other body parts, 
and ordering Rolling Rock on tap. On cue, 
they all kiss. 

"The Queer Shopping Network" takes 
members to local suburban malls to dis- 
tribute lesbian/gay rights pamphlets; And 
they have marched en masse to known gay- 
basher's homes, staged sit-ins on the front 
lawn and loudly chanted, "Shame!" 

Five of Queer Nation/New York's found- 
ing members were interviewed for this 
piece. Together, they define their nation. 

Alan Klein: At the time of the Andy 
Rooney controversy, a group of us got 
together and decided we needed to mobi- 
lize. We felt that it would be great if there 
was a group that could snap into action 
around issues that affected the gay and les- 
bian community that weren't directly relat- 
ed to AIDS. 
Jay Blotcher: A vacuum existed. There 
was no particular action group, in the mode 
of ACT UP, a confrontational group if you 
will, to address the issues of homophobia 
and gay-bashing. We organized because 
several of us had been bashed. 
Heidi Dorow: I knew Alan and the others. 
I've worked with them before in ACT UR 
They called me up and said we're going to 
have a meeting. A lot of us who had been 
involved with ACT UP wanted to have an 
organization that was a little easier to 
maneuver in. 
JB: The great thing about Queer Nation is 
that older gay men, younger lesbians, black 
lesbians, Hispanic gay men, all were 
involved in forming this group. We encour- 
age and seek minority participation. 
Andy Valez: For centuries we have tried 
through our sense of humor, our politics, to 
have the straight world understand who we 
are and accept us. I think it's a noble thing 

but I don't think it works that way. We have 
to stand up and say this is who we are and 
then demand to be taken seriously. 
Laura Morrison: We have to be visible. 
People have to know we exist and our 
youth have to know we are here. Queer is 
not an orientation we should apologize for. 
We're fighting homophobia. We're taking 
back the streets to make them safe for us to 
walk in. 
JB: Queer Nation, in the last two years, has 
been developing as a generic term for all 
gay people. The term used by the gay com- 
munity has positive meaning. 
AK: Two things. First, it's the idea of reap- 

LM: We're not rivals with ACT UP at all, 
in style or purpose. 
HD: Visibility is an amazing educational 
tool. People go to their regular bars, places 
where they never expect to see gay men and 
women, and they see us and they're 
shocked. I'm not saying that they experi- 
ence this and they are changed. But they 
will remember, and this builds up—and 
sooner or later it will have an impact. 
AV: We use education, but not dogmatical- 
ly. We say, "this is who we are." 
AK: Education is great. But education 
should be without apology. 
LM: We go to malls and it's wonderful. 

Tales of the Nation: Queer Nation members in San Francisco display tortillas deco- 
rated with Christ-like faces. Armistead Maupin fans will, no doubt, get the joke. 

propriating the words of our oppressors and 
actually decontextualizing the term "queer" 
and using it in a positive way to empower 
ourselves. If someone comes up to us and 
says,"Hey, you queer!" we shout back,"Yes, 
and we're here!" Now we can rally around 
the word and it confuses our oppressors. It 
makes us feel stronger. Secondly, queer is 
the only word that means both lesbian and 
gay. This is very important because this 
movement would be nothing if gays and 
lesbians weren't working together. 
AV: A wonderful thing about Queer Nation 
is that it has drawn people who aren't neces- 
sarily activists. It is by no means an off- 
shoot of ACT UP. 

We've encountered no security problems. 
We've passed out hundreds of fliers. The 
fliers start out with, "We're Queer, We're 
Here, We'd Like to Say Hello." 
JB: There are kids out there in the suburbs 
who don't know what to do. They are grow- 
ing up gay and are without resources. We 
don't want them to think, "I'm gay, I should 
go to the parking lot at midnight for sex." 
LM: We are reaching out by doing actions 
that receive media coverage. 
JB: Gay-bashing is a product of gay invisi- 
bility. If you are not seen it's much easier 
for someone to bash you. If we become 
more visible, more confrontational, I think 
people will realize that Queers are not 

sitting ducks. 
LM: I'm a lesbian and I've been bashed and 
I know other lesbians that have been 
bashed. People have been calling me "truck 
driver" and "dyke" since I was a little girl 
and they will probably continue to for the 
rest of my life. 
HD: While I was being bashed by 12 
straightboys, I kept thinking, "Wow, this is 
really what it's like to get beat up." When it 
was over, I felt really resigned. They had 
shouted "lezzics, lezzies" before they start- 
ed to beat me and my lover, but while they 
hit us they were silent. It seemed they all 
had to get punches in. My lover had a con- 
cussion. There was blood all over the place. 
One thing that is clear is that they were 
enjoying it. When someone came to our 
aid, they didn't run, they just filtered away. 
AK: One thing that lesbians suffer more 
from than gay men is invisibility. Gay men 
are invisible enough, but lesbians are very 
invisible. 
HD: We have to struggle against this big 
demon homophobia. Start pushing the 
boundaries, everywhere. With our families, 
at the job. The true way to get rid of homo- 
phobia is for everyone to come out. I'm the 
one being out, out on the streets, getting 
beat up. I'm fighting for your rights too. 
You're not doing me any good by remaining 
in the closet. 
AV: Queerness includes a lot more than 
sexuality. It includes staying awake in life. 
Making choices. Not going on automatic. 
Doing what you believe. As a queer who 
came of age in the fifties, I'm thrilled to see 
people getting out and demanding respect. 
AK: Expressing your anger is not a nega- 
tive thing. It can be a very positive thing. 
Letting it out, confronting it, instead of run- 
ning away. 
HD: I can't sit still. I can't just say, "OK, 
I've got my lesbian friends, I've got my les- 
bian bars I can go to." I can't sit still, 
because things are wrong. Everyone gets 
down on me and says, "You're just mad at 
me because I am not an activist." Everyone 
has their own way of doing things. I believe 
that. I want to act. The fight would be so 
much easier if everybody would participate. 
I think in the long term, what we do is chip 
away at people's misconceptions. 
AV: What I want is...I want it all. I want 
everything I'm entitled to as a human being. 

Hotter fn Georgia Asphalt 

Sutton Place 
Apartments 

More Than A Home/A Progressive Attitude 

Great Location Near Lenox 
2 Sparkling Pools 
Screened Terraces 
OnMARTA 
Beautifully Manicured Grounds 

1, 2, and 3 Bedroom 
Gardens and Townhouses Available 

Ask About Our 
Move-In Specials 

3580 Buford Hwy. 
Atlanta, Ga. 30329 (404) 321-1255 


